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Abstract 

 

In the southern part of Libya, there are a number of power plants and other large industrial developments using their 

power systems, such as petroleum fields. Gas turbines are frequently employed due to water scarcity in the region, 

such as the Asrir field power plant. However, fuel transportation is one of the main difficulties regarding cost and 

safety. The annual cost of fuel operation and transportation is admitted to be very high; therefore, this work aims to 

utilize solar energy potential to reduce fuel consumption. In this context, a power plant that is currently in operation 

in Libya, which is located close to the Sahara Desert in the southwestern region, was selected as a case study. The 

region was chosen because it offers extraordinary conditions for the establishment of concentrated power plants. 

Simulations studies were carried out at full load considering the nature of the solar flux that varies with the 

meteorological conditions and the thermodynamic calculations were made based on algebraic equations describing 

the power cycle and the solar field. In addition, the feasibility of fulfilling the power cycle's energy required using 

the CSPs system was also analyzed. The annual behavior of the solar field was determined using hourly data within 

the system advisor model (SAM) software. In order to examine the possibility of fuel reduction, the cost of fuel was 

linked with an exergy analysis from an economic perspective. The findings revelated that the plant efficiency could 

be increased and the fuel mass rate ratio could be reduced by preheating the air temperature entering the combustion 

chamber. The air/fuel ratio at the combustor was found 43, the design heat energy required to deliver to the 

combustion chamber is 414.4MW, and the energetic thermal efficiency of the power cycle is 32.6%. The thermal 

power design of the solar field is 532MW when average direct irradiation is equal to 1000kWh/m². 

 

Keywords: Concentrated solar power; gas turbine; reduction of fuel consumptions; solar energy.  

 

1. Introduction  

The present study aims to address the potential of 

incorporating concentrated solar power systems (CSPs) as a 

sustainable alternative to clean energy generation within a 

gas turbine near a Sahara in Libya. CSPs transform radiant 

energy into thermal energy, and they cover a large array of 

different options, the most common ones are: parabolic 

trough, central receivers (power tower), parabolic dish and 

linear Fresnel [1]. The central receivers technology is 

selected due to gas power plants require a high temperature, 

it uses a large number of mirrors (heliostats) to concentrate 

the rays on a particular receiver that is placed at the top of a 

tower [1]. Their operation is expanding, particularly, in the 

US and Spain [2]; several commercial central receiver 

plants presently in operation use direct steam generation 

(DSG) technology; and some use molten salts as both the 

HTF and storage medium [3]. This technology achieves 

very high temperatures up to 800°C, thereby increasing the 

efficiency at which heat is converted into electricity in the 

power block and reducing the cost of thermal storage. An 

incorporated solar combined plant is modeled and 

simulated in the study [4] considering 20% solar, in the east 

of Algeria, where the region is near the location under 

study, therefore, the environmental conditions are similar. 

The plant uses a gas turbine with exhaust heat recovery for 

steam generation and the overall efficiency is 49% at a 

nominal output. Experimental research [5] addressed the 

effects of forced convective cooling on the electrical and 

thermal performance of photovoltaic thermal collectors 

using two different angular-positioned finned heat sink 

attachments and a phase transition material (paraffin) with 

steel foam mixture. Air was forced to flow between the flat 

and angled fins with the use of a fan. Data from a reference 

photovoltaic module was used to determine solar radiation, 

temperature, electrical and thermal power, energy, and 

efficiency efficiencies. In comparison to the solar module, 

the inclined and flat-finned heat sink attached collectors 

were cooled by about 12% and 22%, respectively. Due to 

the given cooling, the electrical efficiency improvement 

with incline finned and flat finned heat sink application 

obtained roughly 5% and 6% compared to the solar module, 

which has a 4.4% electrical efficiency. Overall, the 

efficiencies were around 60% and 41%. The energy 

efficiency of photovoltaic modules is 4.7%; cooling with 

incline finned heat sink and a flat finned heat sink 

application increases it to 5.6% and 6.9%. Abdel Dayem et 

al. [6] investigated a numerical analysis considering an 

integrated solar combined cycle power plant taking in the 

mailto:ismael.ehtiwesh@sabu.edu.ly
https://orcid.org/0009-0000-5531-454X
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6978-2325
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-4128-6290
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Makkah region. The result was compared with the data of 

the Kuraymat power plant. The capacity of the plant is 

135MW, including 61MW that produced within the CSP 

system. The analysis presents that the model in Makkah is 

viable and it can be used by the electrical sector in Saudi 

Arabia. Poullikkas [7] carried out a feasibility analysis 

aiming to investigate whether the installation of CSPs in the 

Mediterranean region is economically feasible. The analysis 

included Cyprus's solar potential as well as all information 

available regarding the current RES policy of the Cyprus 

Government, including the applicable feed-in tariff of 0.26 

cents per kWh. It is concluded that the implementation of 

CSPs in the region is profitable and economically feasible 

under appropriate conditions, namely, the plant size, the 

storage size, the initial and land cost. Furthermore, the 

investment can be increasingly attractive by increasing the 

plant size. The outcomes also showed that the additional 

benefit resulting from the 30€/t trading price for CO2 

emissions in all situations evaluated throughout the 

simulations was at 2.4€c/kWh. The findings showed that 

land leasing price has a negative impact on final production 

costs, increasing the cost of electricity produced by the 

solar thermal power plant by 1.43€c/kWh for every 1€/(m2 

year) rise in land leasing price. Studies [1, 8, 9, 10] follow 

the methodology proposed in [11], which is used to analyze 

the feasibility of installing CSPs along the Libyan coastline. 

The potential of solar resources and the appropriate factors 

for the use of CSPs in Tunisia was evaluated [12], the 

interconnection of electricity with Europe, and the 

opportunity for the development of renewable energy 

sources in North Africa by European support. The study 

indicates that the electricity generation exceeds the Andasol 

plant by 1793MWh. Experimental study [13] aimed at the 

energy and exergy analysis of Al2O3 Nano fluid circulation 

in two different flow patterns was done on PV/T collector 

cooling. The comparison module was a 20W polycrystalline 

PV module. The PV/T collectors were also built using the 

same PV modules. PV/T-A and PV/T-B collectors cooled 

PV modules by 29% and 48.5% more effectively when 

subjected to solar radiation of 793 W/m2 (equal to 121W of 

solar power). Environmental economics were predicted to 

have a size of 0.094tCO2/year, 0.12tCO2/year carbon 

reduction, and corresponding carbon trade values of 1.4 and 

1.8 dollars. 

Natural gas power plants are available in two 

technologies, namely, simple cycle and combined cycle gas 

plants (CCGT) [14]. The integration of CSPs with natural 

gas plants can be directed to the steam cycle or to gas cycle. 

Therefore, solar energy produced by CSPs can be used to 

boil water in the heat recovery steam generator and inject it 

into the high-pressure turbine or to preheat the air before 

enters the combustor. The available hybrid-CSPs are mostly 

integrated with CCGT with the purpose of supplying 

additional saturated steam to the heat recovery steam 

generator via a high-pressure drum [3]. The incorporation 

of CSPs with natural gas can be employed by using several 

configurations at difference temperatures. Adding heat to 

gas turbines by CSPs technologies is a technical challenge 

as gas turbines operate at temperatures higher than steam 

turbines. On the other hand, the flexible operation of 

Brayton cycle where the fuel and air can be controlled, 

makes their combining with CSPs more valuable [15]. 

Therefore, CSPs adds heat to the power cycle to preheat the 

air before the combustion chamber, where the fuel rate 

control assures combustion can get the needed operation 

temperature. Furthermore, there is another configuration of 

integration CSPs with a gas turbine where steam inject 

(STIG) into the combustor, by replacing or supplementing 

the steam generators. This technique can increase the 

generated power and increase the solar share [16, 17], and 

using this configuration does not need a high temperature 

from CSP. Moreover, depending on the compression ratio 

of the gas turbine, STIG can use simple and less expensive 

CSP technology such as parabolic trough, with saturation 

steam temperature in a range of 200–300◦C. However, the 

STIG cycle needs water, and the water would be lost if not 

captured at the turbine exhaust. Solar energy is plentiful in 

sites where water is scarce and therefore the water 

consumption of the solar STIG cycle must be addressed. 

Therefore, preheating the air before in CSP straight to a 

Brayton cycle, which uses less water, is the proper option 

[18, 19, 20, 21]. 

Areas with high sun irradiation levels are most suited for 

solar thermal power facilities. These characteristics are 

prevalent in the majority of coastal and southern Saharan 

regions of Libya, and they are dominated by a large-scale 

Mediterranean climate with average annual levels of 

irradiation of (1600–1800kWh/m²) [22], which are quite 

suitable for practical applications. The Southern region of 

Libya has a high potential for CSP operation, namely, the 

Sunbelt region which offers excellent conditions for various 

commercial applications [8] within a direct normal 

irradiation (DNI) higher than 2000kWh/m2 per year. There 

are several power plants in the south of Libya and large 

industrial projects such as petrol fields. Due to the water 

scarcity in the region, all currently operational power 

facilities employ gas turbines, such as the one in the Asrir 

field. However, in terms of cost and safety, fuel 

transportation is one of the major challenges. In addition to 

fuel cost, it is acknowledged that the annual cost of fuel 

transportation is also large; therefore, this work aims to 

study the incorporation of hybrid solar gas turbine in order 

to evaluate the potential of reducing the fuel consumptions. 

A power plant that is currently in operation, which is 

located close to the Sahara Desert, Ubari power plant was 

selected as a case study. The region offers outstanding 

conditions of CSPs rollout, namely: very high DNI, and a 

large amount of free flat land [23]. The Ubari power plant is 

located around 700 km from the Zawiya Refinery that feeds 

it the diesel, where the petroleum brings from the El-

Sharara oil field. The Ubari power plant consists of four gas 

turbine units with a total capacity of 640 megawatts [24], 

the design power of each unit is 160MW. Figure 1 displays 

the monthly global horizontal and diffuse radiation for the 

region under study; the maximum radiation and minimum 

radiation correspond to July and December, respectively. 

Figure 2 shows the sunshine duration each month receives, 

June and July have the highest sunshine period, averaging 

more than 12 hours per day. 

The concept behind the proposed system is to use 

concentrated solar power technology to harness solar 

radiation to heat up the air leaving the compressor before it 

enters the combustion chamber when the weather is sunny. 

As a result, the air itself is used as the working substance in 

the receiver instead of another working liquid. The 

operation temperature of the proposed technology (central 

receivers) is about 800 degrees Celsius, where the air goes 

through the tubes inside the receiver that heat up by a  field 

of mirrors, which focus the rays of the Sun onto the 

receiver. 
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Figure 1. Daily global horizontal irradiation and normal 

direct irradiation of Ubari [25]. 

 

  

Figure 2. Average daily sunshine duration of Ubari region 

[25]. 

 

The variable nature of the solar flux means that the solar 

heat input to the gas-turbine is not constant, but varies with 

current meteorological conditions. In order to maintain a 

constant temperature at the entrance of the turbine, the fuel-

flow to the combustion chamber is continuously controlled. 

An example of the operation of a hybrid solar gas-turbine is 

shown in Figure 3. The relative distribution of the heat 

input to the gas-turbine cycle depends upon the available 

solar flux. During daytime, heat from the solar sub-system 

can be harnessed by the gas-turbine, partly (or completely) 

replacing the heat input from fuel combustion and fuel flow 

to the combustion chamber decreases below the nominal 

value. Despite the drop in fuel flow, the combination of 

solar and fuel heat input provides the required nominal heat 

input to the gas-turbine, maintaining nominal electricity 

production. At night-time, the operation of the power plant 

continues in pure fossil-fuel mode. As such it is important 

to maintain high overall conversion efficiency for the power 

plant. If the power block efficiency is low, high carbon 

emissions during cloud passages and night-time operation 

can outweigh any savings achieved during solar operation. 

The present study aims to address the potential of 

incorporating concentrated solar power systems. The 

thermodynamic calculations of the selected power cycle 

were made using algebraic operations; and the feasibility of 

fulfilling the energy required in the combustion chamber 

with the CSPs system was also analyzed. The System 

Advisor Model environment (SAM) [26], which has an 

embedded module of the TRNSYS environment, to 

examine the performance and economic viability of solar 

units can be utilized solely as a tool to estimate the thermal 

energy delivered to the solar receiver. However, SAM 

software is not equipped to handle a gas-cooled solar 

receiver and the associated power block (i.e., a Brayton 

Cycle). As such, any economic predictions are invalid, due 

to the many differences between gas and steam turbines and 

solar receivers. SAM will be used to calculate the optimal 

solar field layout, which can then be used to calculate the 

solar field size, thermal power and air temperature 

delivered to the power cycle on an hourly basis over the 

year. 
 

 
Figure 3. Operation of hybrid solar gas-turbine [27].  

  

2. Mathematical model 

For the electricity generation from the concentrated 

solar power systems, the thermal energy received at the 

solar field is required to be converted by an appropriate 

power cycle. The thermodynamic characterization was 

conducted along with the thermodynamic properties (P, T, 

v, h, s), which are determined for the operating state points 

of the cycle based on algebraic equations describing the 

power cycle and the solar field as depicted in Figure 4. 

The ambient atmospheric temperature and pressure used 

for the compressor inlet are 25ºC and 1atm, respectively, 

and the outlet pressure is calculated based on the design 

pressure ratio. The exergy balance at each state point is 

given as follows: 

 

�̇�𝑥 = �̇� ∗ [(ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ℎ𝑖𝑛) − 𝑇0 (𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑆𝑖𝑛 −

𝑅𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
⁄ ))]                                                                   (1) 

 

where h is the enthalpy, S is the entropy generation, which 

measures the irreversibilities generated during a process, �̇�𝑥 

is the exergy, and �̇� is mass flow, except at the chamber 

combustion, a mixture of air/fuel is considered.  
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Figure 4. Sub-components of the hybrid solar gas-turbine 

unit. 

 

It is possible to identify crucial information and 

understanding of subjects where significant advancements 

could be made by characterizing the utilization of energy 

resources in society in terms of exergy by the use of 

effective technologies, such as more effective energy 

resource conversions. In principle, the exergy matter can be 

determined by bringing it to the dead state by means of 

reversible processes. The thermodynamic analysis of the 

power cycle uses the net output thermal capacity as the 

objective function in the optimization process. The 

components associated with the cycle were analyzed under 

the assumption of steady-flow. The model is structured to 

define the properties at each state point of the cycle 

depicted in Figure 2 and then, sequentially, to determine 

energy, exergy, efficiency and irreversibility for each power 

cycle component. The energy and exergy balance are given 

as follows: 

 

𝑇2 = (
𝑃2

𝑃1
)(𝑘−1)/𝑘𝑇1                                        (2) 

 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗ (ℎ1 − ℎ2)                               (3) 

 

�̇�𝑥,1 = �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗ [(ℎ1 − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 (𝑆1 − 𝑆0 − 𝑅𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃1

𝑃0
⁄ ))] 

                                                         (4) 

 

�̇�𝑥,2 = �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗ [(ℎ2 − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 (𝑆2 − 𝑆0 − 𝑅𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃2

𝑃0
⁄ ))]   

                                                         (5) 

 

�̇�𝑥𝐷,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = �̇�𝑥,2 − �̇�𝑥,1 − �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝                       (6) 

 

where �̇�𝑥𝐷 the exergy destruction. 

 

𝜂𝐼𝐼,𝑐𝑜𝑚 =
�̇�𝑥,2−�̇�𝑥,1

|�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝|
                                 (7) 

 

�̇�𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 = �̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠(ℎ3 − ℎ4)                               (8) 

 

�̇�𝑥,3 = �̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠 ∗ [(ℎ3 − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 (𝑆3 − 𝑆0 − 𝑅𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃3

𝑃0
⁄ ))] 

                                                         (9) 

 

�̇�𝑥,4 = �̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠 ∗ [(ℎ4 − ℎ0) − 𝑇0 (𝑆4 − 𝑆0 − 𝑅𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃4

𝑃0
⁄ ))] 

                                                       (10) 

�̇�𝑥𝐷,𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 = �̇�𝑥,3 − �̇�𝑥,4 − �̇�𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒                    (11) 

 

𝜂𝐼𝐼,𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 =
�̇�𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙,𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒

�̇�𝑥,3−�̇�𝑥,4
                             (12) 

 

The thermal efficiency gauges the extent to which the 

energy input to the working fluid passing through the 

combustor is converted to mechanical output. Its 

determination is calculated as follows: 

 

�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡 = �̇�𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 − �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚                      (13)

  

�̇�𝑖𝑛 = �̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠(ℎ3 − ℎ5)                              (14) 

 

𝜂𝐼,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

�̇�𝑖𝑛
                                       (15) 

 

The quantity of heat gained by the combustion chamber 

Qin may come just from fuel combustion when the sun is 

not present, or it may come from both the burning of fuel 

and thermal energy from the solar field when sufficient 

solar radiation is available. The combustor operates at a 

steady state steady flow with no heat transfer with the 

surrounding. The specific exergy of the fuel at 

environmental conditions reduces to chemical exergy, 

which can be written as [28, 29]: 

 

𝜀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝛾𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝐻𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙                                            (16) 

 
where εfuel is the fuel specific exergy, γfuel the exergy grade 

function, and Hfuel the higher heating value of the fuel. 

Table 1 reported the higher heating value, chemical exergy, 

and fuel exergy grade function of different fuels, namely, 

natural gas and diesel [29].  

 

Table 1. Ratio of fuel chemical exergy to lower heating 

value. 
Fuel Hfuel (kJ/kg) εfuel (kJ/kg)  γfuel 

Diesel 39500 42265 1.07 

Natural Gas 55448 51702 0.93 

 

All values of the exergy grade function are close to 

unity. Consequently, the common practice in such cases is 

to assume that the exergy of the fuel is approximately equal 

to the higher heating value [28]. The combustor operates at 

steady state steady flow with no heat transfer with the 

surrounding. 

 

�̇�𝑥,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝜀𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙                              (17) 

 

�̇�𝑥𝐷,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = �̇�𝑥,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 + �̇�𝑥,2 − �̇�𝑥,3                    (18) 

 

𝜂𝐼𝐼,𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
�̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡

�̇�𝑥,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙+�̇�𝑥,5
                              (19) 

 

The cost rate of exergy destruction of fuel �̇�𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 ($/h) is 

calculated based on the specific exergetic cost (SPECO)  

method, as follows [30]: 

 
�̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 = 𝑐𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙�̇�𝑥,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙                               (20) 

 

where cfuel is the fuel cost rate per unit exergy ($/kW-h). 

The objective of the steady-state combustion chamber 

model is to calculate the nominal mass flow of fuel required 

to drive the gas-turbine. The composition of the combustor 
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outlet gases must also be determined. The following 

assumptions have been used for the model of the 

combustor: 

 

• Complete combustion occurs. 

• No thermal losses from the combustion chamber. 

• The water content of the combustion air is negligible. 

 

The required mass flow of fuel can be determined by a 

simple energy balance in the combustion chamber. The 

energy released during the combustion of the fuel must be 

sufficient to heat the air by the solar field to reach the 

desired combustor outlet temperature. The mixture of air 

and fuel entering the combustor produces gas at a flow rate 

equal to the sum of the air and fuel, as determined by the 

following equation, with a fixed nominal pressure drop of 

4% [27]. 

 

�̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠 = �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟 + �̇�𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙                              (21) 

 

The combustion reaction with a hydrocarbon fuel and 

air is modeled using Eq. (22) [31], in which the fuel 

(typically natural gas) is considered a generic hydrocarbon. 

The minimum amount of air that supplies sufficient oxygen 

for the complete combustion of carbon, hydrogen, and any 

other elements in the fuel, which may oxidize is called 

theoretical air. When complete combustion is achieved with 

theoretical air, the products contain no oxygen. The 

assumption that air is 21% oxygen and 79% nitrogen by 

volume leads to the conclusion that for each mole of 

oxygen, 79/21 = 3.76 moles of nitrogen are involved. 

  

𝐶𝑥𝐻𝑦 + 𝑧(𝑂2 + 3.76𝑁2) → 𝑎 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝑏 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑐 𝑂2 + 𝑑 𝑁2 

                                                       (22) 

 

This amount of air is equal to 100% theoretical air (c=0) 

[31], in fact, complete combustion is not likely to be 

reached unless the amount of air supplied is somewhat 

bigger than the theoretical amount (c>1). With the 

coefficients to the substances called stoichiometric 

coefficients, the balance of atoms yields the theoretical air 

amount. Two important components frequently used to 

measure the ratio of fuel and air is the air/fuel ratio (AF) or 

the fuel/air ratio (FA) [32]. These ratios are usually 

expressed on a mass basis, and which can be on a mole 

basis. The quantities of fuel and air in a given combustion 

process are typically determined using these parameters. 

The amount of air in reaction to the amount of fuel is what 

is known as the air-fuel ratio. 

 

𝐴𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
m𝑎𝑖𝑟

m𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
= 𝐴𝐹𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒

M𝑎𝑖𝑟

M𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
                     (23) 

 

where m denotes mass and M denotes moles.  

The total enthalpy and entropy of a product gas mixture 

at the combustion chamber are expressed as given [31]: 

 

ℎ = ∑ 𝑛𝑖ℎ𝑖                                       (24) 

 

𝑠 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑖 − 𝑅 ∑ 𝑛𝑖 ln 𝑛𝑖                      (25) 
 

where ni = moles of gas i. The model layout is 

representative of a utility-scale hybrid solar power plant, in 

which the large size of the power block requires the gas-

turbine to remain at the base of the tower. Only radiation 

losses are significant at high temperatures was assumed for 

the model of the solar receiver. The basic energy balance at 

a solar receiver was taken into consideration the solar heat 

input to the receiver, the useful thermal power extracted 

Quseful, and the rate of heat loss. For the receiver energy 

balance can be expressed using Eq. (26) [27], where Qreceived 

is the thermal power collected by the solar receiver. 

  

𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 = 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠                             (26) 

 

𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝑟𝜀𝑟𝜎 ((
𝑇2+𝑇5

2
)

4

− 𝑇𝑜
4)                     (27) 

 

where, Quseful is the thermal power delivering to the power 

cycle, 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann and  Qreceived can be used 

to estimate the solar field size using the following equation: 

 

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 = 𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡𝛼𝑟𝐷𝑁𝐼. 𝑁ℎ. 𝐴ℎ                     (28) 

 

where Ar is receiver area, Ah is the heliostat area, Nh is the 

number of heliostats in the field, ηopt is the optical 

efficiency of the receiver, and the absorptivity and 

emissivity of the volumetric absorber, αr and εr respectively.  

The optical efficiency of the receiver considers the effects 

of the quartz glass cover that maintains the pressure within 

the receiver. Higher operating pressures require thicker 

glass, which reduces the optical efficiency due to higher 

reflection and absorption at the glass window; this effect is 

considered in Eq. (29). The reference values for the 

operating pressure and optical efficiency are presented in 

[27], their values are 6.5 bar and 87%, respectively. 

 

log(𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡) =
𝑃2

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓
log(𝜂𝑜𝑝𝑡

𝑟𝑒𝑓
)                             (29) 

 

The pressure losses with the receiver modules are 

estimated using Eq. (30) based on the mass flux Gr within 

the receiver, the operating pressure and the mean 

temperature within the receiver. Reference values are 

presented in [27], with a reference pressure drop of 40mbar, 

a reference mass flux Gref of 1.063kg/m2s, and a reference 

mean temperature of 700°C [27]. 

 

Δ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟

Δ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑓
=

𝐺𝑟
𝑟𝑒𝑓

G𝑟

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑃2
(

𝑇2+𝑇5

2𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑓 )                             (30) 

 

3. Results 

The simulation was carried out at full load and the 

nominal design conditions are presented in Table 2. The 

variable nature of the solar flux means that the solar heat 

input to the gas turbine is not constant, but varies with 

current meteorological conditions. In order to maintain a 

constant temperature at the entrance of the turbine, the fuel 

flow to the combustion chamber is continuously controlled. 

The relative distribution of the heat input to the gas-turbine 

cycle depends upon the available solar flux. During the 

daytime, heat from the solar sub-system can be harnessed 

by the gas turbine, partly (or completely) replacing the heat 

input from fuel combustion and fuel flow to the combustion 

chamber decreases below the nominal value. Despite the 

drop in fuel flow, the combination of solar and fuel heat 

input provides the required nominal heat input to the gas 

turbine, maintaining nominal electricity production. At 

night-time, the operation of the power plant continues in 

pure fossil-fuel mode.  
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Table 2. Nominal design parameters. 
Parameter Amount 

Design electric power 160 MW 

Generator efficiency 85% 

Turbine efficiency 90% 

Air volume flow rate  427 m3/s 

The reference state of air 25ºC, 1.013bar 

Compressor pressure ratio 10 

 

The first simulation was carried out for a sample 

Brayton cycle without solar integration. Table 3 reports the 

stream state points' derived thermodynamics characteristics 

data, where the outcomes of the energetic and exergetic 

analysis are listed in Table 4, and Table 5 reported the flow 

rates of air, fuel and gas, which computed at the nominal 

parameters. 

 

Table 3. Stream data for the power cycle. 

S. ID state 
Temperature 

(C) 

Pressure 

(kPa) 

Enthalpy 

(kJ/kg) 

Entropy 

(kJ/kg K) 

1  Air 25 101.3 307.5 6.89 

2  Air 249.4 1013 526.5 6.768 

3  Fuel Gas 1000 1013 1364 6.587 

4  Gases 588.9 102.8 890.8 6.796 

 

Table 4. Energetics and exergetics of the power cycle 

components. 

Components 
Energetic 

MW 

Exergetic input 

MW 

Exergetic output 

MW 

Compressor 105.85 (work) 64.8 218.8 

Combustion 414.4 (heat) 690.2 683.7 

Turbine 234.1 (work) 683.7 6.9 

 

Table 5. Cycle parameters obtained at nominal conditions. 
Variables Amount Units 

Ẇ 144 MW 

ṁair 483.4 kg/s 

ṁfuel  11.22 kg/s 

ṁgases 494.7 kg/s 

𝜂cycle 32.6 % 

 

In conclusion, the average amount of energy needed to 

be delivered at the combustor is 414.4MW. The fuel mass 

flow rate is 11.22kg/s, the energetic thermal efficiency of 

the power cycle is 32.6% and the gross power output is 

144MW, respectively. The second part aims to address the 

analysis of the solar systems; an accurate and 

comprehensive study of the performance and behavior of 

solar energy systems and their components; is required to 

conduct an hourly analysis on an annual basis. The 

reference of collected thermal power to be delivered by the 

solar receiver to the power block is considered based on the 

combustor energy presented in Table 4 (414MWth).  

The selection of the design thermal power is depended 

on two components, namely, optical solar field efficiency 

and solar multiple. The ratio of the thermal power generated 

by the solar field at the design point to the thermal power 

needed by the power cycle under nominal conditions is 

known as the solar multiple. High SM values without 

thermal storage function result in thermal energy 

overproduction that cannot be used to generate electricity. 

For solar-only systems like the present investigation, the 

SM is always bigger than one in order to maintain the 

power cycle's nominal conditions for a longer period of 

time than would be the case if the solar multiple were equal 

to one [33]. However, thermal energy overproduction can 

be useful only if a thermal energy storage system is used, 

otherwise, like the present study, economically no need to 

employ a high value of SM that increases the size of the 

solar field, which raises costs and necessitates the need for 

larger land. As the solar multiple increases, the marginal 

cost of extending nominal receiver operation increases 

exponentially because the cost of the solar field is generally 

proportional to the solar multiple. Therefore, the design 

thermal power calculated for this analysis is 532MWth 

based on solar multiple equal to 1.28  [33].  

Then, SAM is utilized in this study solely as a tool to 

estimate the thermal power produced by the solar field. 

SAM can calculate the optimal heliostat field layout, which 

can then be used to calculate the total power delivered to 

the solar receiver on an hourly basis for the entire year. 

Table 6 reported the solar field geometrical and optical 

parameters and specifications used in the present 

investigation optimized by SAM environment, where SM, 

thermal power design and DNI are 1.28, 532MWth and 

1000 W/m2, respectively. Figures 5 presented the daily 

average of air temperature collected by the receiver that 

leaves the solar field to the power cycle for each month. 

Figure 6 reported daily average of the received thermal 

power and useful thermal power delivered to the power 

cycle. The value of zero indicates that gas backup is now 

being used in place of solar heat flux. These results of the 

SAM simulation can be extracted into a data file for further 

calculations and analyses. 

It can be noted that the solar share ranges between 6 

hours in winter (December) to 12 hours in the summer 

(June) over the year. The useful thermal power that sends to 

power cycle varies between around 300MWt on December 

and 415MWt in July. Achieved temperature varies between 

around 650ºC in the winter and 800ºC in the summer. 

 

Table 6. Geometrical and optical parameters for the solar 

field. 
Solar Multiple 1.28 

Design point DNI 1000 W/m2 

Thermal power design 532 MWth 

Heliostat width 12.2 m 

Heliostat height 12.2 m 

Tower height 187 m 

Receiver material type Stainless ASI316 

Receiver tube outer diameter  40 mm 

Receiver heat loss factor 1 

 

Figure 7 demonstrated the hourly data based on an 

annual average profile of receiver optical and thermal 

efficiencies. Thermal efficiency is known as the ratio of 

received energy to useful energy, and its impact on the 

outcomes of Figure 6 is evidently proportional. Table 7 

reported the first and second efficiencies for the model, fuel 

mass rate, The cost rate of exergy destruction of fuel, and 

exergy destruction rate, respectively, variation with the air 

temperature entering the combustor. As expected, the 

thermal energy efficiency is increased by raising the 

temperature of the air before it enters the combustion 

chamber, and the fuel rate is decreased, therefore, the air 

mass flow rate entering the combustion is decreased. The 

exergy destruction rate is decreased with the increase in the 

air temperature entering the combustor. The fuel cost per 

unit exergy is selected based on the Baghernejad et al. study 

[30], 0.012$/MJ-h; the fuel cost rate decreased with the 

increase in the air temperature entering the combustion 

chamber. 

For the solar sole scenario (no combustion), the range of 

the prediction air temperature produced by the solar system  
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Figure 5. Solar field outlet temperature.

  

 
Figure 6. Solar field received (Blue) and useful thermal power (Orange). 

 

 
Figure 7. Annual average profile of the solar receiver’s 

optical efficiency. 

 

that enters the turbine is depending on the available solar 

flux, in particular produced air temperature. To generate 

144MW (Design) at 750ºC, the air flow rate is found equal 

to 430 kg/s. Therefore, for the solar sole scenario at varying 

air temperature that delivered by the solar field directly to 

the turbine, Figure 8 shows how the power cycle electricity 

output varies with air temperature inlet the turbine at 

different flow rates. The equilibrium between the air flow 

rate and solar heat flux is crucial for maintaining the air at 

the highest temperature. It can be noted that when the air 

temperature produced by solar field is high (750ºC) (solar 

only case study), the air mass flow (≈430ºC) is less than the 

design flow rate. 

 

Table 7. Combustion temperature inlet variation with 

various results. 
Tcomb, inlet 

ºC 
�̇�𝒇𝒖𝒆𝒍 

$/h 

�̇�𝒙,𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒃 

MW 

�̇�𝒂𝒊𝒓 

kg/s 

�̇�𝑭𝒖𝒆𝒍 

kg/s 
ηI ηII 

250 20350 20.35 482 11.2 0.326 0.301 

300 19082 19.08 452 10.5 0.334 0.308 

350 17801 17.80 421 9.81 0.344 0.316 

400 16506 16.51 391 9.10 0.354 0.325 

450 15197 15.19 360 8.37 0.367 0.336 

500 13874 13.87 328 7.64 0.382 0.349 

550 12537 12.54 297 6.91 0.401 0.366 

600 11186 11.19 265 6.16 0.424 0.387 

650 9823 9.82 232 5.41 0.454 0.413 

700 8447 6.17 200 4.65 0.494 0.449 

750 7059 6.15 167 3.89 0.549 0.498 
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Figure 8. Variation in electricity production with turbine 

inlet air temperature for various air flows. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The potential of incorporating concentrated solar power 

systems with gas turbine was investigated considering the 

Ubari power plant.  The main objective is to reduce the 

high operating and transportation costs for petroleum in the 

southern part of Libya, and therefore, to reduce the 

environmental harm that fuel causes.  Analysis of the 

straightforward Brayton power cycle without solar function 

was carried out, and the conclusions were used as a design 

guide for the design and analysis of the solar field. The 

simulation was carried out at full load; the variable nature 

of the solar flux means that the solar heat energy delivered 

to the power cycle is not constant, and varies with current 

meteorological conditions. In order to maintain a constant 

temperature at the turbine inlet, the fuel flow to the 

combustion chamber is continuously controlled.  The 

combustor heat energy required is 414.4MW and the 

air/fuel ratio is 43; the energetic thermal efficiency of the 

power cycle is 32.6% and the gross power output is 

144MW. An hourly analysis based on an annual basis was 

simulated within the SAM environment. However, SAM 

software is not equipped to handle a gas-cooled solar 

receiver and the associated power cycle, therefore, SAM is 

utilized in this study solely as a tool to estimate the thermal 

energy collected by the solar receiver and the actual energy 

delivered to the power cycle. The designed system can 

deliver the required energy in about 6 hours in winter 

(December) and 12 hours in the summer (June). The fuel 

flow rate and fuel cost associated with exergy destruction 

are used to assess the economic approach. The analysis 

presented that by increasing the combustor inlet air 

temperature, the power cycle efficiency is increased and the 

fuel mass rate is decreased. The fuel cost rate can be 

minimized by increase combustor inlet air temperature. The 

use of sole solar energy requires a big storage system and a 

huge land, and it does not fulfill its goal during the winter. 

Therefore, the use of a hybrid solar gas turbine design to 

use less gas might be the most effective and cost-effective 

solution; where employing sole gas turbines requires the 

use and transportation of fuel, which is expensive and 

harmful to the environment. 

 

Nomenclatures 

A Area 

c  The cost rate per unit exergy 

�̇�  The cost rate of exergy destruction 

DNI Direct normal irradiation 

�̇�𝑥  Exergy 

�̇�𝑥𝐷  Exergy destruction  

G Mass flux 

h Enthalpy  

H  The higher heating  

i Gas type 

M Moles  

m Mass 

ṁ  Mass flow rate 

n Moles of gas 

Nh Number of Heliostats  

P Pressure 

Q Thermal energy 

s Entropy  

S Entropy generation 

T Temperature  

W Work 

 

Greek symbols 

α Absorptivity 

η Efficiency 

ε Emissivity 

ε The fuel specific exergy 

γ  The exergy grade function   

𝜎  The Stefan-Boltzmann 

 

Abbreviations 

h Heliostats 

o Atmosphere 

opt Optical 

r Receiver 

ref Reference  

SM Solar multiple  
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Derivatives of quinoline are widely utilized in both industries and in healthcare. To understand the quinolines' quality 

and stability in usage, it is crucial to study their phase transition chemical thermodynamic characteristics. In this work, 

the phase transition thermodynamic characters of 2-methylquinoline (quinaldine), 2-chloroquinoline, and 2-

phenylquinoline were investigated. Moreover, the sublimation/vaporization enthalpy of the compounds were 

determined the solution calorimetry-additivity scheme approach at 298.15 K. The solution calorimetry was applied to 

measure solution enthalpies of the compounds in benzene solvent at 298.15 K. While, the solvation enthalpy of the 

compounds were calculated additivity scheme approach. In addition, the transpiration method applied to estimate 

vapor pressure to temperature dependency to 2-Chloroquinoline. In consequence, the vapor pressure values with 

respect to temperature variation was determined to 2-Chloroquinoline compound for the first time. As a result, the 

phase transition chemical thermodynamic properties; enthalpy, entropy, and Gibbs energy for 2-methylquinoline, 2-

chloroquinoline and 2-phenylquinoline were determined from crystalline/liquid to gas phase. Furthermore, in this 

work the thermochemical characteristics values of the studied compounds exhibited higher accuracy to those in 

literature data. Finally, the phase transition thermodynamically studied on 2-position of the quinoline compound, 

where it substituted to methyl, chloro and phenyl groups. 

  

Keywords: Quinoline derivatives; sublimation/vaporizatin enthalpy; solvation enthalpy; solution calorimetry; 

additive scheme approach; transpiration method; Gibbs energy; entropy.  

 

1. Introduction  

Quinoline derivative compounds have many applications 

in both medicine and industry [1]. In medicine, due to their 

antibacterial properties, quinoline derivatives were utilized 

in the manufacturing of drugs for the treatment of influenza 

B-Mass virus [2]. Additionally, the quinolines have been 

used to treat diseases including cancer, malaria, and anti-

inflammatory illnesses [3], [4], antidotes against poisoning, 

antidiabetic activities and antiviral HCV [5]. In the light of 

industry, the quinoline compounds have been applied in 

production electro-optical display devices [6] and 

researching studies to magnetic properties, [7] 

photochemistry, [8] materials science, solution studies, and 

homogeneous catalysis owing to the versatility of their steric 

and electronic properties [9].  

Due to mentioned implementations quinoline derivative 

compounds, it is necessary to study phase transition 

thermochemistry to use the quinolines in right way. 

Therefore, phase transition thermodynamics quinolines 

studying is essential. Phase transition of the compounds 

means transfer in chemical phase and properties. By the way, 

it makes drugs and devices are unusable or poisoned, where 

they were made from the quinolines, in another word, it has 

been expired. Thus, the phase transition thermochemical 

properties of the basic compounds (quinolines) in drugs and 

in devices are detected quality and stability drugs and 

manufacture devices.  

The thermodynamic properties of phase transition 

presents energy transfer (enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs free 

energy (in this work)) of a chemical compound from its 

standard state (liquid or crystalline) to gas phase at constant 

temperature and 0.1 MPa pressure. The enthalpy of 

evaporation (sublimation/vaporization) of a chemical 

compound is a phase transition thermodynamics property 

was measured directly by calorimetric methods [10], [11] or 

indirectly from determination vapor pressure as a function to 

temperature [12], [13]. As consequence, the solution 

calorimetry was employed to determine the evaporation 

enthalpy of various compounds in specific solvents from 

solution enthalpy and solvation enthalpy values as estimated 

in previous works [14], [15], [16]–[20]. In this method, the 

solution enthalpy of the chemical compounds  was measured 

solution calorimetry at standard temperature and solvation 

enthalpy the compounds in same solvent was established 

additivity scheme approach at 298.15 K [21]–[23]. Solution 

calorimetry technique was applied in obtaining enthalpy of 

sublimation/vaporization of the compounds as from 

following equation; 
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 ∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
𝐴𝑖 = 𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛𝐻𝑚

𝐴𝑖/𝐵𝑧
− 𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝑚

𝐴𝑖/𝐵𝑧
                         (1) 

 

Where, ∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
𝐴𝑖 is the sublimation/vaporization 

enthalpy of chemical compound Ai, 𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑛𝐻𝑚
𝐴𝑖/𝐵𝑧

 is the 

solution enthalpy of chemical compound Ai in benzene 

solvent and 𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝑚
𝐴𝑖/𝐵𝑧

 is the solvation enthalpy of Ai 

compound in benzene solvent. The solvation enthalpy of the 

compounds were worked out additive scheme approach at 

298.15 K (in detail described from section 3.2).  

In addition, transpiration method as indirect method was 

applied to estimate sublimation/vaporization enthalpy to the 

chemical compounds. The transpiration method has been 

used in measuring vapor pressure to temperature 

dependency. From data, vapor pressure to temperature 

relation values of the studied compound will establish 

chemical thermodynamic properties, according to the 

following equation; 

 

𝑅𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑡/𝑃0) = −
∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑔
𝐺𝑚

0

𝑇0
+ ∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

0 (
1

𝑇0
−

1

𝑇
) +

∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
0 ((

𝑇0

𝑇
) − 1 + 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑇

𝑇0
))                                            (2) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑡 saturated vapor pressure at T temperature, P0 is 

the standard vapor pressure, T0 is the standard temperature 

(298.15 K), ∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐺𝑚
0  Gibbs energy of evaporation, 

∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
0  evaporation heat capacity. Then, the value of 

entropy of phase transition (∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝑆) of the compound could 

be measure as from following equation;       

                              

∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝑆 = ∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐻/𝑇                                                                 (3) 

 

Consequently, the chemical thermodynamic characters 

were measured through equations used from vapor pressure 

to temperature correlation data from the transpiration 

method.  

The phase transition of the chemical thermodynamic 

properties distinguish the stability and quality of drugs and 

devices were manufactured from chemical compounds. 

Especially, the phase transition thermodynamic properties; 

enthalpy, Gibbs energy and entropy. In this work, the 

thermochemical properties were estimated for the 

compounds 2-methylquinoline, 2-chloroquinoline and 2-

phenylquinoline. As from figure (1) (chemical structure) the 

studied compounds are heterocyclic aromatic compounds 

where substituted at two-cite of the quinoline compound. 

 

 
Figure 1. Chemical structure of the quinolines.1) 2-

methylquinoline, 2) 2-chloroquinoline, 3) 2-

phenylquinoline. 

 

Furthermore, the solution calorimetry-additive scheme 

approach and the transpiration method were applied in this 

work to determine the phase transition thermochemical 

properties of the studied compounds. The evaporation 

enthalpy was determined at 298.15 K to the three compounds 

solution calorimetry-additivity scheme approach. Besides, 

the thermochemical properties study of phase transition on 

these compounds were also investigated from transpiration 

method. 

  

2. Experimental Part 

2.1 Materials 

The quinoline derivatives are commercial origin 

materials. The quinoline solute compounds were in high 

mass fraction purity, the purity percent were more than 97% 

(table 1), in solution calorimetry the quinoline compounds 

were dissolved in benzene solvent. The benzene solvent was 

local commercial origin. Additionally, the benzene solvent 

was purified by standard methods [24], [15] through fraction 

distillation. Hence, the fraction mass purity of the solvent 

was raised to 99 %, gas chromatography GC Agilent 7820 A 

was tested. 

 

Table 1. CAS number, origin and purity of the quinolines. 
Compound CAS Origin Purity % 

2-Methylquinoline 91-63-4 Alfa Aesar 97+ 

2-Chloroquinoline 612-62-4 SIGMA-ALDRICH 99 

2-Phenylquinoline 612-96-4 ACROS ORGANICS 99+ 

 

2.2 Solution Calorimetry 

Enthalpy of solution quinoline compounds was measured 

with commercial TAM III solution calorimetry (TA 

Instruments, USA). First, small amount of a quinoline 

derivative compound (Quinaldine (2-methylquinoline), 2-

Chloroquinoline or 2-phenylquinoline) was dissolved in the 

benzene solvent to get infinite dilution solution into the 

solution calorimetry glass cell. Furthermore, there are used 

two standard compounds with respect the state of the 

materials (crystalline and liquid) to measure solution 

enthalpy in solution calorimetry technique at 298.15 K. 

Moreover, the crystalline compound, first it was grinded to 

make like powder substance then weighted about 500 mg and 

it was dissolved into the glass cell, which it contained about 

90 mL of the solvent. While, the liquid samples, small 

portions of the liquid compound between 50-300 µL were 

injected electronically by operated syringe connected with 

long gold cannula immersed into the solvent [14][15].  

First, the solution calorimetry was calibrated up on using 

standard crystalline and liquid compounds. The standard 

crystalline compound was potassium chloride.  The KCl 

standard crystalline was dissolved in a purified water 

(distillated twice and deionized) into the calorimetry cell, its 

solution enthalpy at 298.15 was 17.475 ± 0.08 kJ.mol-1, and 

in the literature, solution enthalpy of KCl was 17.205 kJ.mol-

1 at same temperature [25]. Identically, to the liquid 

compounds, the calorimetry was tested by propan-1-ol as 

standard liquid solute in the purified water and the value 

solution enthalpy was -10.16 ± 0.05 kJ.mol-1 as well as the 

propanol-1 solution enthalpy value in the literature was -

10.18 ± 0.03 kJ.mol-1 [26]. Therefore, the values of solution 

enthalpies of our standards were well agree with the 

literature values. 

 

2.3 Transpiration Method  

Vapor pressure was measured over the liquefied 

compound of 2-chloroquinoline as a function to temperature 

through the transpiration method. First, about 0.5 g of the 

sample was mixed with glass beads and placed into the U-

tube thermostatic at constant temperature ± 0.1 K. Then, the 

amount of the evaporated compound into the thermostat tube 

at a definite temperature carried out by Nitrogen gas flow 

stream with known rate and specific amount of time. After 

that, the sample condensed into the second cooling part tube. 
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The amount of condensed compound mi was measured by 

the gas chromatography at each temperature with respect to 

an organic standard liquid compound. The nitrogen flow 

stream in a definite flow rate passed through the tube at 

selected temperature Ti. Definitely, the amount of saturated 

vapor pressure of the sample condensed in the cold trap was 

measured at definite time to know the volume VN2 

transported nitrogen gas at the specific rate according to 

general gas law, the procedure described elsewhere [12], 

[15], [27], [28] [29].  

 

𝑝𝑖 = mi·R·Ta / (V·Mi )                                                   (4) 

 

Where; V= VN2 + Vi = (nN2 + ni)·R·Ta / Pa  

               

Where V is the volume of the gas phase consisting of the 

nN2 moles of the carrier gas and ni mole of gaseous compound 

under study at the atmospheric pressure Pa and the ambient 

temperature Ta. The volume of the carrier gas VN2 was 

calculated through a digital flow rate microcontroller. The 

digital flow rate sensor was worked in an uncertainty at the 

level of 2.5 %. The flow rate of the nitrogen stream was also 

controlled by using soap bubble flow pipette and optimized 

in order to reach the saturation equilibrium of the 

transporting gas at each temperature under study. The 

volume of the carrier gas VN2 read from the calibrated digital 

flow rate sensor. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Enthalpy of sublimation/vaporization (evaporation) is the 

enthalpy transfer of a compound from its standard state 

(crystalline or liquid) to gaseous phase at constant 

temperature and pressure 0.1 MPa. Solution calorimetry-

additivity scheme approach and transpiration method were 

applied to measure the evaporation enthalpy to the three 

compounds substituted quinolines (2-methylquinoline, 2-

chloroquinoline and 2-phenylquinoline) at 298.15 K. In 

addition, the other thermochemical properties of the 

compounds were estimated to the studied compounds. 

Accordingly, the chemical thermodynamic properties have 

been found to 2-chloroquinoline compound from 

transpiration method in this work and for the other 

compounds the properties were collected in the literature 

data. The quinoline derivative compounds chemical 

thermodynamic characters are established the stability and 

thermochemical energy of the compounds from standard 

state to gas phase as well as the impact of substituted groups 

at 2-position of the quinoline compound. Consequently, the 

stability and quality of the drugs and the devises, which made 

from the studied quinolines, could be known.  

Hence, the evaporation enthalpy of the studied 

compounds was measured by the solution calorimetry-

additive scheme approach and the transpiration methods at 

298.15 K. Then, from solution calorimetry-additive scheme 

approach was determined the vaporization/sublimation 

enthalpy for quinoline derivatives according to equation (1). 

While, the solution enthalpy was determined directly from 

the solution calorimetry at 298.15 K in benzene solvent and 

the solvation enthalpy was calculated by additivity scheme 

approach.  

 

3.1 Solution Enthalpy 

Solution enthalpy is the enthalpy of a compound in 

standard state (solid or liquid) to dissolve in solvent to make 

a solution infinite dilute solution at standard temperature and 

pressure 0.1 MPa. Solution enthalpy was determined directly 

from solution calorimetry at 298.15 K for the studied 

compounds. Moreover, according to the solution enthalpy 

values (table 2) indicate that all three compound exist the 

endothermic heat affect when dissolve in the benzene 

solvent. Furthermore, the low value solution enthalpy 2-

methylquinoline due to the methyl group attached to the 

quinoline compound and the interaction with the benzene 

solvent as well as it is in liquid state. While, the solution 

enthalpy values 2-chloroquinoline and 2-phenylquinoline 

were close to each other because they are in crystalline state, 

the solution enthalpy values contain destroy crystalline 

lattice then process heat of solvation. 

 

3.2 Solvation Enthalpy  

Solvation enthalpy is the transfer enthalpy of a compound 

from gaseous state to a solvent to make a solution of infinite 

dilution at standard temperature and pressure 0.1 MPa. The 

solvation enthalpy is another phase transition chemical 

thermodynamic character indicates the solubility heat effect 

of compound. In this work, the solvation enthalpy was 

calculated to the three quinolines with respect to additivity 

scheme approach [15], [21], [22], [30]. According to the 

additive scheme approach, the solvation enthalpy was 

estimated. 

Solvation enthalpy was calculated for the quinoline (as 

heterocyclic compound);  

 

∆solvHArXi S ⁄ = ∆solvHArH S ⁄  + Σ ∆solvHXi→CH S⁄                 (5) 

 

Where ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝑋𝑖 𝑆 ⁄ is the solvation enthalpy of 

quinoline compound in solvent S, ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝐻 𝑆 ⁄ is the 

solvation enthalpy of the naphthalene compound (removed 

nitrogen atom into the quinoline ring) in the solvent S and 

∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻Xi→CH 𝑆⁄  is the solvation enthalpy of the substituted 

group with CH, it means azo group into the quinoline 

compound in solvent S. As notify, the solvents S must be 

same solvent to all components of a compound. 

In addition, the solvation enthalpy of quinoline with 

attached group was measured as following equation; 

 

∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝑋𝑖 𝑆 ⁄ = ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝐻 𝑆 ⁄  + ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝑋𝑖 𝑆⁄                          (6) 

 

Where ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝑋𝑖 𝑆 ⁄ is the solvation enthalpy of the 

substituted quinoline compounds ArXi in solvent S, 

∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐴𝑟𝐻 𝑆 ⁄  is solvation enthalpy of the compound without 

 

Table 2. The values of solution enthalpy, solvation enthalpy and evaporation enthalpy in kJ.mol−1 at 298.15 K. 
Compound −𝜟𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒗𝑯𝒎

𝑨𝒊/𝑩𝒛 b  ∆𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒏𝑯𝒎
𝑨𝒊/𝑩𝒛 c ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

a 

2-Methylquinoline 63.8 1.45  65.25 ± 0.13 

2-Chloroquinoline 66.4 21.21  87.61 ± 0.89 

2-Phenylquinoline 82.68 19.92  108.0 ± 0.04 
a the values of standard uncertainty were calculated from standard 

deviation of repeating experiments of the solution calorimetry in this 

work. b the values were calculated from equations (5), (6) and (7). c the 

values were measured from solution calorimetry technique in this work.  
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any attached group (quinoline in this work) in solvent S, 

∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝑋𝑖 𝑆⁄  is solvation enthalpy of the branched group 

(methyl, chloro and phenyl in this study) in the same solvent. 

Notably, the S solvent must be the same to all parts of the 

study compound [15]. 

Thereupon, solvation enthalpy was measured to 2-

methylquinoline and 2-chloroquinoline. After that, the 

evaporation enthalpy for the two compounds was obtained. 

In another hand, the equation (7) was used in calculation 

enthalpy of solvation for 2-Phenyl quinoline compound, 

because the 2-phenyl quinoline compound didn’t obey to the 

two above equations due to high deviation of the solvation 

enthalpy value. Therefore, the 2-phenyl quinoline compound 

has three aromatic  rings and it was estimated as poly 

aromatic compound with respect to the additive scheme 

approach [19], as from following equation; 

 

∆solvH2PQ Bz ⁄ = n. 1/6. ∆solvHBz Bz ⁄ + 1.08 . Y                    (7) 

 

Where ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻2𝑃𝑄 𝐵𝑧 ⁄  is the solvation enthalpy of 2-

phenylquinoline in benzene solvent, ∆𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝐻𝐵𝑧 𝐵𝑧 ⁄ is solvation 

enthalpy of benzene in benzene solvent, n is the number of 

carbon atoms and Y is the difference between carbon and 

hydrogen atoms. Consequently, the solvation enthalpy value 

for the 2-phenylquinoline compound was -82.68 kJ.mol−1 

(table 2).  

 

3.3 Evaporation Enthalpy 

The sublimation/vaporization enthalpy was determined 

for 2-methyl quinoline, 2-chloro quinoline and 2-phenyl 

quinoline in applying the solution calorimetry-additivity 

scheme approach at standard temperature. Uniquely, the 

sublimation/vaporization enthalpy values in this work were 

in high accuracy observed the solution calorimetry at 298.15 

K according to equations (mentioned above) with respect to 

standard uncertainty values. In addition, to establish values 

from solution calorimetry-additivity scheme approach of the 

2-chloroquinoline and because it had only one literature 

value on its thermochemical properties (sublimation 

enthalpy), therefore, the thermochemical properties were 

determined through the transpiration method. In this method, 

the thermodynamic parameters were indirectly calculated in 

relation between temperature and saturated vapor pressure 

values of the studied compound. 

First, determination of the heat capacity by vapor 

pressure to temperature dependency applying the Clausius-

Clayperon equation, as shown below; 

𝑅 𝑙𝑛 𝑝𝑖 = 𝑎 + 
𝑏

𝑇
+ ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑇

𝑇0
)                                          (8) 

Where R is the general gas constant (8.31447 J.mol-1.K-

1), pi is vapor pressure of compound i, a and b are adjustable 

constants, ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜  is molar heat capacity change of a 

compound from liquid or crystalline state to the gaseous 

phase at constant pressure and standard temperature, and T, 

To are selected temperature and reference temperature 

(298.15 K) respectively. Then, enthalpy of evaporation was 

measured, where, expressed below and adjusted to reference 

temperature 298.15 K; 

 

∆𝑐𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐻𝐴𝑖 = −𝑏 + ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 × 𝑇                                        (9) 

 

From equation (9), it is possible to determine the 

enthalpy of sublimation/vaporiztion of the studied 

compound, knowing the constant b and the change in heat 

capacity from the solid or liquid state to the gas phase at 

temperature Т.  

Moreover, the molar heat capacity phase transition the 

three compounds were calculated from Acree, Jr. and S. 

Chickos estimation equations for liquid and crystalline states 

respectively [31]; 

 

∆liq
g

Cp,liq = 10.58 + 0.26Cp,liq                                     (10) 

 

∆cr
g

Cp,cr = 0.75 + 0.15Cp,cr                                         (11) 

 

Therefore, from value molar heat capacity change and 

constant b at T temperature was measured the vaporization 

enthalpy for 2-chloroquinoline; 

To confirm the sublimation enthalpy value of 2-

chloroquinoline because only one value was found. 

Therefore, the vapor pressure to temperature dependency, 

vaporization/sublimation enthalpy, entropy change and 

Gibbs energy change values were determined by 

transpiration method in this work for the 2-chloroquinoline 

compound at the selected temperature and at suitable 

nitrogen flow rate to obtain the amount of evaporated vapor 

over the sample (table 3). Vapor pressure to temperature 

relation data over 2-chloroquinonline was measured for the 

first time and its thermochemical properties at reference 

temperature 298.15 K were determined temperature [29]. 

The uncertainties of vaporization/ sublimation enthalpies 

combined in literature values assessed. Additionally, the 

transpiration method uncertainties measurements were 

described in detail elsewhere [32]. 
 

Table 3. Vapor pressure of liquefied 2-Chloroquinoline from transpiration method. 

ln (𝑝/𝑝○) =
249.39

𝑅
−

73847.58

𝑅𝑇
−

48.8

𝑅
ln

𝑇

298.15
 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝐻298.15 K = 66.76 ± 0.55 kJ.mol−1 

Tm, 

K 

m, 

mg 

V(N2), 

L 

Gas-flow, 

L.hr-1 

P, 

Pa 
∆𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝑔
𝐻𝑇𝑚 𝐾 

kJ.mol−1
 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝑔

𝑆𝑇𝑚
 

J.K-1.mol−1 

313.4 2.40 8.721 4.19 4.19 66.02 126.9 

319.5 2.53 5.233 4.19 7.35 65.72 126.6 

328.8 2.28 2.428 4.16 14.34 65.27 125.0 

331.1 2.81 2.428 4.16 17.65 65.16 125.0 

335.7 3.05 1.953 4.19 23.48 64.93 120.7 

339.3 3.11 1.535 4.19 30.87 64.76 121.7 

340.2 2.28 1.047 4.19 33.23 64.71 121.4 

343.0 2.49 0.986 1.69 38.48 64.58 122.0 

345.6 2.09 0.704 1.69 45.23 64.45 122.5 

348.9 2.06 0.563 1.69 55.87 64.29 122.9 

351.7 2.47 0.563 1.69 66.92 64.15 123.7 

353.4 2.74 0.563 1.69 74.11 64.07 123.7 

357.4 2.59 0.423 1.69 93.31 63.87 124.0 
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According to the vapor pressure to temperature values, 

the 2-Chloroquinoline enthalpy of vaporization value was 

66.76 ± 0.55 kJ.mol−1 at reference temperature (298.15 K) 

because the compound has been liquefied then evaporated 

into the thermostat tube then it condensed after that the 

condensed state measured through gas chromatography 

method. Furthermore, with respect to the works [22], [33] the 

solution enthalpy (crystalline form, 2-Chloroquinoline) 

approximately equal to the fusion enthalpy ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝐻𝐴𝑖 at fusion 

temperature for the same compound. Consequently, 

sublimation enthalpy ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
0  for 2-Chloroquinoline was 

evaluated, following equations; 

 

∆cr
g

Hm
0 = ∆cr

liq
HAi + ∆liq

g
Hm

0                                                (12) 

 

Where;  ∆solnH298.15 K ≈ ∆cr
liq

HAi, 

 

Then,  ∆cr
g

Hm
0 = ∆solnH298.15 K + ∆liq

g
Hm

0                          (13) 

 

Therefore, the sublimation enthalpy values 2-

Chloroquinoline from solution calorimetry-additivity 

scheme approach and the transpiration method were 87.61 ± 

0.89 kJ.mol−1 and 87.97 ± 0.55 kJ.mol−1 at 298.15 K 

respectively. While, the value of sublimation enthalpy for 2-

Chloroquinoline by the microcalorimetry method was 84.3 ± 

2.6 kJ.mol−1 [34] with higher uncertainty (standard 

deviation) than the values were obtained in this work (table 

4). Hence, our values of sublimation enthalpy are higher 

accuracy (lower standard deviation). Besides, the 

sublimation enthalpy value of 2-Phenylquinoline was 108.0 

± 0.04 kJ.mol−1 in solution calorimetry-additivity scheme 

approach. In addition, it was compared with the literature 

average value was 104.8 ± 2.2 kJ.mol−1, when it was done by 

Knudsen mass-loss effusion method with higher uncertainty 

[27] than the value was observed in this work. The 

sublimation enthalpy difference between our method and the 

literature value where estimated by Knudson-mass loss 

effusion method was 3.57 kJ.mol−1 however, it agrees with 

each other when compare uncertainty values. Likewise, 

vaporization enthalpy 2-methylquinoline in this work by 

solution calorimetry method was 65.25 ± 0.13 kJ.mol−1 at 

298.15 K and vaporization enthalpy of same compound at 

298 K in microcalorimetry method was 66.1 ± 1.9 kJ.mol−1 

well agree with the value in this work. While, the other 

values of vaporization enthalpy didn’t agree with our value 

due to they were measured in higher temperature like, in 

reference [35] the enthalpy was measured in temperature 

range 319-553 and applied Ebulliometry method, however, 

adjusted to reference temperature. 

 

3.4 Gibbs Free Energy And Entropy of Phase Transition 

Gibbs energy and entropy of the phase transition were 

estimated for the studied compounds at temperature 298.15 

K (table 5). The Gibbs energy of the phase transition of the 

compounds from liquid or crystalline state to the gas phase 

were generally no favorably changed. Moreover, the highest 

value of the Gibbs energy was 44.3 ± 0.04 kJ.mol−1 for the 

2-Phenylquinoline compound because it was in most stable 

crystalline state due to it has the maximum value of 

sublimation enthalpy. While, the minimum value of Gibbs 

energy was 13.36 kJ.mol−1 was due to the chemical structure 

quinoline compound, where, it has not substituted group and 

it was in liquid state.  

In another hand, the evaporation entropy values were 

obtained to quinoline and the substituted quinolines. The 

compounds of 2-Phenylquinoline and 2-Chloroquinoline 

were present maximum value of sublimation entropy 

because they were in crystalline state and they exist the 

highest values of sublimation enthalpy. Furthermore, the 

entropy of evaporation was  determined at various 

temperature for 2-Chloroquinoline through the transpiration 

method. In consequence, the chemical thermodynamic 

parameters were evaluated and adjusted to the reference 

temperature 298.15 K.  

In addition, the standard uncertainties values were 

combined in the transpiration method and in the solution 

calorimetry uncertainties where the vapor pressure and 

temperature uncertainties adjusted to the reference  

 

Table 4. Various techniques to determine evaporation enthalpy. 
Compound M a T /K ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,298 𝐾

b 

J.K−1.mol−1 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻298.15 𝐾 

kJ.mol−1
 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻𝑇/𝐾
c  

kJ.mol−1 

Ref. 

Quinoline(liq) d IPM,E 298–559   57.9 ± 0.1 [31] 

 GS 298  58.1  [31] 

 IPM,E 440   50.7 ± 0.1 [31] 

 GC    53.3 [31]  

 SC  63.59   This work 

2-Methylquinoline(liq) E 319–553   62.6 ± 0.1 [35] 

M 298  66.1 ± 1.9  [31] 

GS 281–313   61.2 [31] 

E 443–521   54.7 [31] 

SC 298.15 70.98 65.25 ± 0.13  This work 

2-Chloroquinoline(cr) CM 298.15   84.3 ± 2.6 [34] 

SC 298.15 26.64 87.61 ± 0.89  This work 

 T 298.15  87.97 ± 0.55  This work 

2-Phenylquinoline(cr) KM 337-351   105.4±0.9 [36] 

KM 337-351   103.1±0.8 [36] 

KM 298.15  104.8 ± 2.2  [27] 

SC 298.15 36.81 108.0 ± 0.04  This work 
a methods, E= Ebulliometer,  M=Microcalorimetric, V=vaporization method, GC= gas chromatography, GS =Gas saturation vaporization method, 

SC=Solution Calorimetry, CM= Calvet microcalorimetry, T= Transpiration method and KM=Knudsen mass-loss effusion. IPM= Inclined piston 

manometry. b the values were measured from estimation equation method (see text). c the values were calculated in literature data at mean temperature. d 

the quinoline compound was set just to comparison with the other compounds in this work.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/microcalorimetry
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Table 5. The thermodynamic properties of the quinolines. 
Compound ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐻298 𝐾

 a 

kJ.mol−1 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐺298 𝐾
  

kJ.mol−1 

∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝑆  

J.K-1.mol−1 

Quinoline(liq) 58.1 e 13.36 g 150.05 f 

2-Methylquinoline(liq) 65.25 ± 0.13 24.1 ± 0.03 d 126.8 d 

2-Chloroquinoline(cr) 87.61 ± 0.89 28.1 ± 0.05 c 199.7 ± 1.9 c 

2-Phenylquinoline(cr) 108.0 ± 0.04 44.3 ± 0.04 b 202.7 ± 2.7 b 
a values were measured by solution calorimetry-additive scheme method in this work (table 

2). b values were determined from vapor pressure measurements [37]. c measured in this work 

by transpiration method. d according to Clark-Glaw equation from reference [38]. e from table 

3. f the value was calculated from equation (∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝑆298 K = ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻298 K 𝑇𝑏⁄ ) Tb boiling point 

from reference [39]. g the value was calculated from equation: ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐺298 K = ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻298 K −

(298.15 𝐾). ∆𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝑆298 K 

 

In summing up, the evaporation enthalpy values studied 

compounds were determined from solution enthalpy values, 

which directly measured from solution calorimetry at 298.15 

K. While, the solvation enthalpy values were calculated 

additivity scheme approach at standard temperature into the 

same solvent. Meanwhile, the evaporation enthalpy values 

were determined by solution calorimetry in high accuracy 

(lowest value of the standard deviation) for the three 

compounds of Quinaldine, 2-Chloroquinoline and 2-

Phenylquinoline. In addition, the transpiration method was 

applied to determine vapor pressures to temperature 

dependency and the vaporization enthalpy of 2-

Chloroquinoline was determined. Further, in the 

transpiration method calculated uncertainties of the 

thermochemical properties of vaporization enthalpy, free 

energy change and entropy change. By the way, the 

vaporization enthalpy of liquid 2-Chloroquinoline was 

modified to sublimation enthalpy without measuring fusion 

enthalpy instead used solution enthalpy of its solid state at 

temperature 298.15 K. The evaporation entropy from 

crystalline state to gas phase of 2-Chloroquinoline and 2-

Phenylquinoline close to each other. However, the 2-

Chloroquinoline and 2-Phenylquinoline considerably had 

high difference in their free energy change from solid state 

to gas phase due to the substituted groups of the chloro and 

phenyl.  

 

4. Conclusion 

Sublimation/vaporization enthalpy for the compounds 

Quinaldine (2-Methylquinoline), 2-Chloroquinoline, and 2-

Phenylquinoline were determined using the solution 

calorimetry-additive scheme approach at 298.15 K. In 

addition, the chemical thermodynamic properties were 

established to studied compounds and the values were 

adjusted to the standard temperature. Accordingly, for the 

first time, vapor pressure over 2-Chloroquinoline to 

temperature dependence and other chemical thermodynamic 

properties were determined at various temperatures by the 

transpiration method. In the present study, the values 

evaporation enthalpies of the compounds were exist lower 

standard deviations in compare with those obtained in 

literature data. According to the three compounds were 

studied, comparatively the  thermochemical properties were 

determined to 2-position substitution of quinolines in 

comparison to quinoline thermodynamic properties values 

where substituted to methyl, chloro and phenyl groups. 

Consequently, phase transition thermodynamic properties 

observed that the stability especially the energy require to 

evaporate the compounds as well as the amount of 

evaporation energy. In that case, the thermodynamic 

characters indicate the quality and usable of the compounds 

in fields of medicine and industry.  

Nomenclature 

Bz      benzene solvent 

C        heat capacity (is the amount of heat require to raise the 

temperature of a compound one degree) 

cr       crystalline (standard state of the compound) 

g         gas  

G        Gibbs free energy in kJ 

H        enthalpy in kJ 

J          joule 

k         kilo 

K        kelvin 

hr        hour unit  

L         litter 

liq       liquid 

m        mass in mg  

M       molecular mass 

MPa   mega Pascal 

P          pressure  

R         general gas constant in (8.31447 kJ/(mol. K))  

S         entropy in J 

soln     solution 

solv     solvation 

T         temperature in K 

V         volume 

Δ          change or transfer state 
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Abstract 

 

R-1243zf is a new refrigerant that could replace R-134a. Its thermodynamic properties represented in the equation of 

state (EOS) play an essential role in analyzing and designing thermal systems. The EOS exists without including 

caloric property data due to unavailable data during the development time. New EOS was developed explicitly in 

Helmholtz free energy and optimized to represent the experimental data accurately and maintain thermodynamic 

consistency. The optimization process undergoes using a genetic algorithm and weighted-least squares regression. 

The experimental data used in the optimization have a range of 233–430 K and 0.106–34.6 MPa and were validated 

from the extrapolation and consistency to confirm the reliability. The average absolute deviation from the data is 

0.48% for the ideal gas isobaric specific heat, 1.7% for the isochoric specific heat, 0.33% for the speed of sound, 

0.22% for the liquid density in single-phase, 0.49% for the vapor density in single-phase, 0.96% for the vapor pressure, 

2.2% for the saturated liquid density, and 3.2% for the saturated vapor density. The EOS has a reasonable extrapolation 

behavior from the triple point up to 700 K and 100 MPa. 

 

Keywords: Modeling; thermodynamic properties; equation of state; HFO refrigerant; R-1243zf.  

 

1. Introduction 

The development of research in the refrigerant is still 

undergoing in response to the issues of ozone depletion and 

global warming, as well as the efforts to establish efficient 

thermal systems. The 2016 Kigali Amendment to the 

Montreal Protocol is an international agreement to phase 

down the consumption and production of 

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) [1]. Refrigerant tetrafluoro-

ethane (R-134a) is widely spread and installed in 

refrigeration and air conditioning systems, but it has very 

high global warming effect. Therefore, it is necessary to look 

for solutions to replace these refrigerants in existing 

machines and develop new and environmentally friendly 

systems. Refrigerant 3,3,3-trifluoropropene (R-1243zf) has 

majorly similar properties to R-134a, so it is attractive as an 

alternative refrigerant and is the same potential substitution 

as R-1234yf and trans-1,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (R-

1234ze(E)). Emissions of R-1243zf have no impact on ozone 

depletion but have a global warming potential (GWP) of less 

than one [2], as well as its mildly flammable in group A2L 

[3]. R-134a is widely and commonly used in organic 

Rankine, residential refrigeration, and vehicle cooling 

systems [4]. Recently, many publications regarding the 

experimental data and measurement of various 

thermodynamic properties of R-1243zf are available and 

described in more detail in Section 2. This fact indicates that 

the R-1243zf is widely still considered to be applied. 

Thermodynamic properties, which play an essential role 

in the analysis and design of thermal systems, may be 

expressed in terms of Helmholtz free energy. The state-of-

the-art equation of state (EOS) for R-1243zf was introduced 

by Akasaka [5] and Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. These 

equations are multiparameter EOS used to represent a pure 

fluid or expanded to its mixture. Both EOS were developed 

without caloric data such as isochoric and isobaric specific 

heats, so inquiring about the accuracy of these properties. 

Subsequently, new caloric data such as isochoric specific 

heat, ideal gas isobaric specific heat, and speed of sound 

followed the existing EOSs. The new caloric data include 

data from Sheng et al. [7] and Chen et al. [8]. The accuracy 

of data on the caloric properties directly relates to enthalpy 

and entropy used in the analysis and design of thermal energy 

systems. The new EOS for R-1243zf needs the latest data 

fitted. Therefore, this article presents a new EOS, 

considering the latest data, thermodynamic consistency, and 

comprehensive assessment in modeling. 

 

2. Survey and Available Data 

Hydrofluoroolefin (HFO) is a fourth-generation 

refrigerant and alternative to HFCs [4]. The usage of HFCs 

reduces due to their high GWP effect. HFOs have a C=C 

double bond structure, free of chlorine, and have a short 

atmospheric lifetime. In addition, HFOs, which are 

environmentally friendly and much like HFCs, are expected 

to be suitable as substitutes. One of the HFOs with great 

potential is R-1243zf. This refrigerant, herewith the R-

1234yf and R-1234ze(E), has similar thermodynamic 

properties to HFC-134a. R-1243zf is a good choice for the 

substitute because it has the most similar characteristics to 

R-134a compared to the others and has a better coefficient of 

performance in several models. 

A critical pressure and temperature were taken from 

Higashi and Sakoda [9]. The critical density and the triple 

point temperature derived from the EOS of Akasaka and 
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Lemmon [6] were due to unavailable experimental data. The 

critical temperature and density function as reduction 

parameters for temperature and density, respectively. The 

critical temperature (𝑇𝑐) and pressure (𝑝𝑐) are 376.93 K and 

3.518 MPa [9], respectively. The critical density (𝜌𝑐) is 

413.02 kgˑm-3 [6], and triple point temperature (𝑇tp) is 220 K 

[6]. Additionally, the universal gas constant (�̅�) used is 

8.314462618 Jˑmol-1ˑK-1 [10], and the molecular mass (M) is 

96.05113 kgˑkmol-1 [7]. 

The PVT data, either at saturation or in a single phase, 

are required to develop the EOS. The saturation data from 

the triple point to the critical point are essential input data on 

the development. The PVT data in the single phase covers 

the liquid and gas phases, including the supercritical region. 

Additionally, caloric properties significantly improve the 

accuracy of EOS to represent specific heat, enthalpy, and 

entropy. The data required are in a wide range for the 

development of the EOS. Furthermore, the collected data are 

available in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Available experimental data for R-1243zf. 

No Prop. Source Points 
Range 

MPa K 

1 𝑝𝑠 Raabe and Marginn 

[11] 

10 - 263–353 

2 𝑝𝑠 Brown et al. [12] 83 - 233–372 

3 𝑝𝑠 Higashi et al. [13] 20 - 310–376 

4 𝑝𝑠 Yin et al. [14] 26 - 253–376 

5 𝑝𝑠 Yang et al. [15] 17 - 273–353 

6 𝜌′ Raabe and Marginn 

[11] 

10 - 263–353 

7 𝜌′ Higashi and Sakoda 

[9] 

6 - 366–376 

8 𝜌" Raabe and Marginn 

[11] 

10 - 263–353 

9 𝜌" Higashi and Sakoda 

[9] 

7 - 366–376 

10 PVT Di Nicola et al. [16] 410 1.11–26.9 278–368 

11 PVT Higashi and Sakoda 

[9] 

75 0.235–32.5 328–430 

12 PVT Yin et al. [14] 128 0.106–2.88 253–368 

13 𝑐𝑣 Sheng et al. [7] 64 1.58–10.21 299–351 

14 cp
0 Chen et al. [8] 11 - 313–363 

15 𝑤 Chen et al. [8] 92 0.170–1.98 313–363 

 

The data at the saturation condition are used to develop 

ancillary equations and the residual part of the EOS. For 

vapor pressure, data from Higashi et al. [13], Raabe and 

Marginn [11], and Brown et al. [17] is also used in the 

equations of Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. Yin et al. [14] and 

Yang et al. [12] data are the most recent data. For density, no 

new data is available yet. The distribution of PVT 

experimental data is shown in Figure 1. The newly published 

data set is that of Yin et al. [14]. The data of Nicola et al. [16] 

has a broader range than the data of Higashi and Sakoda [9]. 

The caloric property data are not as abundant as other 

data. There are two resources, one for isochoric-specific heat 

and the other for speed of sound. This data distribution is 

shown in Figure 2. Sheng et al. [7] reported the data set for 

isochoric specific heat. As same as the specific-heat data, the 

speed-of-sound data was reported by Chen et al. [8]. Both 

data are newer than the existing EOS of Akasaka and 

Lemmon [6]. These data are inputted into the optimization 

process of the residual part. This data set plays an essential 

role in the development and assessment and is closely related 

to energy analysis. The distribution of the data is shown in 

Figure 2. These data are less than the PVT data, and the 

temperature and pressure ranges are still narrow. 

 

 
Figure 1. Data distribution of PVT properties. 

 

 
Figure 2. Data distribution of caloric properties. 

 

The ideal gas isobaric heat data is analytical data derived 

from experimental data for the speed of sound. This data is 

used in the process of optimizing the ideal part of EOS. 

When the Akasaka and Lemmon equations [6] were 

developed, data for the isobaric-specific heat of an ideal gas 

were not yet available, so the data from analytical modeling 

based on the molecule’s shape using the Joback-Reid method 

[17] was used. Now available data from the experimental 

results can be used, namely data from Chen et al. [8]. The 

amount of data generated is very limited, but its role is 

essential to verify and improve the quality of the previous 

equation. 

The second and third virial coefficient data are involved 

in the equational optimization process of the residual part of 

EOS. Publication of experimental data on pressure, 

temperature, and density usually includes the second and 

third virial coefficient equations modeled from the 

experimental data, for example, the publication of Yin et al. 

[14]. Chen et al. [8] reported eleven data points for the 

second and third virial coefficients. Data from Yin et al. [14] 
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are valid in the range of 253–368 K because the measurement 

is in that range. 

 

3. Modeling and Formulation 

Mathematical modeling of thermodynamic properties is 

very complex because the relationship between one property 

and another is interrelated for a state. This complexity arises 

when one wishes to construct EOS in which one 

mathematical model can account for all the thermodynamic 

properties at a known state. Modeling for this case in the field 

of thermodynamic properties is referred to as multi-property 

modeling. The explanation of this multiparameter EOS 

modeling was given in detail by Span [18]. In mathematical 

thermodynamics, the relationship between fluid properties 

with the help of thermodynamic laws and definitions can be 

processed to obtain the relationship between these 

properties. Table 2 represents thermodynamic property 

relation respect to EOS with basis of Helmholtz free energy. 

EOS is fitted to input data as regression process to get an 

accurate one. 

Optimization of the equation’s structure is a part of the 

process of finding accurate and reliable equations. One step 

of the optimization procedure in this work uses a genetic 

algorithm. Genetic algorithms find the functional form of the 

equation, which is usually a power or exponential number 

that is hard to regress. The genetic algorithm optimization 

method combines random solutions and evolutionary 

processes. Optimization using the random solution method 

could always produce the best solution but requires an 

evaluation process for all combinations that could take very 

long time for complex cases such as the modeling of 

thermodynamic equations. Genetic algorithms imitate 

evolution based on natural selection, especially on 

chromosomes or genetics. Through this approach, the 

optimization process becomes focused on a convergent value 

approaching the best solution with fewer evaluation 

processes than the random solution method so that the 

optimization process becomes much faster. Fitness is the 

sum of the least squares objective function with its weighting 

factor. For multi-property optimization, the resulting fitness 

is the sum of the regression results of all the properties 

included in the optimization. 

The process of developing for the thermodynamic model 

uses a genetic algorithm to find non-linear terms and uses 

least squares linear regression to obtain linear coefficients. 

The developed models consist of EOS and ancillary 

equations for vapor pressure, saturated liquid, and saturated 

vapor densities. Adhering to the concept of the different 

properties between ideal gas and real-fluid properties, the 

EOS is divided into two parts: ideal and residual parts. The 

regression model presented in Eq. (1) includes the 

mathematical relation in Table 2. Variable W in the equation 

is the weighting factor, ydata is the measured data (property 

input), and ycal is the property calculated based on density 

and temperature input for a case of developing EOS and 

based on temperature for case developing the ancillary 

equations. The ydata is filled with values from the left side; 

the ycal is from the right side in the mathematical equations. 

 

𝜒 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖(𝑦𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 − 𝑦𝑐𝑎𝑙)
2𝑛

𝑖=1                      (1) 

 

The properties included in modeling depend on available 

input data. However, pressure-volume-density and caloric 

property data must be included, aside from Maxwell’s 

relation of vapor pressure and virial coefficients. The sum of 

least square (χ) is minimized in regression processes to get 

accurate models.    

 

Table 2.  Thermodynamic relations respect to EOS. 

Properties Mathematical relations 

Helmholtz free 

energy 
𝛼 =

𝐴

𝑅𝑇
= 𝛼𝑜 + 𝛼𝑟 

Ideal gas isobaric 

specific heat 

𝑐𝑝
0

𝑅
= 1 − 𝜏2𝛼𝜏𝜏

0 = 1 +
𝑐𝑣

0(𝜏)

𝑅
  

Pressure 
𝑝(𝛿,𝜏)

𝜌𝑅𝑇
= 1 + 𝛿𝛼𝛿

𝑟  

Vapor pressure 

𝑝𝑠(𝛿′, 𝛿′′, 𝜏𝑠)

𝑅𝑇𝑠
=

𝜌′𝜌′′

𝜌′ − 𝜌′′
(ln (

𝛿′

𝛿′′
)

+ 𝛼𝑟′ −  𝛼𝑟′′) 

Isobaric specific 

heat 

𝑐𝑝(𝛿,𝜏)

𝑅
=

𝑐𝑣(𝛿,𝜏)

𝑅
+

(1+𝛿𝛼𝛿
𝑟−𝛿𝜏𝛼𝛿𝜏

𝑟 )2

(1+2𝛿𝛼𝛿
𝑟+𝛿2𝛼𝛿𝛿

𝑟 )
  

Isochoric specific 

heat 
𝑐𝑣(𝛿, 𝜏)/𝑅 = −𝜏2(𝛼𝜏𝜏

0 + 𝛼𝜏𝜏
𝑟 ) 

Saturated liquid 

specific heat 

𝑐𝑠
′(𝛿′, 𝛿′′, 𝜏𝑠)

𝑅
= 

𝑐𝑣(𝛿′, 𝜏𝑠)

𝑅
 

+
(1 + 𝛿′𝛼𝛿

𝑟′
− 𝛿′𝜏𝑠𝛼𝛿𝜏

𝑟 ′
)

(1 + 2𝛿′𝛼𝛿
𝑟′

+ 𝛿′2𝛼𝛿𝛿
𝑟 ′

)

× {1 + 𝛿′𝛼𝛿
𝑟′

− 𝛿′𝜏𝑠𝛼𝛿𝜏
𝑟 ′

−
1

𝑅𝜌𝑐𝛿′

𝑑𝑝𝑠(𝛿′, 𝛿′′, 𝜏𝑠)

𝑑𝑇
} 

Saturated vapor 

specific heat 

𝑐𝑠
′′(𝛿′,𝛿′′,𝜏𝑠)

𝑅
=

𝑐𝑣(𝛿′′,𝜏𝑠)

𝑅
+

(1+𝛿′′𝛼𝛿
𝑟′

−𝛿′′𝜏𝑠𝛼𝛿𝜏
𝑟 ′′

)

(1+2𝛿′′𝛼𝛿
𝑟′′

+𝛿′′2
𝛼𝛿𝛿

𝑟 ′′
)

× {1 + 𝛿′′𝛼𝛿
𝑟′′

−

𝛿′′𝜏𝑠𝛼𝛿𝜏
𝑟 ′′

−
1

𝑅𝜌𝑐𝛿′′

𝑑𝑝𝑠(𝛿′,𝛿′′,𝜏𝑠)

𝑑𝑇
}  

Speed of Sound 

𝑤2(𝛿,𝜏)𝑀

𝑅𝑇
= 1 + 2𝛿𝛼𝛿

𝑟 + 𝛿2𝛼𝛿𝛿
𝑟 +

                      
(1+𝛿𝛼𝛿

𝑟−𝛿𝜏𝛼𝛿𝜏
𝑟 )2

𝑐𝑣(𝛿,𝜏)/𝑅
  

Enthalpy 
ℎ(𝛿,𝜏)

𝑅𝑇
= 𝜏(𝛼𝜏

0 + 𝛼𝜏
𝑟) + 1 + 𝛿𝛼𝛿

𝑟  

Entropy 
𝑠(𝛿,𝜏)

𝑅
= 𝜏(𝛼𝜏

0 + 𝛼𝜏
𝑟) − (𝛼0 + 𝛼𝑟)  

Internal energy 
𝑢(𝛿,𝜏)

𝑅𝑇
= 𝜏(𝛼𝜏

0 + 𝛼𝜏
𝑟)  

Third virial 

coefficient 
𝐵(𝜏)𝜌𝑐 = lim

𝛿→0
𝛼𝛿

𝑟 

Second virial 

coefficient 
𝐶(𝜏)𝜌𝑐

2 = lim
𝛿→0

𝛼𝛿𝛿
𝑟  

 𝛿 =
𝜌

𝜌
𝑐

 , 𝜏 =
𝑇𝑐

𝑇
, 𝑅 =

�̅�

𝑀
, 𝐴 = 𝑢 − 𝑇𝑠 , 𝛼𝛿 = (

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝛿
)

𝜏
 , 𝛼𝜏 =

(
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝜏
)

𝛿
 , 𝛼𝛿𝛿 = (

𝜕2𝛼

𝜕𝛿2)
𝜏
 , 𝛼𝜏𝜏 = (

𝜕2𝛼

𝜕𝜏2 )
𝛿
 , 𝛼𝛿𝜏 = (

𝜕2𝛼

𝜕𝛿𝜕𝜏
)   

 

Both ancillary equations and EOS must be able to 

provide accurate calculation results. The ancillary equations 

play an essential role in preparing input data for developing 
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the EOS and initial guess for the iteration process conducted 

in calculating thermodynamic properties when one or more 

unknown properties are the independent variables. 

The most complex EOS formulation today is the IAPWS 

1995 equation for ordinary water by Wagner and Pruß [19]. 

For EOS based on the Helmholtz free energy, regardless of 

the complexity of the formulation given, derivation of the 

other thermodynamic properties from the Helmholtz free 

energy still has the same fundamental mathematical 

relationship so that the previous mathematical relation can 

be applied to calculate the properties. The modeling 

procedure and program code used in this study were used for 

refrigerants of HFC, hydrocarbon, HFO, and 

hydrochlorofluoroolefin (HCFO). Our recent article reported 

their implementation for HFO [20] dan HCFO [21]. More 

detailed optimization procedures used can be found in 

previous work [22]. 

 

4. Thermodynamic Property Model 

The thermodynamic property models as results of this 

study consist of ancillary equations for vapor pressure, 

saturated liquid density, and saturated vapor density as well 

as the EOS. 

 

4.1 Ancillary Equation 

The optimization process of ancillary equations uses a 

genetic algorithm. The ancillary equation for the density of 

saturated vapor is expressed on a logarithmic basis, while the 

equation for the saturated liquid density has a linear basis. 

The saturated vapor pressure correlates with the temperature 

(T) with four terms as given in Eq. (2). Critical pressure (pc) 

and critical temperature (Tc) are inside for getting 

dimensionless relation. The exponents of the equation terms 

on the right side are the results of optimization with a genetic 

algorithm. Variable E is the coefficients obtained from the 

optimization process, which are E1 = -7.3416, E2 = -3.1588, 

E3 = -3.1012, and E4 = -4.1381. The sum of the terms used 

in this equation equals the ancillary equation used by 

Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. The term number is sufficient to 

represent the properties properly and is small enough to run 

a quick calculation process. 

 

ln (
𝑝

𝑝𝑐
) =

𝑇𝑐

𝑇
(𝐸1 [1 −

𝑇𝑐

𝑇
] + 𝐸2 [1 −

𝑇𝑐

𝑇
]

1.6

+  

𝐸3 [1 −
𝑇𝑐

𝑇
]

2

+ 𝐸4 [1 −
𝑇𝑐

𝑇
]

5

) (2) 

 

The next two ancillary equations for saturated liquid 

density (ρ’) and saturated vapor density (ρ”), respectively, 

are written in Eqs. (3) and (4). Both equations are represented 

in dimensionless with dividing with critical density (ρc) and 

critical temperature. The equations have four terms. 

Variables F and G are coefficients as optimization processes 

in their development. The coefficients obtained are F1 = 

0.018161, F2 = -0.53941, F3 = 2.5054, F4 = 0.75331, G1 = 

0.89105, G2 = -3.3802, G3 = -7.8192, and G4 = -31.145. 

 
𝜌′

𝜌𝑐
= 1 + 𝐹1 [1 −

𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.1

+ 𝐹2 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.2

+   

𝐹3 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.3

+ 𝐹4 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.9

 (3) 

 

ln (
𝜌"

𝜌𝑐
− 1) = 𝐺1 [1 −

𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.2

+ 𝐺2 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

0.3

+

                                            𝐺3 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

1.2

+ 𝐺4 [1 −
𝑇

𝑇𝑐
]

3.8

      (4) 

The terms used are less than the term from the ancillary 

equations used by Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. The use of 

fewer terms makes the calculation process faster without 

sacrificing the accuracy of the equation. The ancillary 

equations for the densities of saturated liquid and saturated 

vapor to assist the optimization process of the EOS and as 

the initial iteration value in root calculation to find 

thermodynamic properties either in single-phase or two-

phase for the case of known properties excluding 

temperature or density. 

 

4.2 New Helmholtz Equation of Sate 

The new EOS (𝛼) consists of two parts: the ideal part 

(𝛼𝑜) and the residual part (𝛼𝑟) and the relation is 𝛼 = 𝛼𝑜 +
𝛼𝑟. The ideal part is obtained by integrating the ideal-gas 

isobaric specific heat equation at a reference state. The ideal 

gas isobaric heat equation should be obtained first as the final 

result in Eq. (5). The equation has just two terms of the 

Einstein-Planck functional form. In this short relation, the 

equation can represent satisfied accuracy. The residual part 

must be prepared prior to complete the ideal part with its two 

integral constant values because of the reference state 

selected for the EOS is not in the ideal gas state. Finally, the 

new EOS is fitted to a reference state of the International 

Institute of Refrigeration. The final result of the ideal part is 

written in Eq. (6) with the numerical coefficients and 

constants in Table 3. 

 
𝑐𝑝

𝑜(𝜏)

𝑅
=  ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑜𝜏2𝑏𝑖
2 exp(−𝑏𝑖 𝜏)

(1−exp(−𝑏𝑖  𝜏))
2

2
𝑖=1                      (5) 

 

𝛼𝑜(𝛿, 𝜏) = ln
𝛿

𝜏
+ ∑ 𝑁𝑖

𝑜 ln(1 − exp (−𝑏𝑖 𝜏))2
𝑖=1 +

                                                                                ∑ 𝑁𝑖
𝑜 𝜏𝑏𝑖4

𝑖=3   (6) 

 

Table 3. Numerical coefficients of the ideal gas. 

𝑖 𝑏𝑖 𝑁𝑖
𝑜 

1 1.5050 1.3863 × 101 

2 5.5650 9.6280 × 100 

3 0 -1.1263 × 101 

4 1 9.4400 × 100 

 

The residual part obtained from this work appears in Eq. 

(7). Table 4 represents the numerical coefficients and 

constants of the equation. The polynomial terms of the 

equation usually represent the thermodynamic properties of 

the vapor phase, while the exponential terms of the equation 

represent the properties of the liquid phase [23]. The terms 

for the density variable must be integer, while the terms for 

the temperature variable must be real numbers. The value of 

the t term of the temperature variable functions for modeling 

the critical region [23]. Outside the critical region, the term 

𝜏𝑡𝑖 can cause very high fluctuations so that it must be damped 

with the others, namely 𝛿𝑑𝑖 in the vapor phase and 

exp[−𝛿𝜃𝑖] in the liquid phase. 

 

𝛼𝑟(𝛿, 𝜏) = ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝛿
𝑑𝑖𝜏𝑡𝑖6

𝑖=1 + ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝛿
𝑑𝑖𝜏𝑡𝑖exp[−𝛿𝜃𝑖]20

𝑖=7       (7) 

 

The combination of genetic algorithms and weighted 

least square regression is applied in the optimization program 

to obtain EOS and ancillary equations. EOS results from this 

study of a general structure to accommodate polynomials, 

exponentials, and Gaussian-Bell terms. The nonlinear 

correlations for caloric properties are compensated via a 
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limited iterative regression in the process of the optimal 

residual structure to represent the input data in the modeling. 

 

Table 4. Numerical coefficients of the residual part. 

𝑖 di ti i Ni 

1 1 0.425 - 1.2694572 × 100 

2 4 0.45 - 2.9865027 × 10-2 

3 2 1.3 - -8.5288450 × 10-2 

4 1 1.325 - -2.5317951 × 100 

5 3 1.9 - -6.0204735 × 10-2 

6 4 2 - 1.6375506 × 10-2 

7 2 3.525 1 -4.7744050 × 10-1 

8 2 2.125 1 6.0054790 × 10-1 

9 3 2.235 1 8.6505374 × 10-1 

10 2 4.625 1 2.6476831 × 101 

11 2 7 1 -2.9446209 × 10-2 

12 1 7.125 1 -1.0141306 × 100 

13 1 7.25 1 9.3621188 × 10-1 

14 5 2 2 -8.5592024 × 10-2 

15 4 4 2 -6.3548921 × 102 

16 6 5.875 2 3.5316930 × 10-2 

17 7 5.75 2 -1.7172415 × 10-2 

18 1 0 3 -3.6957644 × 10-2 

19 7 4.5 3 -1.1731380 × 10-2 

20 2 6.5 3 -8.7493600 × 10-2 

 

Compared with Akasaka and Lemmon, the combination 

of stepwise linear regression and nonlinear least-square 

regression to obtain the final EOS. Even though there are 

differences in the process, there are similarities in modeling: 

optimization of the equation structure and linear coefficient 

of the equation, and all constraints cannot be included 

directly in the optimization process but evaluated after 

getting the best model. The method used in this study, even 

though it operates with many equation structure predictions, 

the optimization process can still be faster. The developed 

EOS consists of polynomial and exponential terms simpler 

than the EOS of Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. 

 

5. Assessments 

The evaluation for properties in single-phase is divided 

into two parts: gas phase and liquid phase. It is divided due 

to significantly different characteristics of the data in the gas 

phase and liquid phase, so the evaluation needs to be done 

separately. Experimental data of thermodynamic properties 

of pressure, temperature, and density used in the 

optimization process consist of 335 data points from 

temperature 283–386 K and pressure 1.30–34.6 MPa. 

Meanwhile, the available caloric data has a narrower range, 

namely temperature in range of 300 K to 350 K and pressure 

in range of 0.1 MPa to 10 MPa. 

 

5.1 Visualization and Evaluation 

The data uncertainty of Chen et al. [8] at 0.5% requires 

the minimum target deviation from this equation at 0.5%. 

The distribution of the ideal gas isobaric specific heat 

deviation concerning the Akasaka and Lemmon equation [6] 

and experimental data over the entire range appears in Figure 

3. The difference in value from both EOS is less than 0.5%. 
Deviation of the data from Akasaka and Lemmon [6] 

increases in the temperature range of 300 K because this 

range of the data from Chen et al. [8] was optimized using 

more weighting factor values. Figure 4 shows that the 

comparison concerning the data of Chen et al. [8] results in 

an average absolute deviation (AAD) of 0.48%, a standard 

deviation (STD) of 0.25%, and a maximum absolute 

deviation (MAX) of 0.94%. This result is already in the range 

of experimental data uncertainty. 
 

 
Figure 3. Deviation of the ideal gas specific heat. 

 
There are five sources of experimental data used with 

temperature range of 233–376 K. The deviation of the vapor 

pressure from the new EOS to experimental data and 

artificial models can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Deviation of the vapor pressures. 

 

In the temperature range of 310–376 K, there are data set 

from Higashi et al. [13], which has an AAD of 0.070%, a 

MAX of 0.15%, and an STD of 0.033%. At a temperature 

range of 233–372 K, data sets from Brown et al. [12] were 

used, which have an AAD of 0.14%, a MAX of 0.85%, and 

an STD of 0.17%. At a temperature range of 263–353 K, data 

sets from Raabe and Marginn [11] were used. These data sets 

have an AAD of 4.4%, a MAX of 8.7%, and an STD of 2.1%. 
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Two recent data sets were obtained from Yin et al. [18], 

which have a temperature range from 253 to 376 K and have 

an AAD of 0.091%, a MAX of 0.17%, and an STD of 

0.040%, and the data set of Yang et al. [15], which has a 

temperature range from 273 to 353 K and has an AAD of 

0.14%, a MAX of 0.49%, and an STD of 0.14%. 

Two data sets from Higashi and Sakoda [9] and Raabe 

and Marginn [11] fitted are the density at saturated liquid and 

vapor states. The amount of data available for saturated 

density is very scarce. Density deviations from the new EOS 

for the saturated-liquid and vapor states concerning 

experimental and derived property data are shown in Figures 

5 and 6, respectively. For saturated liquid density data of 

Higashi and Sakoda [9], it results in an AAD of 0.56% with 

an STD of 0.23% and a MAX of 1.0%. Similar to the data 

for saturated steam, the data from Raabe and Marginn [16] 

yield a much higher deviation because the data are resulted 

from molecular modeling. These data produce an AAD of 

3.1% with an STD of 1.1% and a MAX of 4.4%. 

 

 
Figure 5. Deviation of saturated liquid density. 

 

 
Figure 6. Deviation of the saturated vapor density. 

 

For the saturated vapor density, data from Higashi and 

Sakoda [9] recorded an AAD of 1.3% with an STD of 0.97% 

and a MAX of 3.0%. Meanwhile, the data owned by Raabe 

and Marginn [11] performed AAD of 4.3% with an STD of 

2.8% and a MAX of 8.7%. 

In the temperature range of 328–386 K, there are data 

from Higashi et al. [13] having an AAD of 0.41%, a MAX 

of 1.1%, and an STD of 0.33%. On the other hand, at 

temperatures of 283–386 K, data from Brown et al. [12] have 

an AAD of 0.027%, a MAX of 0.35%, and an STD of 

0.045%. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the density deviation from the EOS 

concerning temperature and pressure, respectively. 

Experimental data on thermodynamic properties of pressure, 

temperature, and liquid density used in the optimization 

process consist of 269 data points from a temperature of 253–

430 K and pressure of 0.110–6.86 MPa. 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Deviation of the liquid density. 

 

In the temperature range of 330 K to 430 K, the data from 

Higashi et al. [15] has an AAD of 0.55%, a MAX of 1.3%, 

and an STD of 0.35%. Meanwhile, data set from Brown et 

al. [17] for a temperature of 278–368 K has an AAD of 

0.67%, a MAX of 2.8%, and an STD of 0.51%. The latest 

and most recent data set taken from Yin et al. [14] has a 

temperature range from 253 to 368 K and has an AAD of 

0.25%, a MAX of 0.85%, and an STD of 0.21%. 

The process of fitting the caloric properties of the fluid in 

the development of EOS is essential to get a good result of 

other properties such as internal energy, enthalpy, and 

entropy. Since the refrigerant of this study is relatively new, 

it is not widely applied. Only a set of experimental data is 

available. It is the isochoric heat data set reported by Sheng 

et al. [7]. and has 64 data points with a temperature range of 

299–351 K. All these data are in the liquid phase. After 

comparing with the data calculated from the EOS of this 

work, it performs an AAD is 1.7% with an STD of 0.79% 

and a MAX of 3.3%. The deviation distribution appears in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 8. Deviation of the vapor density in the single phase. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Deviation of the isochoric specific heat in the 

single phase. 

 
The speed of sound data set available in the gas phase 

consists of 92 data points in the temperature range 313–363 

K, which were reported by Chen et al. [8]. Compared to other 

property data, the speed of sound data has the highest 

accuracy. Chen et al. [8] claimed that the experimental data 

have an uncertainty of up to 0.018%. Because of its accuracy, 

higher weighting factors were given to the speed of sound 

data. The deviation of the experimental data concerning the 

data calculated from this work can be seen in Figure 10. This 

data set can be represented by the EOS with an AAD of 

0.33%, an STD of 0.23%, and a MAX of 0.97%. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Deviation of the speed of sound in the single 

phase. 

 
5.2 Thermodynamic Consistencies 

It is not sufficient just to evaluate the performance of 

the equation by comparing experimental data and calculated 

data, especially if the experimental data available is limited. 

The extrapolation behavior of the equations in this study was 

assessed from the plot of pressure and specific volume 

curves on isothermal lines, plots of caloric properties curves 

(isochoric specific heat, isobaric specific heat, and speed of 

sound) on isobaric lines, ideal curves (inverse Joule-

Thomson curve, Boyle curve, and Joule inverse curve), and 

the second and third virial coefficients. 

Extrapolation curves for pressure, specific volume, and 

temperature can be seen in Figure 11. The curves were 

plotted within a temperature range of 220–1000 K and a 

pressure range of 0.025–1000 MPa. In single-phase, the 

resulting curve has a reasonable shape without any 

intersecting isotherm line from low to high temperatures. In 

the saturation state, the saturated lines have a proper shape; 

the lines rise at the saturated-liquid state and flatten out at the 

critical point and two-phase, then decrease at the saturated 

vapor condition. Under two-phase conditions, all isothermal 

lines are at the same pressure. 

Next, the extrapolation curve for the caloric properties is 

evaluated. The extrapolation curve for caloric properties was 

plotted within the temperature range of 220–750 K and the 

pressure range of 0.025–100 MPa. The first caloric property 

to be discussed is isochoric specific heat. The isochoric- 

specific heat curve requires special observations because the 

shape of this curve is very sensitive to the changes in the 
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equation term, and because only experimental data available 

for specific heat is isochoric-specific heat data. The 

isochoric-specific heat extrapolation curve can be seen in 

Figure 12. In general, isochoric-specific heat curves have a 

reasonable shape. In the liquid state, the isobaric lines have 

an upward trend as the temperature increases, then increases 

drastically near the critical point then decreases, and then 

rises again at very high temperatures. In the liquid phase at 

low temperatures, there are few waves on the curve and the 

isobaric lines appear to coincide. The curve in this low-

temperature range can be seen in Figure 13. Even so, the 

trend line remains upward on all the isobaric lines. There is 

no line intersecting each other. 

 

 
Figure 11. PVT Extrapolation of the new EOS. 

 

 
Figure 12. Isochoric heat extrapolation of the new EOS. 

 

The experimental data available for isochoric heat are 

only within the temperature range of 299–351 K and pressure 

range of 1.50–10.2 MPa. Therefore, a new set of data in the 

temperature and pressure ranges as shown in Figure 13 is 

needed to ensure that the shape of the extrapolation curve is 

closer to the actual conditions. 

Figures 13 and 14 show extrapolation curves for isobaric-

specific heat and speed of sound, respectively. The 

extrapolation curves for these two thermodynamic properties 

already have a reasonable shape within the temperature and 

pressure range. In an isobaric heat curve, the trend is like that 

in an isochoric-specific heat curve. As the isobaric line 

approaches the critical point, the curve will rise sharply, 

decrease rapidly to a specific value, and then ramp up with 

increasing temperature. As for the speed-of-sound curves, 

isobaric lines in the critical region follow a different trend, 

decreasing with increasing temperature in the liquid phase 

and rising with increasing temperature in the gas phase. The 

minimum value occurs at the critical point. 

 

 
Figure 13. Isobaric heat extrapolation of the new EOS. 

 

 
Figure 14. Speed of sound extrapolation of the new EOS. 

 

Ideal curves do not provide numerical information, but 

rational behaviors can represent a good extrapolation ability 

of the equation. Figure 15 shows the curve comparison from 

the EOS of this work and Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. In 

general, the four curves have the same trend, large values at 

low temperatures, and then their value drops drastically at 

high temperatures by turning downwards to form an 

asymptote line. For the ideal curves of the Akasaka and 

Lemmon EOS, don't follow this trend at high temperatures. 

On the other hand, the Boyle curve, the Joule inversion 

curve, and the Joule-Thomson curve have good agreement 

between the EOS of this study and Akasaka and Lemmon.  

The last parameter that needs to be evaluated to 

determine the extrapolation ability of the equation is the 

second and third virial coefficients. The appropriate shape of 

virial coefficient curves can represent a good equation 

extrapolation ability. In general, the shape of a good virial 

coefficient curve is going upward drastically at low 

temperatures, then form asymptotes towards zero pressure at 
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very high temperatures. The second and third virial 

coefficient curves calculated respectively are shown in 

Figures 16 and 17. In the second virial coefficient graph, the 

curve obtained from the EOS in this work coincides with the 

curve from the experimental data (Yin et al. [14] and Chen 

et al. [8]) as well as the curves obtained from Akasaka and 

Lemmon [ 8]. The third virial coefficients obtained from this 

work do not coincide with the data compared (Yin et al. [14], 

and Akasaka and Lemmon [6]), but they have the same trend. 

 

 
Figure 15. Ideal curves of the new EOS with solid curves of 

this work, dashed curves of Akasaka and Lemmon EOS. 

 

 
Figure 16. Behavior of second virial coefficients from the 

new EOS. 

 

 
Figure 17. Behavior of third virial coefficients from the new 

EOS. 

5.3 Statistical Comparison 

To further assess the quality of the new EOS from this 

work, a detailed statistical evaluation between EOS of this 

work and other existing EOS is given. Better statistics mean 

having smaller values for each parameter (AAD, STD, and 

MAX), although in this evaluation, the STD results are not 

used much because the results of the AAD and the MAX are 

sufficient for comparison. The new EOS compared to is the 

Akasaka and Lemmon EOS [6], because it is the latest 

existing EOS. 

The first evaluation that will be carried out is density in 

single phase. A comparison of statistics can be seen in Table 

5. In the liquid phase, the EOS in this study has a better AAD 

than the data of Di Nicola et al. [16] but worse than Higashi 

and Sakoda [9]. The opposite condition applies to the MAX 

data. This result happens because in both data sets, there are 

data points that are near saturation conditions, so that in these 

areas, it is difficult to get a good deviation. In the gas phase, 

the deviation is generally better on Higashi and Sakoda [14] 

and Yin et al. [14], but worse on Di Nicola et al. [16]. This 

happens because the fitting process is intended to be closer 

to the data of Yin et al. [14], which used fluid with higher 

purity for the experiment. 

Comparison of the liquid and saturated density can be 

seen in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. In general, these two 

properties have the same statistical comparison. The 

statistics for Raabe and Marginn data [11] are better than the 

Akasaka and Lemmon [6] but worse for Higashi and Sakoda 

[9]. It happened because the data of Higashi and Sakoda [9] 

are very close to the critical point causing difficulty in the 

fitting process. This difficulty is due to the structural form of 

the equation excluding the Gaussian-Bell form. However, 

the resulting deviation is quite close compared to the 

equation of Akasaka and Lemmon [6]. 

Statistical comparison for caloric and ideal properties can 

be seen in 7. All data on caloric and ideal properties from the 

equations in this study have better statistics than the Akasaka 

and Lemmon [6]. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The new EOS of R-1243zf has the functional form of 

Helmholtz-free energy. The optimization was conducted 

using a genetic algorithm and weighted-least squares 

regression. The EOS can provide accurate results of the 

thermodynamic properties when compared to the 

experimental data. In general, the accuracy of the proposed 

EOS is better than the Akasaka and Lemmon EOS, except 

for the saturation states. Evaluation for the extrapolation 

ability consists of thermodynamic properties at temperatures 

outside the experimental data, ideal curves, and the second 

and third virial coefficients. Based on the evaluation, this 

equation has a good extrapolation ability judged by the shape 

of the curves under the theories of thermodynamics. Further 

evaluation is needed for the isochoric-specific heat curve due 

to the lack of available experimental data. 

The proposed EOS consists of two parts: the ideal and 

residual parts. Ancillary equations for properties on saturated 

condition were also developed to assist the optimization 

process and to calculate the thermodynamic properties from 

the EOS. The ideal part was developed with the ideal isobaric 

specific heat data. The properties derived from ideal part 

compared to the experimental data yielded an AAD of 

0.48%, an STD of 0.25%, and a MAX of 0.94%. The residual 

part was developed with multi-property input data. In 

saturation state, there are three properties used, saturated  
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Table 5. Statistical comparison results of EOS. 

Prop. Data Source EOS* Points Phase AAD (%) STD (%) MAX (%) 

PVT Di Nicola et al. [16] 
New 

302 Liquid 
0.0270 0.0450 0.350 

Exist 0.0330 0.0240 0.0910 

PVT Higashi & Sakoda [9] 
New 

33 Liquid 
0.411 0.340 1.06 

Exist 0.253 0.390 1.12 

PVT Di Nicola et al. [16] 
New 

99 Gas 
0.667 0.510 2.77 

Exist 0.592 0.480 2.35 

PVT Higashi & Sakoda [9] 
New 

42 Gas 
0.548 0.350 1.28 

Exist 0.731 0.520 1.78 

PVT Yin et al. [14] 
New 

128 Gas 
0.245 0.211 0.850 

Exist 0.347 0.195 1.01 

𝑝𝑠 Raabe & Marginn [11] 
New 

10 - 
4.38 2.05 8,69 

Exist 4.40 2.04 8,70 

𝑝𝑠 Brown et al. [12] 
New 

83 - 
0.138 0.168 0.851 

Exist 0.150 0.167 0.834 

𝑝𝑠 Higashi et al. [13] 
New 

20 - 
0.0700 0.0330 0.147 

Exist 0.0260 0.0210 0.0860 

𝑝𝑠 Yin et al. [14] 
New 

26 - 
0.0910 0.0400 0.170 

Exist 0.108 0.0370 0.165 

𝑝𝑠 Yang et al. [15] 
New 

17 - 
0.141 0.135 0.490 

Exist 0.155 0.138 0.504 

𝜌′ Raabe & Marginn [11] 
New 

10 - 
3.12 1.03 4.35 

Exist 3.29 0.910 4.41 

𝜌′ Higashi & Sakoda [9] 
New 

6 - 
1.31 0.760 2.56 

Exist 0.790 0.210 0.980 

𝜌" Raabe & Marginn [11] 
New 

10 - 
4.58 3.20 10.1 

Exist 4.65 2.79 8.80 

𝜌" Higashi & Sakoda [9] 
New 

7 - 
1.88 1.41 3.97 

Exist 1.32 0.960 3.03 

cp
0 Chen et al. [8] 

New 
11 Gas 

0.478 0.252 0.936 

Exist 0.597 0.369 1.32 

cv Sheng et al. [7] 
New 

64 Liquid 
1.71 0.792 3.29 

Exist 2.35 0.719 3.82 

w Chen et al. [8] 
New 

92 Gas 
0.330 0.234 0.969 

Exist 0.441 0.307 1.29 

*Exist is the EOS developed by Akasaka and Lemmon [6]; New is the EOS from this study. 

pressure, which has an AAD of 0.96%, an STD of 0.49%, 

and a MAX of 2.1%; saturated liquid density which has an 

AAD of 2.2%, an STD of 0.89%, and a MAX of 3.5%; and 

the saturated vapor density which has an AAD of 3.2%, an 

STD of 2.3%, and a MAX of 7.1%. In single-phase, for the 

liquid density data, this equation has an AAD of 0.22%, an 

STD of 0.19%, and a MAX of 0.71%. For gas density data, 

this equation has an AAD of 0.49%, an STD of 0.36%, and 

a MAX of 1.6%. The final data is from the caloric properties, 

which consist of isochoric specific heat, which has an AAD 

of 1.7%, an STD of 0.79%, and a MAX of 3.3%; and the 

speed of sound data which has an AAD of 0.33%, an STD of 

0.23%, and a MAX of 0.97%. 

Ancillary equations were developed for saturated 

pressure, saturated liquid density and saturated vapor 

density. For saturated pressure, the developed ancillary 

equation has an AAD of 0.96%, an STD of 0.47%, and a 

MAX of 2.1%. For the saturated liquid density, the ancillary 

equation in this work has an AAD of 1.9%, an STD of 0.65%, 

and a MAX of 2.7%; and the saturated vapor density which 

has an AAD of 2.8%, an STD of 1.9%, and a MAX of 5.8%.  

 

 

 

Nomenclature 

Symbols 

A Helmholtz free energy [kJ·kg-1]  

AAD Average absolute deviation 

B Second virial coefficient [dm3·mol-1] 

b Numerical coefficient 

C Third virial coefficient [dm6·mol-2] 

c Specific heat capacity [kJ·kg-1·K-1] 

d Numerical constant 

E Numerical coefficient 

F Numerical coefficient 

G Numerical coefficient 

M Molar mass [kg·kmol-1] 

MAX Maximum deviation 

N Numerical Coefficient 

R Gas constant [kJ·kg-1·K-1] 

�̅� Universal gas constant [J·mol-1·K-1] 

s Specific entropy [kJ·kg-1·K-1] 

STD Standard deviation 

T Temperature [K] 

t numerical constant 

u Internal energy [kJ·kg-1] 

p Pressure [MPa] 

PVT Pressure Volume Temperature 
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W Weighting factor 

w Speed of sound [m·s-1] 

χ Sum of weighted least square 

Greek Letters 

 Reduced Helmholtz free energy, A/RT 

δ Reduced density, ρ/ ρc 

θ Numerical constant 

ρ Density [kg·m-3] 

τ Inverse reduced temperature, Tc/T  

Subscript 

c Critical parameter 

cal Calculated value 

data Input data value 

i Serial number of term   

p Process at constant pressure 

s Saturation 

tp Triple point 

v Process at constant volume 

Superscripts 
o Ideal part 

r Residual part 

‘ Saturated-liquid state 

“ Saturated-vapor state  
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Abstract  

 

Experimental analysis was conducted to investigate the turbulent heat transfer behaviors within a tubular heat 

exchanger, incorporating a novel baffle plate design. The new design includes a perforated circular baffle plate with 

a rectangular flow deflector that can be adjusted to different inclination angles. The baffle plate is strategically 

positioned at the entrance of the heat exchanger, resulting in a swirling flow downstream. To assess the impact of the 

baffle plate design, three baffle plates were placed longitudinally along the flow, with varying pitch ratios (l/D). The 

effects of pitch ratio (ranging from 0.6 to 1.2), deflector inclination angle (ranging between 30⁰ to 50⁰), and Reynolds 

numbers (ranging between 16000 to 29000) were examined. The outcomes highlighted the substantial impact of pitch 

ratio and inclination angle on the thermal enhancement factor. In particular, compared to single segmental baffle plates 

working under similar operating conditions. The result indicates that an inclination angle of 30° and a pitch ratio of 1 

exhibited an average 41.49% augmentation in thermal-fluidic performance compared with an exchanger with a 

segmental baffle plate.  

 

Keywords: Thermal enhancement factor; flow resistance; inclination angle; swirl flow, re-circulation; rectangular 

deflector. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recent population boon and urbanization have led 

researchers to focus on efficient energy consumption and 

utilization. To reduce energy consumption, efficient and 

compact thermal system designs are adopted. HX (heat 

exchangers) are standard thermal exchange devices widely 

used in commercials, industrial and domestic sectors. Some 

typical applications are cooling in power plants, 

automobiles, domestic, solar dryers, boilers/steam 

generators, the chemical processing industry, and waste heat 

recovery. Thus the demand for energy-efficient HX has led 

to the development of various heat augmentation techniques 

[1]. Different strategies of heat transfer enhancement, 

namely active, passive, and compound methods, are 

suggested [2, 3] with the mutual objective of plummeting 

thermal boundary layer thickness to achieve an improved 

surface heat transfer coefficient.  

No outside source of heat transfer is needed for the 

passive approach. This approach involves altering or 

extending the surfaces to generate turbulence in the flow 

field. This turbulence can modify the thermal boundary layer 

and change the flow pattern. Artificial roughness is the most 

basic turbulence promoter in this form of passive 

enhancement. Other turbulence promoters associated with 

this approach include extended surfaces, swirl devices, and 

vortex generators.  

The presence of artificial roughness breaks up the 

laminar layer located near the wall and causes turbulence to 

form between the ridges. This turbulence is created when the 

flow separates and attaches itself to the wall again, leaving 

the main flow pattern unaffected. Geometric constraints of 

surface roughness like channel aspect ratio (AR), rib angle 

of attack (α), relative rib pitch (p/e), relative rib height ratio 

(e/D) along with the rib shape and type (solid, perforated, 

and slit rib, etc.) have a direct influence on heat transfer 

coefficients. Prasad and Saini [4, 5] studied transverse ribs 

on the absorber plate of a solar air heater duct. A maximum 

increment of 2.38 in the relative Nu and a 4.25 increment in 

relative f when contrasted to smooth duct, with a relative 

roughness pitch (p/e) of 10 and relative roughness (e/D) of 

0.033. Similar work carried out by Prasad et al. [6]. Lu and 

Jiang [7] investigated the influence of ribs with an inclination 

angle of 20° and 60° on the thermo-hydraulic performance 

and heat transfer rate. The research results revealed that the 

maximum performance and heat transfer rate was achieved 

at these two angles. Liu et al. [8] experimented to study the 

consequence of different constraints on a rectangular channel 

with opposite walls having grooves of different relative pitch 

(p/e), aspect ratio (W/H), angle of attack (α), and blockage 

ratio (e/D). The parameters used for the experiment ranged 

from 0.25 to 1 for p/e, 45 to 60 degrees for angle of attack, 

and 0.047 to 0.078 for blockage ratio. An attack angle of 45 

degrees shows Nu rise by 15-25%. 

Another effective technique is to increase the effective 

heat transfer area and add turbulence to the flow. This 

method includes extended surfaces as fin/baffles, negatively 

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2824-4483
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impacting pressure drop and requiring higher pumping 

power. Experimental examination on heat transfer and 

friction loss by Sriromreum et al. [9] on a zigzag Z-baffle 

(45°) with relative height and relative pitch range of baffles 

were of 0.1–0.3 and 1.5–3, respectively. Nu and f were 

improved significantly for in-phase 45° Z-baffles rather than 

its counterpart (out-phase 45°). Kwankaomeng et al. [10] 

numerically studied angled inclined baffles with an attack 

angle of 30°under a laminar flow regime. The BR and PR 

variations of (0.1–0.5) and (1-2) revealed an enhancement in 

Nu and f of 9.23 and 45.31, respectively, for PR of 1.5 and 

BR of 0.3. 

Priyam et al. [11]. Studied the effect of fin pitch and mass 

flow rate of transverse wavy fins. The results showed an 

enhancement in thermal efficiency of 62.53, and an effective 

temperature rise of 63.41%, respectively. Gawande et al. [12] 

experimental and numerical investigation on an absorber 

plate with L-shape ribs, with relative roughness, pitch 

relative rib height range of 7.14–17.86. Results indicated 

maximum enhancement in Nu and f of 2.827 and 3.424 at a 

relative pitch of 7.14. 

A more recent and promising heat transfer enhancement 

technique is swirl flow devices. The technique augments heat 

transfer by applying a twisted tape in the flow stream that 

can generate swirls by trimming the boundary layer by 

generating a secondary flow in vortices along an existing 

axial flow. Recently various swirl devices have been tested, 

such as conical rings, helical wire, and twisted tapes.  

Ard et al. [13] evaluated the effects of wing position (h/e) 

of square-wing perforated slanting baffles on the heat 

transfer rate and ∆p characteristics in a rectangular channel 

with air as working fluid drawn in using 3 HP blower and 

base plate(LxW) heated using 1.0 KW heater. The baffle 

pitch ratio (p/e) was constant at 5.0, with testing done at 

different Re values 6000, 9000, 12,000, 15,000, 18,000, 

21,000, and 24,000 with four different wings location 

(h/e) 0.92, 0.83, 0.75, and 0.67. Results showed that the 

highest heat transfer rates accomplished in channels at the 

four locations were 148%, 157%, 166%, and 180% 

compared to smooth channels, while the pressure losses 

increased 9.51–10.99 times, respectively. Additionally, SW-

PBs caused lower ∆p than solid transverse baffles and higher 

thermal performance. 

Sanchouli et al. [14] explored the prospective to enhance 

the heat transfer capabilities of phase change material (PCM) 

in an HX with a double-tube design by incorporating 

innovative ring-shaped fins with a lattice structure. These 

lattice ring-shaped fins, which consisted of straight and 

circular strip modules, were located on the inner tube. To 

compare the thermal efficiency of the lattice ring-shaped fins 

with traditional ring-shaped fins, they ensured that an equal 

amount of fins was used for the comparison. They also 

examined how the spacing between the fins (longitudinal 

pitch) affected the duration of the melting process and the 

PCM's energy storage capacity. They compared the findings 

between the lattice and conventional ring-shaped fins. 

The domino effect showed that converting the ring-

shaped fins to lattice fins reduced the melting time by 27%, 

37.5%, 53.5%, and 69.5% for longitudinal pitches of 125 

mm, 62.5 mm, 31.25 mm, and 15.625 mm, respectively. 

Among the different longitudinal pitches, the lattice fins with 

a spacing of 31.25 mm exhibited the highest thermal 

performance. The study also emphasized the significance of 

the arrangement of the lattice ring-shaped fin components in 

achieving optimal thermal performance. The total melting 

time of the PCM was improved by 40% compared to the case 

with a longitudinal pitch of 125 mm, demonstrating the 

advantages of the 31.25 mm spacing. The study also 

considered a non-uniform distribution of lattice components 

for the ring-shaped fins and observed a 16% enhancement in 

the full melting time matched to the best ring-shaped fins 

with a uniform lattice distribution. 

Rahman and Dhiman [15, 16] examined the effect of a 

novel trapezoidal perforated baffle plate on PEC used in air-

water HX. The baffle plate was equipped with a trapezoidal 

flow deflector with its larger end attached to the baffle plate 

at different α. The effect of PR, α, and flow orientation 

(parallel and counter flow) on the TEF was studied. The 

result showed that the TEF is a noteworthy function of PR 

and α. Specifically, in the range of Re from 16000 to 28000, 

the duct with perforated flow deflector baffle plates achieved 

an average of 3.75 times higher performance with a deflector 

with α of 50° and PR of 1.4. Additionally, when the flow 

orientation changed from parallel to counter flow, there was 

an average 7.4% improvement in PEC when the deflector 

with α was set to 30°, with the highest HX effectiveness 

observed at lower α and high PR values. 

Alam et al. [17] experimentally studied twisted tape 

inserts of various twist and pitch ratios as heat transfer 

enhancement devices. The result was an 18–70% increase in 

heat transfer rate and an 87– 132% increase in pressure drop 

with Re range of 4000 to 10000. Guo et al. [18] numerically 

investigated the center-cleared twisted tape for heat transfer 

enhancement, showing an improvement of 7-20% in thermal 

performance compared to conventional twisted tape 

Thianpong et al. [19] studied the combined effect of 

twisted tape inserted inside a dimpled tube under a turbulent 

flow regime. Three different twist ratios (3, 5, and 7) and PR 

(0.7-1) were tested. The result showed that the combined 

effect of twisted tape and dimples is more prominent on heat 

transfer and friction factor than dimple or plain tube acting 

alone. Esmaeilzadeh et al. [20] experimental investigation of 

heat transfer and pressure drop in a circular tube equipped 

with a twisted tape of varying thicknesses (0.5–2 mm) 

revealed that thick tapes are more effective. Bhuiya et al. [21] 

investigated double counter twisted tapes with varying twist 

ratios (1.95 to 7.75). A maximum of 240% increase in the 

heat transfer rate and a 286% increase in friction factor were 

reported. 

The above literature examined various turbulator designs 

to enhance heat transfer. Emphasis was placed on devices 

that create swirls to manipulate the flow path, resulting in 

increased fluid mixing and turbulence. This ultimately leads 

to enhanced heat transfer within the flow regime. Further, it 

can also be concluded that turbulators with lower α and 

baffles with lower PR and lower perforation ratio show the 

highest Nu compared to smooth duct flow with a parallel rise 

in ∆p. The swirl flow brings along a toroidal recirculation 

zone. It generates secondary flow, and additional vortices 

formation, which constantly washes the heat transfer surface 

area, reducing the thermal boundary layer and increasing hm.  

A novel swirler is fabricated and tested in this current 

hooping for a better TEF index. The swirler is a flat circular 

perforated baffle plate with a rectangular flow deflector. The 

flow deflector is attached at different α (angle made by 

deflector with baffle plate surface). The baffle plate is placed 

at the entry of the test section to produce a decaying swirl 

flow, which increases the duct fluid residual time and 

generates near-wall turbulence [22]. Increasing the number 

of baffle plates in the longitudinal direction leads to flow 
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reversal/recirculation, further enhancing turbulence. The 

Pitch ratio (PR) term defines the distance between the baffle 

plates. The research was conducted in a circular duct to 

investigate the impact of changing the PR and α on heat 

transfer and f. Various PR, ranging from 0.6 to 1.2, and four 

α (30°, 40°, and 50°) were tested under identical inlet 

conditions. The Re, estimated using Dh, ranged from 16000 

to 28000. The superiority of different configurations was 

determined by comparing the results of ducts equipped with 

deflector baffle plates (DBP) to ducts with SBP having the 

same BR, PR, and Re. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup shown in Figure 1 consists of an 

axial flow fan, a mixing device, a straightener, a heat 

exchanger (HX), thermocouple probes, an orifice plate, 

pressure transducers, and a data acquisition system. The fan 

sucks atmospheric air from the environment and runs it 

through the air duct. The air flows through the mixing device 

and straightener before entering the HX. Temperature probes 

are installed at the inlet (T a, in) and outlet (Ta, out) portions of 

the HX as ASHRAE standard recommended [23], and 

calibrated T-type copper-constantan thermocouples probes 

are used to measure the air temperature. Orifice plates are 

operated according to the ISO5801 standard to measure the 

airflow rate. Pressure ports are also generated, located at 

120° angle to the canter of the baffle plate, with 3 on the inlet 

and 3 on the exit side. A VDAS DAQ card, with a differential 

transducer of 0-1 psi, is used to measure the pressure drop 

and the LabVIEW program records the data. The water is 

heated to a constant temperature of 60 C̊ by 8 kW electrical 

heating elements controlled by a thermostat. The airflow rate 

is calculated using Eq. (4) and (5), using data from the orifice 

plate. 

Consistency of liquid characteristics (density and 

temperature) inside the bathtub is ensured using mechanical 

mixers. A 0.25 hp feed pump, a flow regulating valve, and a 

flow-measuring device are being used to manage the quantity 

of hot liquid, which is available continuously at 4 LPM with 

the help of the flow-measuring device into a header from 

which it is evenly spread to a heat exchanger tube network. 

The tubes have been mounted in the HX on baffles that are 

spaced out at regular intervals. Details of the baffles and the 

position of the tubes can be found in the following paragraph. 

RTDs of the PT100 type have been employed to measure the 

temperature of the hot water-carrying piping at various 

points in the testing arrangement. A constant LPM of hot 

water at a set inlet temperature is provided throughout the 

trial while adjusting the flow rate of air circulation. Before 

recording data, the system was let to reach a steady state. The 

temperatures of the air entering and exiting the HX and the 

surface temperature of the copper tubing were recorded after 

the HX had been stabilized, and the repeatability of the 

experimental outcome was verified thrice and an average 

standard deviation of 1.46. The root mean square was 

utilized to evaluate the precision of the immediate measuring 

device, and Table 1 displays the conditions under which the 

heat exchangers were tested. Coleman and Steele [24] gave 

two tables (2 and 3) illustrating the uncertainties involved.  

 

Table 1. Testing conditions used in experiments. 

Air-intake temperature                              32.5 ± 0.5 oC 

Air-intake velocity                                     7- 10 m/s 

Water-intake temperature                             60 -65 oC 

Mass flow rate of water,                                0.06 kg/s 
 

Table 2. Precision with measurements. 
Variable                                                   Accurateness 

Temperature of air-intake, °C                         ±0.5 

∆p, Pa                                                              ±0.1 

Temperature of water-intake, °C                     ±0.5 

Flow rate of water, kg/s                                ±0.006 

 

Table 3. Uncertainties in the experimental data. 
Variables                                       Max skepticism (%) 

 Re                                                                 ±3.25 

 Num                                                                ±3.45 

 v                                                                    ±5 

,f                                                                   ±5.34 

Q                                                                    ±5 

 

2.2 Test Section Details 

The part of the system shown in Figure 2 consists of 

Plexiglas with kp=0.2. It has a length of 60 cm, an internal 

diameter (ID) of 19 cm, and a thickness of 0.5 cm. Running 

parallel to this Plexiglas is a channel in which DHP Copper 

tubes, C12200, of kt=300 with ID 8mm and thickness 1mm 

have been installed. The warm liquid or gas is transported 

through copper pipes, while the air from the environment is 

directed through the duct. Two series of thermocouples are 

employed to determine the temperature of the copper pipes, 

with each set composed of five thermocouples for each pipe. 

 

 
Figure.2. Test section. 

 

 
Figure.1 The experimental setup's schematic. [15]. 
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These thermocouples, labeled Tw1- Tw5, are used to record 

the temperature of the copper pipe inlets and outlets. To 

further analyze the air temperatures at the inlet and exit of 

the test section, Ta, in, and Ta, out thermocouples, are added. 

 

2.3 Baffle Plate with Tube Arrangement 

Figure 3(a) and (b) show the novel DBP and SBP, 

respectively, with one tube at the center and four arranged in 

a circular array 4cm away from the center of the baffle plate. 

The dimensions of the rectangular perforation seen in Figure 

(a) are estimated by equating the BR for DBP and SBP 

estimated using Equation .2. The novel baffle plate shown in  

 

 
Figure.3(a). DBP  five tube configurations, (b). SBP. 

 

Figure 4 (a) with a pictorial view in Figure 4(c) is made of a 

5mm Plexiglas sheet cut into circular cross-sections of 

19mm diameter using a CNC glass-cutting machine. Later 

four rectangular holes of (5dx1.5d) and a center distance of 

1.5d are punched in the Baffle plate at an angle of 90 °with 

each other, which allows air inflow in the test section. Four 

deflectors of the identical dimension as the rectangular 

opening (made of 3mm Plexiglas) have been fixed at the 

preferred inclination angle (α) to the baffle plate, as seen in 

Figure 4 (b). The inclination of the deflectors thus generates 

a passage for air, called a flow area of constant height (h). 

This configuration aids in transitioning the airflow from an 

axial to a swirling flow. As a result of the deflector, the flow 

between the baffle plates becomes circular, and the airflow 

morphs into a smooth swirling pattern as it passes through 

the tube bundles. When "α" is present, the axial flow 

intensifies and transforms into a plug flow. The spinning 

motion increases pressure and enhances a significant portion 

of the heat transfer between the baffle plates. The distance 

between the baffle plates dictates the turbulence and 
circulation within the channel, making the baffle plate's pitch 

ratio, (PR) important. Values of 0.6, 0.8, 1, and 1.2 were 

investigated to examine the influence of PR. Consequently, 

the rotational air structures bring forth turbulence and foster 

the formation and movement of vortices within the duct. This 

leads to continuously washing the tube wall and 

manipulating the thermal boundary layer. The study 

encompasses three α angles, namely 30°, 40°, and 50°. This 

configuration creates an opening that allows air to circulate, 

effectively functioning as a flow area. 

 

2.4 Design Constraint under Investigation 

PR [19, 20] is estimated as 

 

PR
l

D
=            (1) 

 

BR [25] is estimated as  

 

K
BR

A
=           (2) 

 

Where, K=cross-sectional area of baffle plate - (4 times the 

cross-sectional area of the rectangular opening) and, 

A=cross-sectional area of the baffle plate. 

This study assessed the flow of DBP in a round conduit 

with a constant BR of 0.70 for a longitudinal flow at distinct 

Re with samples at three different angular inclinations (30°, 

40°, and 50°). A further experiment was conducted with a 

duct without SBP of the same BR at comparable Re ranges. 

The outcomes of the examination were then examined to 

determine the impact of PR and α on the TEF of the HX.  

 

2.5 Data Reduction 

Cao’s [26] technique is employed to assess hm. These 

governing parameters are listed below . 

 

Re   
 

hD
=


                       (3) 

 

The average bulk temperature of the air-side intake and 

outlet is utilized to assess the thermal properties of air, such 
as ρ and μ (viscosity).                                                              

 

02
v

P
=




                       (4) 

 

0

2
air f

P
Q C A


=


                      (5) 

 

 
Figure 4 (a). DBP has five tube arrangements, (b) .Flow area details, (c) Inclination angle. 
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m

p lm

Q
h

A t
=


                                     (6) 

 

( ), ,
 

p c a out a in
Q C vA T T=  −                                     (7)  

 

 a,Tas The air temperature entering the test section is labeled 

 while the temperature of the air as it exits is referred to as in,

                                                      is calculated as lmt∆,a,out T 

  

( )
( )
( )

, , , ,

, ,

, ,

( )w in a in w out a out
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w in a in

w out a out
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t
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− − −
 =

−

−

                                   (8) 

 

The average copper tube wall is calculated by finding the 

) and the outlet temperature w, inaverage inlet temperature (t

                                                                                     ).w, out(t 
 

, ,

5 5

, ,

1 1,
w in w out

w i i w i i

p p

out

t t

in

T A T A

A A
= =

   
   
   
   
   
   

 
                       (9) 

 

For each of the sections specified by subscript i, where i is 1-

5, the heat transfer area, Ai, is associated with the location of 

a thermocouple on the tube carrying hot water in the test 

section at the inlet and outlet concerning the direction of 

airflow. 

Average Nu, f, and j describe the thermal and flow 

characteristics. 

 

m mNu
h D


=                                    (10) 

 

1/3
j

Nu

RePr
=                                                                      (11) 

 

2

2
f

pD

v L
=


                                   (12) 

 

From Equations 5 and 6 
 

, ,

,

 

( ) 
 

p c a out a in

c m

p lm

C vA T T
h

A t

 −
=


                                 (13) 

 

Dimensionless factors like (j/j0),  (f/f0), and [TEF = (j/j0)/ 

(f/f0)1/3] respectively were used. Using the measured values 

of f0 and j0 of a duct without baffles as benchmarks, compare 

the corresponding values (f and j) of the duct installed with 

DBP [15,16]. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1 Authentication of the Experimental Outcome  

The Num and f obtained from the experiment are 

compared with correlation Eq. (10) and (12) for precise 

measurement.  

Nu correlations: 

a) Dittus and Boelter correlation [27] 

 
0./ 44 5

 0.023   
s

Nu Re Pr=    For Re ≥1x104                        (14) 

b) Gnielinski 
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2/3

1000

1 12.7 1

8

8

s

Re Pr
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Pr

f
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−
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                            (15) 

 

The correlation is valid for 0.5 ≤ Pr  ≤ 2000 and 3000 ≤ Re 

≤ 5x106  

Friction factor correlation: 

a) Colebrook-White correlation [28]: 

 

1.8 log    
6

1

.9

Re

f
=

 
 
 

For 4000 ≤ Re ≤ 108                                      (16) 

 

b) Blasius 

 
0.25

0.316   f Re
−

=   for 3000 ≤ Re ≤ 5x106    (17)  

 

The deviation between experimental results and the 

outcomes obtained using correlation, as shown in Figure 5, 

confirms the accuracy of the experimental findings. The 

absolute deviation between these results is indicated in Table 

4. 
 

 
Figure.5. Contrast of Nu and f for duct without baffle plate 

(Nus vs. ;(b) f vs. Re. 
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Table 4. Average Deviance from Empirical Correlation. 
Nu f 

Correlation 

used↓ 

Avg. Deviation i

n % 

Correlatio

n used↓ 

Avg. deviation i

n %) 

Dittus and B

oelter 

-8.180 Colobroo

k 

+11.066 

Gnielinski +9.054 Blasius -9.88 

 

3.2 Heat Transfer Augmentation  

The presence of a deflector baffle contributes to a 

significant boost in heat transfer rate over the specified Re 

range due to the development of powerful reverse flow and 

the destruction of the thermal boundary layer. Figure 6 shows 

the fluctuation in relative j/j0 with Re. The j/j0 values for DBP 

rise with a rise in Re to attain a maximum value beyond 

which it decreases. This fashion in j/j0 is analogous to all the 

inclination angles of DBP. DBP with a smaller inclination 

angle (α=30°) shows the highest relative values compared to 

others α. In turbulent motion, the energy associated with the 

random fluid motions, known as eddy energy, is transferred 

throughout the fluid. This random motion creates many small 

convective cells, allowing heat transfer to occur faster than 

in a laminar flow because these cells can transport a 

considerable amount of energy through a large area.          

Additionally, eddies increase the effective surface area for  

 

 
Figure. 6. Effect on j/j0, with the change in Re. 

 

heat to be conducted from one particle to another, thus 

accelerating the diffusion process. The circulation of eddies 

also creates regions of low and high pressure, replenishing 

the depleted energy necessary for the convection process 

near the tube and duct wall. Thus, it is unavoidable that a 

higher pressure loss will be incurred to increase the heat 

transfer rate. As revealed in Figure 6, due to the sudden 

decline in flow passage area for baffles with smaller α, the 

duct side fluid velocity increases, which results in a jet effect 

and destruction to the boundary layer formation over the tube 

and wall, also the fluid revolution washes the tube bundles. 

The spiral motion produces good mixing, directly leading to 

improved heat transfer. Moreover, a higher flow velocity 

enhances the duct-side fluid flushing ability. 

As Re further increases, the flow velocity also increases. This 

higher velocity can cause a reduction in the residence time of 

the fluid near the heat transfer surface. As a result, there may 

be insufficient time for effective heat exchange to occur, 

leading to lower heat transfer rates. Furthermore, the flow 

may exhibit a more fully developed turbulent profile at 

higher Re, resulting in a thicker inertial sublayer near the 

surface, which acts as a thermal resistance, impeding heat 

transfer. An increase in Re can lead to the forming of flow 

separation or recirculation zones. These stagnant regions can 

restrict heat flow and reduce heat transfer efficiency. While 

it is generally expected that higher Re would correspond to 

higher heat transfer rates, in current cases, the above factors 

can lead to a decrease in heat transfer with the rise in Re, and 

the optimum Re and PR values for efficient heat transfer are 

shown in Table. 5. The study by Wang et al. [29] showed the 

importance of PR, indicating that downstream vortex flow 

increases with decreasing the down-wash spacing. However, 

if the spacing is too small, the interaction between the vortex 

flows will be strong, causing vortex break-up and decreasing 

heat transfer enhancement. In contrast, larger spacing’s will 

result in too rapid separation of vortex flow from the 

boundary layer, consequently leading to high-pressure 

losses. Thus, it is essential to have an appropriate down-wash 

baffle plate (PR) spacing to maximize heat transfer. To 

understand the effect of PR, averaged values of relative j/j0 

shows that max relative j/j0 is obtained at a lower α value and 

were plotted against PR for different α values. Figure.8 PR 

value, which explains Wang's claim regarding the secondary 

flow, vortex formation, and flow reattachment. As depicted 

in Figure. 7, fluctuating average (j/j0) occurs with the PR 

change. The turbulence intensity between the baffle plates 

changes with PR; hence heat transfer rate will fluctuate.  

 

Figure. 7. Effect of Averaged (j/jo) on PR. 
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Averaged relative j/j0 is higher for smaller α values and 

attains a maximum of 21.21 at PR=1 for α=30⁰. 

 

Table 5. Maximum (j/j0) values. 

 

At a smaller α value, the maximum average (j/j0) value is 

noted at a larger PR value and reduces with a surge in α 

value. An extreme of 21.21 with a percentage rise of 62.88 

% in relative Colburn factor is noted when PR=1 and α=30°, 

shown in Table.5, compared to SBP. 

3.2 Flow Resistance and TEF  

The coefficient of friction was derived from Eq. (12). As 

shown in Figure 8, the relative friction value (f/f0) is 

compared to the Re. In the corresponding range of Re, the 

Conduit installed with DBP can be expected to present 

greater flow resistance due to the obstruction in the stream 

direction. All DBP samples exhibited a similar pattern, 

exhibiting lower values when the Re was low, gradually 

increasing with a rise in Re. it is envisioned that the 

magnitude of the pressure will be in a descending fashion 

(α=30 ̊, 40 ̊, 50 )̊ due to the augmented airflow restriction and 

vigorous turbulence associated with increased inclination  

 

Figure 8. Effect of f/fo on Re. 

angles resulting in augmented thermal exchange yet 

intensified friction loss noted when α=30. Consequently, 

noteworthy pressure drops are revealed as velocities expand,  

turbulence intensifies, and further connections between the 

fluid and boundary occur, as seen in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure. 9. Consequence of α on Average f/f0 Vs. PR. 

 

Figure 9 demonstrates that the averaged f/f0 increases as 

the value of PR and α decreases, reaching a maximum of 

23.136 when PR is 0.6, and α is 30⁰. This can be attributed to 

a deflector acting as a fluid obstructer, which means that the 

flow of kinetic energy is lost, resulting in a pressure drop. 

The minimum value of α provides a powerful swirling flow, 

increasing the contact between the secondary flow and the 

duct wall, producing more turbulence and swirl. Due to the 

vortex formation from several baffles, the flow resistance 

increases, leading to a significant pressure drop. 

 

 
Figure. 10. Effect of α on Reynolds average (j/j0)/(f/f0)1/3  Vs. 

PR . 

 

It is observed from Figure 10 that an average increase of 

37.43% in TEF value is observed for α=30 when compared 

to SBP. It can also be concluded that lower α and larger PR 

values are fruitful for a given Re range. The average rise in 

TEF compared to SBP is shown in Table 6. 

 

4. Conclusion 

Upon comparing DBP samples, it is noted that: 

The incline angle of the duct showed a considerable 

impact on the flow velocity; with a tilt of 30°, 40°, and 50°,  

Table 6. Averages TEF values. 

α PR (j/j0) Re % rise compared to SBP 

30 1 21.21 18500 62.88 

40 0.8 14.39 22100 31.30 

50 0.6 16.30 24700 46.25 
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the velocity was discovered to have increased by 28.07%, 

18.57%, and 1.23%, respectively, when compared to the duct 

with SBP. 

The maximum relative j/jo is at lower Re and lower α for 

the given Re range. Current HX works best with lower α and 

higher PR values.  

Flow Resistance reduces with an increase in α. The 

average flow resistance usually reduces with increased PR 

value but is maximum at PR=0.6. 

The average TEF increases with an increase in α and is 

maximum at α=30⁰ with a value of 8.05 at PR=1  

The effect of Pr is negligible due to the working fluid air 

and the temperature range. Further study needs to be done to 

explore the user of other liquids such as water, oil, or slurry 

to explore the possibility of this novel design in shell and 

tube heat exchangers, exhaust gas heat recovery, gas 

turbines, and other process industries.  
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Nomenclature 
  

HX  Heat exchanger 

Nu  Nusselt number  

TEF   Thermal Performance Factor  

R Thermo-fluid performance   

Re Reynolds number  

PR Pith ratio  

f Friction factor  

BR Blockage ratio  

DBP Deflector baffle plate  

SBP Segmental baffle plate  

D Duct inner diameter  

d Tube outer diameter 

 v Average axial velocity (m/s)  

Dh Hydraulic diameter  

∆P Pressure drop is the test section’s (Pa)  

Q Heat transfer rate for air (Watts)  

Ap Heat transfer surface area (m2)  

∆Po Pressure drop in orifice plate in (Pa)  

∆tlm  LMTD (Duct and tube wall)  

α Inclination angle   

l Distance between baffle plate(m)  

Ac  Flow area (m2)  

De Equivalent diameter (m)  

kp Thermal conductivity of Plexiglass (W/mK)  

kt Thermal conductivity of Copper tube (W/mK)  

λ Thermal conductivity of air   

ρ Density of air (kg/m3)  

Pr Prandtl number of air  

hm Avg convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2.K)  

μ  Coefficient of dynamic viscosity (kg/m.s)                 

Qair Air discharge     
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Abstract  

 

High pressure is becoming an interesting area of research for originating vital properties in crystalline solids. In the 

present study, the pressure equation of the state of TiN was investigated by employing various equations of state (EoS) 

presented in the literature, such as Dodson EoS, Barden EOS, Birch-Murnaghan (B-M) EoS. The EoSs were processed 

to find the high-pressure effects on the characterizations of TiN such as volume compression ratio, bulk modulus B, 

Grüneisen parameter, and phonon frequency spectrum. It was shown that a gigantic pressure results in a significant 

reduction in the volume of the TiN material, and the volume compression ratio reduction, is almost the same for the 

existing equations of state and the comparative literature results up to a pressure of 80 GPa. The maximum pressure 

difference is observed to be 4.85 GPa. over the entire pressure of 120GPa.  Increasing the bulk modulus with high 

pressure was expected by the present EoSs, and up to the pressure of about 60 GPa, all curves of bulk modulus are 

matched with each other. Eventually, a fair comparison has been made between the present results and the first 

principle approximation along with the generalized gradient approximation method in which a perfect agreement was 

observed. Finally, the feasibility of TiN EoS as a standard pressure calibration was demonstrated.        

                                         

Keywords: Equation of state EOS; volume compression ratio Vp/Vo; Bulk modulus B; Grüneisen parameter; phonon 

density of state  

 

1. Introduction  

High microhardness, chemical and thermal stability, and 

refractoriness are all characteristics of titanium nitride. TiN 

is used in many different ways, including as a component in 

specialized refractories and cermets, as a material for metal 

crucibles during anoxic casting, and as a precursor for wear-

resistant and aesthetically pleasing "gold-like" coatings. 

Studies on the combustion of compacted titanium powder 

samples in nitrogen revealed that one of the main factors 

influencing the combustion is the nitrogen filtration velocity 

within the titanium. A common, less expensive, and purer 

source of titanium than titanium powders is titanium sponge 

[1]. Despite its contribution to a wide variety of advanced 

industries, Titanium nitride has the great benefit of being 

electro-conductive and chemically stable, making it possible 

to mill it using the electro-discharge machining (EDM) 

method [2]. 

Under atmospheric pressure, TiN has a crystalline 

structure of NaCl (B1) and it can undergo a phase transition 

from B1 structure to CsCl (B2) structure at 320Gpa [3]. 

Hence, extra high pressure can be applied to this crystal 

while maintaining its phase and without occurring structural 

transition. To determine the effect of high pressure on the 

TiN structure, numerous efforts have been made. Using 

generalized gradient approximation [1] high-pressure effects 

on lattice volume, Bulk modulus, and phonon density of state 

have been studied up to the pressure of 50Gpa. Using 

diamond anvil cell and X-ray diffraction method the EoS and 

stability of this compound have been measured up to the 

pressure of nearly 70 GPa and temperature of 2700 K [4] and 

up to pressure of 94GPa [5]. Based on the first principle 

approximation, the elastic constants, Debye temperature, and 

bulk modulus of this material, were investigated at high 

temperatures as well as high pressures [6]. In theoretical 

modeling, thermodynamic properties such as the relative 

compression volume, and bulk modulus of TiN are studied 

at moderate pressures up to (0–6 GPa) and high temperatures 

up to 2000 K [7]. 

High-pressure effects have attracted the scientific 

community to use equations of state as a time and cost-

effective method to determine various characterizations of 

solid crystalline under high pressures. Different equations of 

state have been employed to describe pressure effects on 

various properties of Nano-TiO2 [8]. Using three different 

equations of state, high pressure inducing useful 

characterization in Monoclinic Sulfur (Sβ) for the treatment 

of scabies in dermatology has been studied in [9]. Various 

equations of state were used to calculate, the bulk modulus 

and spinodal pressure of C60 under strong compression [10]. 

The impacts of high pressure on the structural stability and 

melting point of Mo5SiB2 were investigated by using the 

first-principles calculations. 

In this study, the effects of high pressure on the titanium 

nitrite are presented. The calculations of some properties 

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0502-7109
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5518-0502
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such as compressibility (Vp/Vo), bulk modules (B), 

Grüneisen parameter, and phonon density of state are 

included, by employing Dodson E0S, Bardeen EOS, and 

modified Birch-Murnaghan EoS. The purpose of using 

different EOSs is to compare their results with each other 

along with the results in the relevant published scientific 

research. Moreover, owing to the high value of the bulk 

modulus of TiN, the pressure - Vp/Vo relationship 

employment as a standard calibration for measuring high 

pressure is investigated. The presented results are compared 

with peer-reviewed up-to-date publications using the first 

principle and generalized gradient approximation. 

 

2. Equation of State (EoS) for Solid Materials 

Equations of the state are the relationships between the 

thermodynamic variable, such as pressure, temperature, and 

volume. When the temperature is kept constant, the pressure-

volume relations are termed the isothermal equation of state. 

Equations of state offer, a time and cost-effective method to 

determine various characterizations of solid crystalline under 

high pressures [8]. This study tests the validity of three 

different EoS to be applied to TiN material in determining 

various thermodynamic and thermos-elastic properties under 

strong compression. EOSs are classified as follows: 

 

1- Dodson EOS  

Based on two simple parameters (Dodson, 1987) [11] 

derived an empirical EOS that fits all metals, metal alloys, 

ionic crystals, as well as semiconductors. The equation is 

given by:       
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where PDo refers to the pressure due to the Dodson EOS, B0 

is bulk modulus at ambient pressure, 
o
B indicates the first 

pressure derivative of bulk modulus, and
0

 
pV

V
 = , is the 

volume compression ratio. 

 

2- Birch-Murnaghan (B-M) EOS       

B-M is a well-known equation of state for describing the 

thermodynamic behavior of the solid phase under high 

pressures, which is derived based on the internal potential 

energy in the solid and the pressure derivative of this internal 

potential energy. The B-M EOS [9, 12] is expressed by:  
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where
B-M

P  refers to the pressure required to introduce the 

compression ratio η . 

 

3- Bardeen EOS [13].  

Has settlement from the interatomic potential function 

(Er):  
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where, (a, b, c) are constant values, and (r) is the position 

function. Hence, the Bardeen equation can be given as: 
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where, PBard. is pressure according to the Bardeen EoS. An 

advantage of studying equations of state appears from its 

correlation with bulk modulus (B), which allows deriving the 

pressure dependence of bulk modulus. The bulk modulus of 

a substance is the pressure applied on the substance to 

introduce a relative change  or reduction in the volume of the 

material, which is mathematically defined by:  B=-

ΔP/(ΔV/V). This equation is rearranged to get the form of 

eq.5: 
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                                                                                 (5) 

 

Eq.5 is represented as a bulk modulus dependent on 

pressure. This indicates that the bulk modulus increases with 

increasing pressure or reduction in the volume of the unit cell 

of solid material. At a given temperature, experiments have 

shown that the bulk modulus depends on the compression 

produced in the material (Birch, 1986).  When the lattice 

spacing is decreased as a result of high pressure leads to 

introduce a significant repulsive interatomic force against the 

external agent. Hence, the bulk modulus equivalent to each 

equation of state is derived with Eq. (5). To derive the bulk 

modulus under high pressure by using Dodson EOS and B-

M EOS, eq.1 and eq.2 are derivatives with respect to volume 

to obtain eq.6 and eq.7 as in the following steps: 
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Differentiation of Eq. 2:       
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where 
Do

dP

dV
and are pressure derivatives of Dodson and B-

M, EoS respectively. Then, substituting Eqs. (7 & 8) into the 

bulk modulus definition in Eq. 5, one can find the Dodson 

EoS and EoS in terms of isothermal bulk modulus, as shown 

in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10:  
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where BB-M denotes the bulk modulus as a function of 

relative volume/pressure, in terms of Dodson EoS and B-M 

EoS respectively.                                                  

By the same method, expressions for the bulk modulus under 

high pressure according to Bardeen can expressed: 
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Where, BBa, is the bulk modulus according to Bardeen EoS. 

 

3. Phonon Lattice Vibration 

Einstein presented a model for atomic harmonic motions 

of the crystalline solids, in which all atoms are vibrating 

independently to each other with the same frequency. On the 

other hand, the idea of the single frequency dominant is no 

longer valid after Debye modifies solid lattice vibration. In 

Debye’s model, instead of a specific frequency, a wide range 

of atomic frequencies are possible, in such a way that the 

number of frequencies is equal to the total degree of the 

freedom of the solid. The particles do not oscillate 

independently, but the vibrational motion of an atom does 

interact with its neighbors, and so on. Hence there is a band 

(spectrum) of frequency ranging from w to w + dw.  The 

quanta of lattice vibration are referred to as phonons or 

modes of vibration, in which the number of active modes in 

the spectrum is termed as the density of state g(w). In the 

Grüneisen theory [14, 15], the vibrational frequency of 

modes varies with the volume V of the unit cell, via  Eq. 12 : 

 

ln
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where denotes the Grüneisen parameter, ωi is the frequency 

of the ith mode of vibration, which is dependent on the lattice 

volume that is altered when high pressure is applied to the 

crystalline solid. Hence, the characteristics of the phonons 

are dependent on the volume of the atomic unit cell because 

of the lattice an- harmonic behavior of the crystal. High 

pressure transforms the phonon energy into higher energy 

levels, as well as reduces the number of modes that acquire 

those high energy levels [16]. Consequently, the pressure 

dependence of both phonon frequency spectrum and density 

of the states are described by [12, 17]: 
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where, 
0

 and  are the lattice frequency at atmospheric 

pressure and high-pressure P respectively. ( )0 0,D V and 

are respectively representing the density of states (modes) at 

zero pressure and high pressure. However,  varies very 

slowly, and it is considered to be pressure-dependent.  

According to the following equation.     

         

O
 =                                                                            (15) 

 

Where, 
O
 and  stands for the Grüneisen parameter at zero 

pressure and high pressure respectively. The pressure 

dependence  is due to the lattice an-harmonic behavior of 

crystalline [18]. Various methods were proposed for 

calculating the Grüneisen parameter at ambient conditions for 

various metals and alloys. For instance, the Grüneisen 

parameter can be calculated from the first pressure derivative 

of bulk modulus by the following relationships [19]:  
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- 0.9
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4. Result and Discussion  

In the present work, the high-pressure effect on the 

various properties of TiN such as unit cell volume Vp, Bulk 

modulus B, vibrational Grüneisen parameter  , and phonon 

frequency spectrum is considered to be studied by employing 

three equations of state EoSs. The constant parameters used 

in this study are ( Bo= 281 GPa, 
O

B  =4.46) [20]. Figure 1 

illustrates the variation of volume compression ratio from 1 

to 0.78 at various high pressures for TiN, by using Dodson, 

Barden, and B-M EoS. It is clear that up to pressure, 80 GPa 

no real differentiation between the results of the three EoSs 

is observed. A comparable result with very little slope is seen 

at the lowest data of Vp/Vo which is 0.78. The present result 

of Vp/Vo attained with the EOSs is motivated to be compared 

with peer publication [1, 6], in which the first principle 

approximation method was used to estimate Vp/Vo  of TiN 

up to pressure around 50 GPa and 60 GPa. It is shown that 

simulated results in [1, 6] are in very good agreement with 

the presented results obtained by the three considered EoSs. 

The marginal difference between the results of EoSs along 

with the presented findings in the literature, is due to the 

presence of a high bulk modulus of TiN, which is measured 

at 1281.6 GPa and its first pressure derivative of 4.46. 
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Figure 1. Compatibility of TiN, obtained with the present 

EoS, in comparison with Yang et al., 2016 [1] and E. 

Mohammadpour et al.,  2017 [6]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of the compressibility of TiN with 

Rhenium as measured by Simone et al., [21]. 

 

Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the comparison between the 

EoS of TiN and the EoS of Rhenium. It can be seen that 

Rhenium exhibits a lower compressibility than that of TiN 

under the same pressure. The low compressibility of Rhenium 

is due to its large ambient bulk modulus value. The bulk 

modulus of solid materials tends to increase under the 

application of high pressure. The lattice contraction resulting 

from the high pressure leads to the enhancement of the 

electrical repulsive force between neighboring particles which 

consequently increases the crystal resistance against the 

external pressure.  Thus the increment in the bulk modulus has 

been proved in experimental as well as theoretical studies [6]. 

A remarkable outcome of the EoSs is the deduction of the 

pressure dependence of the bulk modulus which was given in 

Eqs. 7-9. The proposed EoSs give bulk modulus formulas that 

increase with increasing pressure and fit the experimental and 

theoretical observations. The variation in the value of bulk 

modulus with high pressure for TiN, calculated with the 

proposed EoSs along with peer publication investigation is 

depicted in Figure 3. The bulk modulus rose with increasing 

pressure from 280 GPa at ambient conditions, to up to 770 

GPa at high pressure of 130 GPa with maintaining the relative 

volume of 0.78. However, all the results give a roughly equal 

value of B up to the pressure of 50 GPa, beyond this pressure 

limit the bulk modulus of Dodson EoS starts to diverge from 

the other results, demonstrating a difference of 70 GPa at the 

highest pressure of about 130 GPa. Table 1 represents a 

statistical description of the results given in Figure 1 and 

Figure 3. Three volume compression ratio data (0.861, 084, 

and 0.80) are taken, and the pressure corresponding to each 

data is computed by the existing EoSs along with literature 

data. The averages of the pressures obtained by the three EoSs 

are found to be (58.61 GPa, 72.0239 GPa, 102.356 GPa). The 

standard deviation of the result of each EOS from the mean as 

well as the literature deviation from the mean are tabulated. It 

is shown that the standard deviation of the EoSs is increased 

with pressure (0.44, 0.614 and 2.95) GPa.Moreover, the bulk 

modulus at a high pressure of 59GPa was calculated with each 

EoS, and the literature data are presented. The mean bulk 

modulus and the standard deviation are 493.9GPa and 45.64 

GPa respectively. The literature deviation from the mean bulk 

modulus of the EoSs is 41.85GPa, which accounts for 8.47%.  

 

 
Figure 3. Bulk modulus as a function of pressure, calculated 

in the present study and compared with Mohammadpour E 

et al., [6]. 

 
The effect of high pressure on the Grüneisen parameter 

 is of great importance due to its high relevance to the 

phonon frequency spectrum and density of states. 

In the current contribution the  at ambient state is found 

by substituting the first pressure derivatives of bulk modulus 

( oB = 4.46) [6, 20] into Eq. 15, to get  at zero pressure 

which equals 1.33. Then by combining the computed Vp/Vo 

data in Figure 1 into Eq.14, the Grüneisen parameter at 

various pressures is computed and shown in Figure 4.  It can 

be seen that a very slight reduction in the Grüneisen 

parameter from 1.33 at ambient pressure to around 1.006 at 

a high pressure of 130 Gpa is recorded by the three EoSs, 

with a negligible difference between the three data predicted. 

This result confirms the high lattice harmonicity of the TiN 

crystal up to a high-pressure range. The calculation of TiN, 

at zero pressure and its pressure dependence is considered as 

an initiative study. 

The phonon frequency spectrum and density of states of 

TiN at atmospheric pressure were measured by [1]  and the 

same phonon density of state was also investigated under 

high pressure of 50 GPa. In the current contribution, by 

combining the equations 12-14 with Vp/Vo data in Figure 1  

and  data in Figure 4, the phonon frequency spectrum and 

density of states under 50 GPa, by the three EoSs are 

displaced in Figure 4, and a comparative literature data is 

presented [1]. Due to the high bulk modulus of TiN, the 

curves of the proposed EoSs are matched to each other,  
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Table 1. Shows the statistic of deviation of the results obtained with the different equations of state and the comparative 

literature  [6]

Vp/Vo EoS 
Pressure 

(Gpa) 

Statistics 

Mean 

Pressure 

of the 

EoSs 

literature deviation from 

the mean 

Standard deviation from 

the mean 

0.861 

- Dodson 

- Barden 

- B-M 

- Literature 

58.12 

58.72 

58.98 

59.89 

58.61 

GPa 
P mean=1.28 GPa 0.44 GPa 

0.84 

- Dodson 

- Barden 

- B-M 

71.2134 

72.2084 

72.6501 

72.023

9 GPa 

   

0.614 GPa 

0.80 

- Dodson 

- Barden 

- B-M 

100.4744 

102.7867 

103.8077 

102.

356 

GPa 

 

2.95 GPa 

B 

 
Pressure 

B of   

EoS 
   Mean 

Literature  

deviation  
Standard deviation  

Dodson 

EoS 
59 GPa 

514 

GPa 
493.9 GPa 

41.85 

GPa 
45.64 GPa 

 

Barden 

EoS 

 

525.7 

GPa 
 

  B-M EoS 442 GPa 

Literature  
535.75 

GPa 

 

 
Figure 4. Variation of Grüneisen parameter with high 

pressure. 
 

consequently, no substantial difference is observed. The 

phonon frequency spectrum shown in Figure 5 is comprised 

of two main bands of energy, the lower energy band is an 

acoustical mode and the higher energy band is the optical 

mode of the spectrum. Under the effect of high pressure, the 

optical spectrum is shifted towards higher energy.  It is worth 

mentioning, that the high-pressure effect of the phonon 

frequency spectrum measured in [1] by the first principle 

approximation, is in agreement with the present result by the 

above EOSs. Eventually, the comparative literature data 

along with the results of the existing EoSs, predict the same 

fact of the effects of high pressure on phonon density of state. 

 

 
Figure 5. Phonon frequency spectrum and density of state of 

TiN, at zero pressure, and under 50 GPa calculated in the 

present study in comparison with [1]. 
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It is worth mentioning, that the high-pressure effect of the 

phonon frequency spectrum measured in [1] by the first 

principle approximation, is in agreement with the present 

result by the above EOSs. Eventually, the comparative 

literature data along with the results of the existing EoSs, 

predict the same fact of the effects of high pressure on phonon 

density of state. The increase in the energy of the active modes 

in the present study completely fits the obtained result by [1], 

but there is a small discrepancy between the density of states 

at a pressure of 50 GPa. From the peak of the optical brunch 

the density of state of the current study is greater by 0.152 

from the presented literature data [1]. In contrast, from the 

acoustical band, the density of state calculated from the EoSs 

is lower than that recorded in [1] by 0.3157. At the ambient 

pressure, the total density of state d(w) of the optical spectrum 

is 3.5, and the proposed EoSs predicted the reduction in this 

d(w) by 14%, while in [1] the d(w) is reduced by 0.6465 which 

equals 18% of the total density of state. To illustrate a higher 

transformation in energy and density of states, Figure 6 

reflects the same fact, by measuring the phonon frequency 

spectrum and the density of states at 100 GPa by using 

Dodson EoS only. in comparison with the previous results. 

Under 100 GPa, a clear discrepancy between the results of the 

different curves is observed. 

 

 
Figure 6. Phonon frequency spectrum and density of state of 

TiN, at zero pressure, and under 50GPa and 100GPa, 

calculated in the present study in comparison with, Yang et 

al. [1]. 
 

5. Conclusion  

In the present three EoSs are proposed to determine the 

effect of high pressure on thermodynamic properties of TiN. 

The calculations included relative volume, Bulk modulus, 

Grüneisen parameter, and phonon density of state. However, 

these thermodynamic properties of TiN have already been 

determined by using first principle and generalized gradient 

approximation, this study was an initiative to test the 

feasibility of the EoSs to give results comparable with the 

peer publications. Due to the high compatibility (bulk 

modulus) of TiN, Vp/Vo, B, and , all the EOSs gave 

roughly the same results up to 80 GPa. This indicates that the 

EoS of TiN using any of the considered EoS can be used as 

a fair pressure calibration method for other materials. 

According to our knowledge, the calculations of the 

Grüneisen parameter at ambient conditions, and its variation 

under high pressure can be a new contribution in the high-

pressure research that can attract the scientific community. 

Eventually, the present results achieved with the considered 

EoSs demonstrated the same variation trend of the phonon 

energy and density of states, as were predicted by the first 

principle approximation and the generalized gradient 

approximation in the literature results. 

 

Nomenclature 

TiN      Titanium nitride 

GPa     Giga Pascal 

 K       Kelvin  

        Eta  

 V       Volume (cm3) 

 P        Pressure (Gpa) 

VP/V0  Volume compression ration 

VP       Volume under high pressure (cm3) 

V0        Volume at ambient condition (cm3) 

        Grüneisen parameter     
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Abstract  

 

Terpene compounds in the lower layer of the atmosphere can contribute to environmental problems through the 

formation of particulate material known as secondary organic aerosol (SOA). A clear understanding of the formation 

and composition of these particles hinges on reliable thermodynamic data. Quick estimation of these physical 

properties is highly desired. While experimental methods require significant resources and time, the prediction of 

pure-component properties through group contributions is easily applicable and straightforward. The present study 

compares the experimental enthalpies of vaporization at 298.15 K for bicyclic terpenes and related substances derived 

from the gas chromatography technique with estimated values provided by three group contribution methods. A new 

group contribution model specifically designed for terpene compounds is introduced. Furthermore, this study reveals 

previously unreported values in the literature for the enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K and the normal boiling 

temperature of Thymol methyl ether, Fenchyl alcohol, and Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid. 

 

Keywords: Group contribution; gas chromatography; enthalpy of vaporization; bicyclic compounds. 

  

1. Introduction  

Terpene compounds are naturally produced through 

secondary metabolism in a wide range of plants. These 

compounds are simple hydrocarbons that differ in the 

number of isoprene units. Hemiterpenes are formed by one 

isoprene unit (C5), monoterpenes by two (C10), 

sesquiterpenes by three (C15), diterpenes by four (C20), 

triterpenes by six (C30), and tetraterpenes by eight (C40). 

Additionally, terpenoids are defined as a modified class of 

terpenes with different functional groups. Terpenes can be 

further classified based on the degree of cyclization in the 

molecule, including acyclic (open chain), monocyclic, or 

bicyclic structures (refer to Figure 1) [1]. Compounds from 

this group have various applications in the chemical, 

pharmaceutical, and food industries, and they are also 

emitted into the environment in significant quantities, 

contributing to the diverse array of organic species found in 

the atmosphere [2,3]. 

 

 

 

 
 

Monocyclic: (+)-Limonene Bicyclic: α-Pinene 

Figure 1. Terpene compounds molecular structures. 

 

The significant presence of terpenes in the lower layer of 

the atmosphere poses environmental challenges due to their 

tendency to react with ozone, hydroxyl radicals, and nitrate 

radicals. These reactions result in the formation of particulate 

matter known as secondary organic aerosols (SOA) [4]. SOA 

can alter the radiative balance of the atmosphere by either 

absorbing or scattering solar radiation [5,6,7], thereby 

impacting air quality [8]. 

A comprehensive understanding of the formation and 

composition of these particles depends on reliable 

thermodynamic data for the compounds responsible for the 

generation of SOA. For instance, many algorithms used to 

predict emission rates of terpene compounds are based on 

physical evaporation and diffusion data [9,10,11]. 

The lack of such data in the existing literature emphasizes 

the necessity to explore robust tools capable of determining 

properties like vapor pressure (Pvap), normal boiling 

temperature (Tnb), and enthalpy of vaporization (∆vapH). 

Typically, these thermodynamic quantities are obtained 

through conventional experimental techniques such as 

isoteniscopy, Knudsen effusion, gas saturation, and gas 

chromatography [12,13,14], or alternative techniques like 

thermogravimetry [15]. Gas chromatography, among these 

methods, provides an accurate means of determining the 

thermodynamic properties of organic compounds. Its 

widespread use is attributed to its high purity, small sample 

size requirement, and reproducibility [14,16,17]. 

Many experimental techniques require a substantial 

amount of measured data, chemically pure compounds, and 

high-performance equipment, which can be expensive. As 

the sophistication of chemicals and processes increases, 

along with greater societal demands for sustainability, 

health, safety, and economy, there is a growiand ng need to 
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accurately estimate thermodynamic properties and 

implement property models [18]. Group contribution models 

are simple and accessible techniques based on molecular 

structural information. These models are valuable tools when 

measured data is unavailable and provide a diverse range of 

property estimates [19]. In recent work, Mann et al. [20] 

evaluated the prospects of group contribution models and 

emphasized that combining Artificial Intelligence (AI), data 

analysis, and models based on fundamental principles, such 

as classical group contribution models, with the availability 

of measured data holds promise in this context. 

The objective of this study is to determine the enthalpies 

of vaporization at 298.15 K and normal boiling temperatures 

for eight terpene compounds using gas chromatography 

correlation. In addition, unpublished thermodynamic data for 

thymol methyl ether, alcohol fenchyl, and bicyclo [4.1.0] 

heptane-7-carboxylic acid are provided. Three group 

contribution methods are employed to estimate the 

enthalpies of vaporization at 298.15 K for the selected 

terpene compounds: Chickos et al. [21] present a method that 

considers the molecular structure of organic compounds and 

includes intramolecular interactions; Joback and Reid's 

model [22] is a general approach that incorporates additional 

contributions; and a new group contribution model 

specifically designed for terpene compounds is introduced, 

addressing the gaps left by some models in the literature, 

with a particular focus on bicyclic terpene compounds. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Chemicals 

A description of the chemicals used in this work is given 

in Table 1. The purity of the terpene compounds analyzed by 

gas chromatography (> 95%) was sufficient to determine 

their retention times. All chemicals, including the n-alkanes 

standards (C5-C16), were provided by Sigma Aldrich 

(Holzminden, Germany). 

 

Table 1. Sample descriptions. 

Chemical name Formula 
Purity, 

% 

𝑀 

(𝑔. 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1) 
CAS RN 

(+)-Limonene C10H16 97.0 136.23 5989-27-5 

Thymol methyl (1) C11H16O ≥ 99.0 164.24 1076-56-8 

(+)-α-Pinene C10H16 ≥ 99.0 136.23 7785-70-8 

(+)-β-Pinene C10H16 ≥ 99.0 136.23 19902-08-0 

5-Vinyl (2) C9H12 95.0 120.19 3048-64-4 

5-Ethylidene (3) C9H12 99.0 120.19 16219-75-3 

Fenchyl alcohol C10H18O ≥96.0 154.25 1632-73-1 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] (4) C8H12O2 95.0 140.18 41894-76-2 
(1) Thymol methyl ether; (2) 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene; (3) 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene;  
(4) Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid. 

 

2.2 Gas Chromatography 

The compounds' retention times were determined using a 

Perkin Elmer (Autosystem XL GC) gas chromatograph 

equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID). A NST 05 

capillary column (60 m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 µm film 

thickness) was used for compound separation under 

isothermal conditions of column temperature (40 ºC to 200 

ºC), injector temperature of 230 °C, a detector at 250 °C, and 

an injection volume of 1.0 μL. The carrier gas (He) flow rate 

was set to 1.0 mL/min. The compounds were dissolved in 

methanol at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. The n-alkanes (C5 

to C16) were used as reference compounds. Both the studied 

compounds and the n-alkanes mixture were injected under 

the same chromatography conditions. The Kováts retention 

indices (IX) were calculated using the n-alkanes with 

retention times encompassing each studied compound. The 

analyses were performed in triplicate and followed 

Hoskovec et al. [14] methodology. Table 2 provides the 

Kováts retention indices for the studied compounds at 

different temperature ranges. 

 

2.3 Kováts Retention Indices 

Isothermal Kováts retention indices (IX) are defined as 

Eq. (1).   

 

𝐼𝑋 = 100𝑧 + 100 (
𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑅,𝑋 − 𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑅,𝑧

𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑅,𝑧+1 − 𝑙𝑛𝑡𝑅,𝑧
) = 100𝑧

+ 100
𝑙𝑛(𝛾𝑧

∞𝑃𝑧 𝛾𝑋
∞𝑃𝑋⁄ )

𝑙𝑛(𝛾𝑧
∞𝑃𝑧 𝛾𝑧+1

∞ 𝑃𝑧+1⁄ )
                    (1) 

 

In Eq. (1),  tR,X, sonsPX, and γX
∞ represent the retention 

time, vapor pressure, and infinite dilution activity 

coefficient, respectively, of solute X in the stationary phase. 

The subscripts z and z+1 identify the reference n-alkanes 

with z and z+1 carbon atoms, whose retention times 

encompass that of solute X. 

 

2.4 Thermodynamic Properties 

With the requisite collection of the Kováts retention 

indices assembled by Eq. (1), the vapor pressures were 

determined from Eq. (2).  

 

𝑙𝑛 𝑃𝑥 = 𝑙𝑛 𝑃𝑧 + [(100𝑧 − 𝐼𝑋) 𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑧 𝑃𝑧+1⁄ ) 100⁄ ]              (2) 
 

The vapor pressures of reference C5 to C16 n-alkanes at 

different temperatures used in this work were calculated 

using the Cox Equation, Eq. (3). 

 

𝑙𝑛 (
𝑃

𝑃0
) =  (1 −

𝑇0

𝑇
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝐴0 + 𝐴1𝑇 + 𝐴2𝑇2)                    (3) 

 

In Eq. (3) the coefficients derived for temperatures 

between the triple and boiling points were taken from a 

critical compilation of n-alkanes data [23]. 

Published P values of the compounds studied at 298.15 

K were obtained from literature and web-available databases 

[24, 25]. The same sources along with the commercial Sigma 

Aldrich catalogue served as a literature source for normal 

boiling point (Tnb) data. 

The Antoine Equation Eq. (4) parameters A, B, and C, 

were determined using non-linear regression techniques and 

are presented in Table 3. 

 

𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝/𝑃𝑎) =  𝐴 − 
𝐵

𝑇(𝐾) + 𝐶
                                            (4) 

 

For processing the Pvap versus T data, the Kirchhoff–

Rankin-type Eq. (5) was used. The parameters of Eq. (5) are 

presented in Table 4.  

 

𝑙𝑛(𝑃𝑣𝑎𝑝/𝑃𝑎) =  
1

𝑅
𝑏0 +

1

𝑅𝑇
𝑏1 +

1

𝑅
𝑏2𝑙𝑛(𝑇 𝑇0⁄ )                 (5) 

 

In Eq. (5) T0 is arbitrarily equaled to 298.15 K and 

R=8.3145 J.K-1mol-1. The enthalpy of vaporization at 

temperature T may be calculated from Eq. (6). 

 

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻 =  −𝑏1 + 𝑏2𝑇                                                               (6) 
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Table 2. Experimental data. Kováts retention indices of studied compounds at different T ranges. 
 

Kováts Retention Indices (Ix) 

 

T (K) 

Monocyclic Terpenes Bicyclic Terpenes 

Limonene Thymol methyl 

ether  

(+)-α-Pinene (+)-β-Pinene 5-vinyl (1) 5-Ethylidene (2) Fenchyl 

alcohol 

Bicyclo 

[4.1.0] (3) 

313.15 - - 926.35 965.20 - - - - 

323.15 1021.19 - 929.58 969.20 - - - - 

333.15 1023.72 - 932.52 972.80 878.20 909.84 - - 

343.15 1027.83 1228.54 936.44 978.02 880.76 911.97 - - 

353.15 1030.81 1230.54 939.51 982.15 883.20 913.99 - - 

363.17 1033.93 1233.65 943.49 986.63 885.24 915.47 - - 

373.15 1038.35 1233.11 947.91 992.24 886.95 917.07 1114.62 246.58 

383.15 1039.34 1234.87 951.31 994.56 891.24 918.93 1113.78 256.62 

393.15 1041.91 1238.14 954.41 998.16 891.70 918.52 1116.50 266.54 

403.15 1045.54 1239.03 958.69 1002.91 893.70 920.52 1121.49 276.52 

413.15 1049.26 1241.75 963.81 1007.63 894.45 921.01 1126.04 286.63 

423.15 1052.04 1243.69 - - - - 1131.15 296.58 

433.15 - 1245.59 - - - - 1134.05 246.50 

443.15 - 1247.27 - - - - 1136.75 - 

453.15 - - - - - - 1142.42 - 

463.15 - - - - - - 1148.00 - 

473.15 - - - - - - 1155.00 - 

(1)5-Vinyl-2-norbornene; (2) 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene; (3) Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid. 

 

Table 3. Vapor Pressure: Antoine Equation Parameters. 
Compound A B C r²(a) 

(+)-Limonene 20.92 ± 0.14 3741.14 ± 84.79 -62.53 ± 3.44 0.99998 

Thymol methyl ether  20.87± 0.16 3866.04 ± 99.65 -86.93 ± 3.99 0.99997 

(+)-α-Pinene 20.12 ± 0.10 3185.64 ± 56.06 -70.82 ± 2.51 0.99999 

(+)-β-Pinene 20.64 ± 0.14 3597.34 ± 81.82 -57.67 ± 3.39 0.99998 

5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 21.19 ± 0.24 3648.92 ± 153.90 -45.65 ± 6.82 0.99996 

5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene 21.45 ± 0.19 3667.36 ± 125.39 -34.8 ± 5.71 0.99998 

Fenchyl alcohol 19.33 ± 0.27 2869.94 ± 168.46 -113.19 ± 8.91 0.99985 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid 18.80 ± 0.29 2528.18 ± 144.33 -162.43 ± 6.97 0.99997 

(a):  correlation coefficients (r², %).  

 

Table 4. Parameters of Eq. (5). 
Compound b0 b1 b2 r²(a) 

(+)-Limonene 256.2 ± 3.9 -63822 ± 1168 -50.5 ± 3.2 0.99998 

Thymol methyl ether 298.1 ± 5.5 -82189 ± 1705 -73.9 ± 4.3 0.99997 

(+)-α-Pinene 257.5 ± 3.1 -61608 ± 922 -56.8 ± 2.6 0.99998 

(+)-β-Pinene 244.7 ± 4.0 -58834 ± 1205 -45.4 ± 3.4 0.99997 

5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 
225.4 ± 6.4 -50452 ± 1954 -29.6 ± 5.3 0.99996 

5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene 
229.5 ±   4.6 -52642 ± 1398 -30.2 ± 3.8 0.99998 

Fenchyl alcohol 295.40 ± 12.0 -77914 ±   3736 -78.6 ± 8.9 0.99984 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid 464.10 ± 17.4 -136073 ± 5412 -190.9 ± 13.3 0.99997 

(a):  correlation coefficients (r², %). 

 

Eqs. (5) and (6) were implemented to predict ∆vapH 

values at 298.15 K for the studied compounds. In addition, 

since it is known that the normal boiling temperature Tnb of 

a substance in the liquid phase is the temperature at which its 

vapor pressure equals atmospheric pressure (1 atm), it is 

possible to define P in Eq. (5) as 1 atm to obtain the Tnb data. 

Table 5 summarizes the enthalpy of vaporization (ΔvapH) at 

298.15 K and the normal boiling temperature (Tnb) of studied 

terpene compounds.  

 

3. Group Contribution Methods 

The group contribution methods are based on the 

principle that a function of structurally dependent parameters 

defines the property values. These values are determined by.
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Table 5. ΔvapH and Tnb: Literature and Experimental data obtained in this work at 298.15 K and 101.325 kPa. 

Compound 

 

Tnb
lit (a)

 

(K) 

Tnb
exp (b)

 

(K) 

RD(c) 

% 

∆vapHlit(a) 

(kJ mol-1) 

 

Method(d) 
∆vapHexp (b) 

(kJ mol-1) 

RD(c) 

% 

(+)-Limonene 
451.15(e) 461.44 2.28 

49.60(g) GC 48.77 1.67 

Thymol methyl ether - 501.77 - 
- GC 60.16 - 

(+)-α-Pinene 429.35(e) 442.44 3.05 44.84(g) GC 44.67 0.40 

(+)-β-Pinene 439.15(e) 453.01 3.16 46.19(g) GC 45.30 1.93 

5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 414.2(f) 423.12 2.15 42.29(h)  41.64 1.33 

5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene 419.2(f) 429.15 2.37 44.30(i) EB 43.63 1.51 

Fenchyl alcohol - 481.30 - - GC 54.47 - 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid 
- 516.95 - - GC 79.15 - 

(a) 𝑇𝑛𝑏
𝑙𝑖𝑡  and ∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑙𝑖𝑡: literature normal boiling temperature and enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K.  

(b) 𝑇𝑛𝑏
𝑒𝑥𝑝  and ∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝: experimental normal boiling temperature and enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K obtained in this work. 

(c) RD: absolute relative deviation. 
(d) Gas Chromatography (GC), Ebulliometry (EB). 
(e)[24]. (f)[25]. (g)[14]. (h)[26]. (i)[27].  

 

summing the frequency of each group occurring in the 

molecule multiplied by its contribution. These methods 

provide quick estimates without requiring substantial 

computational resources. The representation of molecular 

structures through functional groups provides these methods 

with a predictive quality regarding the range of molecular 

structures that can be handled. Methods based on the group  

contribution approach has been developed for a wide range 

of properties and are routinely used when measured data for 

properties are not available [19]. 

To ensure consistency in the results, terpene compounds 

with available enthalpies of vaporization in the literature 

[14,26,27] were selected. Enthalpies of vaporization at 

298.15 K were predicted using the methods proposed by 

Chickos et al. [21], Joback and Reid [22], and a new group 

contribution method was introduced in this work. Each of 

these methods employs specific fragmentation schemes and 

interactions between groups 

 

3.1 Proposed Model 

This newly developed group contribution method is 

designed to estimate the enthalpy of vaporization of pure 

organic compounds. It introduces a specific fragmentation 

scheme adapted for essential oil compounds, which 

primarily consist of monoterpene hydrocarbons, 

sesquiterpene hydrocarbons, and oxygenated derivatives. 

The selection of compounds for the database followed 

specific criteria, including saturated and unsaturated 

hydrocarbons with open-chain and branched structures 

ranging from C7 to C15 carbon atoms. It also encompassed 

bicyclic hydrocarbons and oxygenated derivatives. Due to 

their low occurrence in essential oils, compounds containing 

sulfur, nitrogen, and alkynes hydrocarbons were excluded 

from the database. The proposed method is based on first-

order groups. The fragmentation scheme considers 

molecular characteristics, such as distinguishing between 

open-chain, cyclic, aromatic groups, and bicyclic structures. 

A total of 26 groups were defined. Table 6 presents all the 

groups utilized in the regression and their respective 

contributions to the prediction of enthalpy of vaporization. 

The proposed model comprises a dataset of 1,719 

different organic substances, with a total of 3,591 data points 

for enthalpy of vaporization. Considering that some terpenes 

in the dataset have multiple values for enthalpy of 

vaporization, the division was based on the number of 

compounds. The cross-validation technique was chosen for 

parameter selection as it enhances the model's generalization 

capacity [28]. The training and validation phases utilized 

80% of the database, while the remaining 20% was allocated 

for testing. Parameter optimization was performed using 

gradient descent, which is widely used in training machine 

learning models, such as linear regression. It provides an 

efficient way to find optimal parameter values that minimize 

the cost function, allowing the models to better fit the 

training data and make accurate predictions on new, unseen 

data. 

Regarding the contribution values, some considerations 

are necessary. Groups containing carbonyl (C=O) and 

hydroxyl (-OH) exhibit the highest contributions, which 

aligns with their polar nature and strong intermolecular 

dipole-dipole forces. Additionally, groups containing 

hydroxyl, such as alcohols, phenols, and carboxylic acids, 

also demonstrate significant contributions due to hydrogen 

bonding. Descriptors for bicyclic compounds and cis-trans 

isomerism display negative values, reflecting the 

stereoisomeric positions in these compound types. 

Moreover, groups associated with aliphatic compounds or 

segments of molecules, such as -CH3 and -CH2-, show lower 

contributions, likely attributed to the branching that 

diminishes intermolecular attraction and influences 

thermodynamic properties such as normal boiling 

temperature and enthalpy of vaporization. 

The Eq. 7 performs the prediction by the proposed model. 

 

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻 = 19.55 + ∑ 𝑁𝑖𝐶𝑖

𝑖

                                                    (7) 

 

In Eq. (7), Ni represents the occurrence of each group in the 

structure, and Ci denotes the contribution to the enthalpy of 

vaporization from each group. The application of this 

method is shown in Table 7.  

The relative deviation (RD) for each method is defined in 

Eq. (8). 

 

𝑅𝐷% = 100. 𝑎𝑏𝑠 [
∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝 − ∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑠𝑡

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝
]                        (8) 

 

    In Eq. (8), ∆vapHexp and ∆vapHest represent the experimental 

and estimated enthalpies of vaporization, respectively. 
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Table 6. Proposed model group contribution fragments. 
Nº Group Contribution 

0 h0 19.548 

1 -CH3 0.475 

2 -CH2- 3.900 

3 >CH- 4.172 

4 >C< 4.380 

5 =CH2 -1.196 

6 =CH- 4.525 

7 =C< 5.008 

8 -CH2- (cyclic) 2.793 

9 >CH- (cyclic) 3.197 

10 >C< (cyclic) 4.535 

11 =CH- (cyclic) 3.048 

12 =C< (cyclic) 4.862 

13 =CH (aromatic) 2.808 

14 =C< (aromatic) 5.610 

15 OH (alcohol) 17.421 

16 -O- 2.255 

17 O-C=O 12.162 

18 C=O 6.301 

19 OH (phenol) 7.979 

20 -O- (cyclic) 4.307 

21 C=O (cyclic) 10.589 

22 bicyclic (correction) -2.053 

23 HC=O 8.912 

24 OHC=O 30.201 

25 cis correction 0.983 

26 trans correction 1.338 

 

Table 7. Estimated enthalpy of vaporization (ΔvapHest) of 5-

Vinyl-2-norbornene using this work proposed model at 

constant temperature (298.15 K). Experimental literature 

data [26]: ΔvapHexp (298.15 K) = 42.29 kJ/mol. 
Compound Proposed model 

 

 

 
 

 

5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 

Group Contribution 

h0 19.548 

−CH2 −(ring) 2.792 

= CH −(ring) 3.048 

> CH −(ring) 3.197 

= CH − 4.525 

= CH2 -1.196 

Bicyclic correction -2.053 

∆vapHest (kJ.mol-1)       42.10 

∆vapHexp(kJ.mol-1) (a) 42.29 

RD (%) 0.45 
(a)[26]. 

 

3.2 Chickos et al. (1998) 

In this method [21], the evaluation of the nature and 

location of functional groups is performed. The steric 

environment of the functional groups is identified using 

characteristics such as hybridization and substitution.  

Estimation is further enhanced by accounting for 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding. 

 

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝H = 4.69(𝑁𝐶 − 𝑁𝑄) + 1.3𝑁𝑄 + 3.0     

+ ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑖 + 𝐶
𝑖

                                      (9) 

 

Eq. (9) defines the parameters NC and NQ as the total 

number of carbons and the total number of quaternary sp³ 

hybridized carbon atoms, respectively. The product Fi.bi 

depends on the nature (b) and location (F) of the functional 

group, while C represents a correction parameter associated 

with intramolecular interactions. The application of this 

method is presented in Table 8.  

 

Table 8. Estimated enthalpy of vaporization (ΔvapHest) of 

Thymol methyl ether at 298.15 K using the method proposed 

by Chickos et al. [21]. Experimental data from this study: 

ΔvapHexp (298.15 K) = 60.16 kJ/mol. 
Compound 

 

 

 

 

 
   

Thymol methyl ether 

Chickos et al.’s [21] 

Group contribution 

NC 11 

NQ 0 

            Functional group 

class 
bi 

> O 5.0 

Substitution Factor Fi 

Single substitution on a 

primary sp3 atom 

1.62 

Single substitution on a 

quaternary sp2 atom 

0.85 

Correction C 

Ortho and vicinal alkyl 

branching cyclic sulfides on 

sp2  and sp3  carbons on 5 

and 6-membered rings 

-2 

 

∆vapHest (kJ.mol-1)       62.69 

∆vapHexp(kJ.mol-1) (a) 60.16 

RD (%) 4.21 
(a)Experimental enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K obtained in this work. 

 

3.3 Joback and Reid (1987) 

The method proposed by Joback and Reid [22] 

predicts eleven important and commonly thermodynamic 

properties of pure components from molecular structure 

only. This method assumes that there are no interactions 

between the groups and therefore only uses additive 

contributions. 
 

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻 = 15.30 + ∑ 𝑁𝑖ℎ𝑣,𝑖

𝑖

                                               (10) 

 

In Eq. (10), Ni represents the occurrence of each group in 

the structure, and hv,i denotes the contribution to the enthalpy 

of vaporization from each group. The application of this 

method is summarized in Table 9. 

 

Table 9. Estimated enthalpy of vaporization (ΔvapHest) of (+)-

Limonene at 298.15 K using the method proposed by Joback 

and Reid [22]. Experimental literature data [14]: ΔvapHexp 

(298.15 K) = 49.60 kJ/mol. 
Compound Joback and Reid’s method [22] 

 

 

 
 

(+)-Limonene 

Group Contribution 

h0 15.30 

CH3 2.373 

= CH2 1.724 

= C < 2.138 

CH(ring) 1.942 

= CH(ring) 2.544 

= C <(ring) 3.059 

CH2(ring) 2.398 

∆vapHest (kJ.mol-1)       38.55 

∆vapHexp(kJ.mol-1) (a) 49.60 

RD (%) 22.28 
(a)[14]. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

New experimental data were obtained for terpene 

compounds, including (+)-Limonene, Thymol methyl ether, 

(+)-α-Pinene, (+)-β-Pinene, 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene, 5-

Ethylidene-2-norbornene, Fenchyl alcohol and Bicyclo 

[4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxilic acid at 298.15 K using gas 

chromatography correlation. 
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Table 2 presents the Kováts retention index values for the 

monocyclic and bicyclic terpenes evaluated in this study. 

From the Ix data of each compound within their respective 

temperature range, the dependence of vapor pressure on 

temperature was evaluated using Eq. (2). The resulting vapor 

pressure curves for the analyzed bicyclic and monocyclic 

terpenes are displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. 

 

 
(a) 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene; (b) 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene; (c) Bicyclo 

[4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxylic acid. 

 Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the vapor pressure for 

the bicyclic terpenes studied in this work. 

 

By analyzing the temperature-dependent vapor pressure, 

the constants of the Antoine equation Eq. (3) were 

determined. As shown in Table 3, all the compounds 

exhibited correlation coefficients (r2) above 0.999, indicating 

a strong fit to the model.  

 

 
Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the vapor pressure for 

the monocyclic terpenes studied in this work. 

 

The enthalpy of vaporization, which is directly related to 

vapor pressure, was calculated using Eq. (5) based on the 

obtained vapor pressure curves (Figures 2 and 3). The 

parameter values for Eq. (5) were obtained through nonlinear 

regression analysis performed using Origin 8.1 (Origin Lab, 

Northampton, Massachusetts, USA), and are presented in 

Table 4. The normal boiling temperature (Tnb) was calculated 

by extrapolating the data to 101.325 kPa using an iteration 

procedure in Excel. The calculated values for ∆vapH in this 

work were compared with literature data, and the absolute 

relative deviation demonstrated agreement with results 

reported in the literature, as shown in Table 5. Furthermore, 

a comparison of our boiling point temperatures with 

literature values revealed a low relative deviation in 

predicting Tnb
exp, indicating that gas chromatography using 

n-alkanes as standards can be a reliable method for obtaining 

these thermodynamic properties experimentally. 

The absolute relative deviation (RD) is defined as Eq. 

(11). 

 

𝑅𝐷% = 100. 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑡 − 𝑇𝑃𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑇𝑃𝑙𝑖𝑡⁄ )                          (11) 
 

In Eq. (11), TPlit and TPexp referred to the thermodynamic 

properties of the literature and that obtained experimentally 

in this work. The TP parameter is substituted by the enthalpy 

of vaporization or normal boiling temperature depending on 

the analyzed property. 

Experimental data for enthalpy of vaporization from the 

literature and determined in this work were compared with 

data provided from estimation methods at constant 

temperature (298.15 K) developed by Chickos et al. [21], 

Joback and Reid [22] and a new group contribution method 

proposed in this work. The performance of the studied 

methods was examined and discussed. The results are 

presented in Table 10.  

The mean relative deviation (MRD) for each method is 

defined in Equation (12): 

 

𝑀𝑅𝐷 (%)  =
100

𝑛
𝑎𝑏𝑠 [

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖 − ∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑖

∆𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐻𝑒𝑥𝑝,𝑖 ]              (12) 

 

In Eq. (12), n is the number of compounds, and i 

represents each compound.  

The method proposed by Chickos et al. [21] demonstrates 

reasonable estimates for most of the studied monocyclic and 

bicyclic terpenes, with a mean relative deviation of 9.51%. 

Although this model incorporates contributions for 

functional groups, types of carbon bonding and 

hybridization, as well as correction terms for intramolecular 

interactions, its database is limited in terms of the number of 

compounds representing each functional group and 

molecular structure. Moreover, it does not distinguish the 

contributions of isomers, as observed in the cases of (+)-α-

Pinene and (+)-β-Pinene, as well as 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 

and 5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene, respectively. 

Joback and Reid [22] proposed a classical group 

contribution method that utilizes additive contributions and 

does not consider intramolecular interactions. However, it 

demonstrated the highest mean relative deviation of 20.00% 

among the examined models. This method assumes no 

interactions between groups and relies solely on additive 

contributions. Additionally, it does not differentiate between 

aromatic and non-aromatic rings, which significantly 

impacts the performance of this group contribution method. 

The proposed model encompasses terpene compounds 

and integrates group contributions for bicyclic compounds. 

In this method, the most significant deviation of 11.69% was 

observed for (+)-Limonene and Thymol methyl ether, while 

the smallest deviation was found for bicyclic compounds. 

This model includes groups that describe the studied 

molecules, specifically terpene compounds, with the 

addition of bicyclic structures and isomers. However, it lacks 

a correction for interactions between carbons in cyclic or 

aromatic structures, resulting in a mean relative deviation of 

8.00% 
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Table 10. The enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K: experimental (ΔvapHexp) and estimated (ΔvapHest) data. 
  

∆vapHexp 

(kJ.mol-1) 

Estimated enthalpy of vaporization (kJ.mol-1) 

Compounds Chickos et al.’s method [21] Proposed model Joback and Reid’s method [22] 

 ∆vapHest RD% ∆vapHest RD% ∆vapHest RD% 

Monocyclic terpene        

(+)-Limonene 49.60 (a) 49.90 0.60 43.80 11.69 38.55 22.28 

Thymol methyl ether 60.16 (b) 62.69 4.21 53.13 11.69 45.72 24.00 

Bicyclic terpene        

(+)-α-Pinene 44.84 (a) 46.51 3.72 43.35 3.32 37.36 16.68 

(+)-β-Pinene 46.19 (a) 46.51 0.69 41.42 10.33 36.56 20.85 

5-Vinyl-2-norbornene 42.29 (c) 45.21 6.90 42.10 0.45 34.95 17.36 

5-Ethylidene-2-norbornene 44.30 (d) 45.21 2.05 45.43 2.55 36.72 17.11 

Fenchyl alcohol 54.47 (b) 83.75 53.75 60.18 10.48 51.63 5.21 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] * 79.15 (b) 82.42 4.13 68.46 13.51 50.26 36.50 

MRD (%)   9.51  8.00  20.00 
* Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxilic acid.  

  Experimental data from literature: (a)[14], (c) [26], (d)[27]. 

 (b) Experimental data obtained in this work. 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the three group 

contributions to estimated vaporization enthalpies in relation 

to the experimental data. 

 
Figure 4. Enthalpies of vaporization distribution: estimated 

(ΔvapHest) and experimental (ΔvapHexp) data. 

 

Comparing the results obtained by the studied models 

and analyzing Figure 4, it can be observed that the proposed 

model achieved a correlation coefficient (r²) value of 0.8398, 

indicating a high level of accuracy in fitting the utilized data. 

In contrast, Chickos et al. [21] and Joback and Reid [22] 

proposed models had r² values of 0.6693 and 0.6666, 

respectively, suggesting a comparatively less precise fit. 

Consequently, the proposed model demonstrated superior 

performance when compared to the other evaluated models. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper compares three group contribution methods, 

including a new model specifically designed for terpene 

compounds, with different fragmentation schemes. These  

methods were evaluated against experimental enthalpies of 

vaporization obtained through gas chromatography 

correlation. Reliable experimental thermodynamic data are 

crucial for understanding chemical processes like secondary 

organic aerosol (SOA) formation and for building the 

database used in the development of group contribution 

models. However, experimental techniques often require 

significant effort. Group contribution methods are valuable 

in this regard as they only require knowledge of the chemical 

structure to estimate physical properties. 

The enthalpy of vaporization (ΔvapH) at 298.15 K and the 

normal boiling temperature (Tnb) of (+)-Limonene, (+)-α-

Pinene, (+)-β-Pinene, 5-Vinyl-2-norbornene, 5-Ethylidene -

2-norbornene, Thymol methyl ether, Fenchyl alcohol, and 

Bicyclo [4.1.0] heptane-7-carboxilic acid were determined 

by gas chromatography technique using n-alkanes as 

standards, yielding good results. The referenced 

thermodynamic parameters of the last three compounds were 

previously unpublished in the literature and are being 

presented for the first time in this study. 

The comparison of the three studied group contributions 

highlights that a reliable database and the fragmentation 

scheme are crucial for an accurate group contribution 

method. Among the studied models, the proposed model 

demonstrated better performance for the analyzed 

compounds (r² = 0.8398). It is a first-order group model. The 

accuracy of the group contribution-simple (based on first-

order groups) is qualitatively acceptable, but a more precise 

prediction is obtained through the addition of second and 

third-order group contributions [29]. The proposed model 

fills a gap in predictive methods specific to the physical 

properties of terpene compounds and can be further 

enhanced by incorporating second and third-order 

contributions. 

 

Nomenclature 

ΔvapH Enthalpy of vaporization (kJ.mol-1) 

exp The superscript symbol "exp" means experimental 

est The superscript symbol "est" means estimated 

lit The superscript symbol "lit" means literature 

GC Gas chromatography 

IX Kováts retention index 

MRD Mean relative deviation 

Pvap Vapor pressure (Pa) 

RD  Relative deviation 

R universal gas constant (J.K-1mol-1) 

r² Correlation coefficient 

T Temperature (K) 

T0 Reference temperature (K) 

Tnb Normal boiling temperature (K) 

TP Thermodynamic property 

tR Retention time (s) 

 X  Solute, analyzed compound 

γ∞ Infinite dilution activity coefficient 

z Carbon number 
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Abstract  

 

The energy and exergy evaluation of simple gas turbine (SGT), gas turbine with air bottoming cycle (GT-ABC), and 

partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) are studied. The governing equations for each cycle are solved using energy 

equation Solver (EES) software. The characteristics performance for selected cycles are discussed and verified with 

that obtained for available practical cycles (SGT, GT-ABC, POGT). The present results show a good agreement with 

the practical one. The effects of significant operational parameters, turbine inlet temperature (TIT), compression ratio 

(CR), and compressor inlet temperature (CIT), on the specific fuel consumption, energy and exergy efficiencies are 

discussed. According to the findings, a reduction in CIT and a rise in TIT and CR led to enhance energy and exergy 

efficiency for each configuration with different ranges. Results revealed that the GT-ABC and POGT cycles are more 

efficient than those of SGT at the same operational parameters. The energy and exergy efficiencies are 38.4%, 36.2% 

for SGT, 40%, 37.8 % for GT-ABC, and 41.6%, 39.3% for POGT. The POGT cycle has a better energy and exergy 

performance at a lower pressure ratio than the SGT and GT-ABC.  

 

Keywords: Gas turbine; thermal analysis; energy; exergy; efficiency.  

 

1. Introduction  

Energy consumption is a critical development metric, 

driven by factors such as population growth, urbanization, 

industrialization, and technological advancements. This 

surge in energy demand, primarily met by fossil fuels 

accounting for 80% of electricity generation, has led to 

environmental issues, including pollution and the 

greenhouse effect [1]. Global electricity demand is rising at 

an annual rate of approximately 6% [2], with fossil fuels, 

particularly natural gas (NG), contributing significantly to 

CO2 emissions [3]. NG presently constitutes 22% of global 

primary energy production and is projected to increase its 

share in electricity generation by 2040, reaching 28% from 

22% in 2012 [4]. The concept of "analysis of thermal power 

plants" encompasses the effective utilization of energy 

resources. Prior to 1940, the energy efficiency of power 

plants was assessed using the first law of thermodynamics, 

while exergy analysis, based on the second law, has since 

offered insights into energy losses, aiding in the design, 

evaluation, optimization, and enhancement of thermal power 

plants [5]–[8]. 

Exergy analysis stands out as an effective technique for 

optimizing energy systems by offering an intricate 

understanding of a system's thermodynamic performance. 

This analytical approach proves invaluable in pinpointing 

areas ripe for enhancement and fine-tuning the operation and 

design of energy systems, leading to heightened efficiency, 

reduced energy consumption, and a diminished 

environmental footprint. A standout advantage of exergy 

assessment lies in its ability to provide a comprehensive 

overview 

of energy flows and losses within a system. By discerning 

the exergy destruction within each component of a system, 

engineers gain the insights necessary to identify energy 

losses and develop strategies to curtail them. This, in turn, 

paves the way for significant strides in energy efficiency and 

cost reduction. Exergy analysis also facilitates the 

optimization of energy systems under various operational 

conditions [9]–[12]. 

Significant energy losses to the ecosystem arise from 

incomplete combustion processes and the rapid expansion of 

high-temperature, high-pressure exhaust gases, resulting in 

environmental pollution and contributing to global warming 

[10],[11]. A study by Ibrahim et al.[15]  studied  simplified 

gas turbine model through energy and exergy assessments 

found that the combustion chamber was the primary locus of 

exergy destruction. The air compressor exhibited energy and 

exergy efficiencies of 92% and 94.9%, respectively. In 

comparison, the combustion chamber demonstrated energy 

and exergy efficiencies of 61.8% and 67.5%, in contrast to 

the 82% and 92% efficiencies of gas turbines. The combined 

energetic and exergetic efficiencies were calculated at 34.3% 

and 32.4%, respectively. Kurt et al.   [16]  investigated 

various operational parameters of gas turbine power plants 

and determined that the highest overall power output 

occurred at TIT=1600K, CIT=288.15 K, and PR=22 when 

analyzed for turbine inlet temperature (TIT), compressor 

inlet temperature (CIT), and pressure ratio (PR). Conversely, 

it peaked at CIT=273.15K, TIT=1423.15 K, and PR=18 

when considering compressor inlet temperature. Sa et al. [17]  

proposed an empirical relationship regarding a gas turbine's 

capacity to generate electricity under ambient air conditions 
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differing from ISO standards. Their findings, derived from 

over 8,000 data readings across approximately 280 days of 

gas turbine operation, indicated that for each degree increase 

in ambient temperature beyond ISO conditions, the gas 

turbine experienced a 1.47 MW power output reduction and 

a 0.1% decline in thermal efficiency. 

Abou Al-Sood et al. [18] provided insights into the 

operational performance of a gas turbine employing an 

irreversible intercooler, regenerative, and reheat gas cycle. 

Optimization studies unveiled that the lowest temperature 

ranged from 302 K to 315 K, while the highest temperature 

fluctuated between 1320 K and 1360 K. To maximize 

performance parameters, the cycle's highest pressure was 

found to be optimal within the range of 1449 kPa to 2830 

kPa. On a related study, Aydin [19] introduced exergy 

sustainability indicators for the assessment of gas turbine 

power plant operations, considering two distinct 

configurations. In Case A, based on LM6000 GT technology, 

the power plant generated 43.3 MW of electricity at full 

capacity, while Case B, incorporating steam turbine cycles, 

produced 54.3 MW. The addition of the steam cycle led to a 

10% reduction in the waste-exergy ratio. In both cases, the 

power plants exhibited recoverable exergy ratios of 

approximately 22% and 13.1%, respectively. Notably, the 

environmental impact factor improved by about 50% in the 

scenario of the steam cycle power plant (Case B). Ultimately, 

the exergetic sustainability indices for Case A and Case B 

power plant configurations were calculated at 0.651 and 

0.978, respectively, reflecting their sustainability and 

efficiency. 

In the late 1980s, an Air Bottoming Cycle (ABC) 

emerged as a viable alternative to the conventional steam 

bottoming cycle, which utilizes hot combustion products for 

heat in the bottoming cycle [20]. Carcasci et al. [20] 

conducted an investigation into an ABC system integrated 

with an industrial medium-power gas turbine. The results 

revealed that this gas turbine, when coupled with the ABC, 

exhibited enhanced power output and higher thermal 

efficiency compared to a standalone gas turbine. Notably, the 

primary GE10 turbine's thermal efficiency experienced a 

notable increase of 7.6%, while its output power surged by 

22.3%. Ghazikhani et al. [21] further delved into the exergy 

aspects of a simple gas turbine versus a GT-ABC 

configuration. Their findings indicated that exhaust exergy 

recovery in the GT-ABC ranged from 8.6% to 14.1% of the 

fuel exergy, depending on operating conditions, while only 

4.7% to 7.4% of the fuel exergy was lost due to the added 

components in the ABC. The specific fuel consumption 

(SFC) of the GT-ABC was generally 13.3% lower, and the 

specific work was 15.4% higher compared to the simple gas 

turbine. Alklaibi et al. [14]  conducted a comparative 

analysis of the GT-ABC against simple and modified gas 

turbines, examining the influence of bottoming and topping 

cycle pressure ratios on work output and thermal efficiency. 

They found that at peak efficiency, the simple gas turbine 

cycle with ABC improved efficiency by 4.78%. An exergy 

analysis revealed that a gas turbine bottoming cycle reduced 

overall exergy destruction by 6%. Notably, the loss of exergy 

in the exhaust gas of a conventional gas turbine accounted 

for 47% of the overall exergy destruction, a figure reduced 

to 31% when implementing a GT-ABC system. Graziani et 

al. [22] explored the impact of ambient temperature on the 

exergy destruction of a GT-ABC, observing a 6% average 

improvement in second-law efficiency when adding a heat 

exchanger to a basic gas turbine to recover exhaust exergy 

despite maintaining identical inlet air temperatures in both 

cycles. 

Gas turbines have been the subject of cycle 

enhancements because the traditional Brayton cycle has 

inherent limitations in terms of efficiency and emissions 

improvement. To address these challenges, various 

enhancements such as recuperation, intercooling, reheat, and 

water/steam injection have been incorporated into cycle 

performance studies. These modifications aim to facilitate 

more complete fuel combustion. One innovative approach is 

the use of Partial Oxidation Gas Turbines (POGT), which 

employ a partial oxidation reactor instead of a conventional 

combustor, requiring stoichiometric air-fuel ratios. POGT 

benefits from a higher specific heat compared to complete 

combustion [23], [24]. This technology results in a 

remarkable 10% increase in system efficiency compared to a 

standard gas turbine bottoming cycle. These efficiency gains 

can be attributed to several factors, including nearly 

isothermal expansion, reduced density of partial oxidation 

products, increased volumetric gas flow in the turbine (15-

20%), and significantly lower airflow requirements, 

typically 65% less than those of a conventional expansion 

turbine [23]. 

In their study, Diyoke et al. [25] conducted a 

comprehensive evaluation of a hybrid gas turbine and 

biomass power system with the aim of promoting sustainable 

multi-generation practices in Nigeria. They introduced two 

distinct configurations of this hybrid system, which coupled 

a Gas Turbine Combined Cycle (GTC) with a Biomass 

Power System (BPS) integrated with an Absorption 

Refrigeration System (ARS) to facilitate Combined Cooling, 

Heating, and Power (CCHP) generation. Configuration 1 and 

Configuration 2 exhibited overall exergy efficiencies 

estimated at approximately 17% and 19%, respectively. 

Notably, among the various system components, the biomass 

gasifier contributed the most to exergy destruction (87%), 

followed by the combustion chamber (5.5%) and the syngas 

engine generator (3%). Their emission analysis revealed that 

these hybrid systems emitted roughly 30% less CO2 in 

comparison to a standard recuperated GTC of equivalent 

capacity. 

Additionally, the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) 

for the first and second proposed systems was calculated at 

0.1373 and 0.1328 $/kWh, respectively, highlighting their 

potential advantages in terms of multiple output capabilities 

and CO2 emission reduction. This innovative approach 

combines biomass and natural gas resources for enhanced 

sustainability. In a separate study, Fan et al. [26] conducted 

a comparative investigation into the design and performance 

of innovative cascade CO2 combined cycles for harnessing 

waste heat from gas turbine (GT) exhaust. They introduced 

a novel two-stage cascaded supercritical CO2 and 

transcritical CO2 (sCO2-tCO2) power cycle for waste heat 

recovery (WHR) from GT exhaust. Simulation results 

demonstrated that the SSBC-tCO2 cycle outperformed the 

RSBC-tCO2 cycle in its suitability as a bottoming cycle for 

GT, owing to its ability to generate higher power with a 

simpler configuration. Compared to traditional GT-RSBC 

and GT-SSBC setups, the optimal GT-CCO2 cycle (GT-

SSBC-tCO2) exhibited significant improvements of 5.32% 

and 4.32% in thermal efficiency, showcasing its potential for 

enhancing energy efficiency and waste heat utilization in gas 

turbine systems. 

Ryu et al. [27] conducted a comparative assessment of 

integrated solid oxide fuel cell-gas turbine (SOFC-GT) 
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systems for marine vessels, using ammonia and hydrogen as 

fuels. They used Aspen HYSYS V.12.1 for system design 

and modeling, analyzing it based on the first and second laws 

of thermodynamics. Direct ammonia and hydrogen SOFCs 

achieved energy efficiencies of 60.96% and 64.46%, 

respectively. Combining the systems increased energy 

efficiencies by 12.37% and 13.97% when using ammonia 

and hydrogen, compared to single SOFC systems. The study 

also examined exergy destruction in primary system 

components and determined the most suitable fuel utilization 

factor. This analysis highlights ammonia as a hydrogen 

carrier and emphasizes waste heat recovery for enhancing 

SOFC system performance. 

In this study, we evaluated the energy and exergy 

performance of selected gas cycles (SGT, GT-ABC, POGT) 

under the same operation and design parameters. We used 

EES to simulate data and assess the impact of environmental 

conditions and other factors on cycle performance. Data 

were based on prior literature for each model. 

 

2. Modelling and Analysis 

2.1 Energy Analysis  

The energy evaluations of the gas turbine cycle are 

related to the Brayton cycle. The computation will include 

evaluating the input and output energy of the system. The 

primary components of the gas turbine cycle include air 

compressors, combustion chamber, and gas turbine. 

Following are the equations required for analyzing each 

component of the gas turbine cycle [7]. 

 Compressor: 

 

𝑇2 = 𝑇1 (1 +
1

𝜂AC
(𝑟

AC

𝑘−1
k − 1)) 

(1) 

  

�̇�AC = �̇�𝑎𝑐pa(𝑇2 − 𝑇1) (2) 

  

𝑐pa(𝑇) = 1.048 − (
1.83𝑇

104
) + (

9.45𝑇2

107
)

− (
5.49𝑇3

1010
) + (

7.92𝑇4

1014
) 

 

 

 

     (3) 

  

In equation. (1), T1 and T2 represent the air temperature 

at the compressor input and discharge sections, k is the 

specific heat ratio, and r is the compression ratio. The power 

consumption of the compressor is calculated using equation 

(2). Equation (3) provides the air specific heat depending on 

the varying temperatures. 

Combustion chamber: 

 
�̇�𝑎ℎ2 + �̇�𝑓LHV = �̇�𝑔ℎ3 + (1 − 𝜂cC)�̇�𝑓LHV (4) 

  

�̇�𝑔 = �̇�𝑓 + �̇�𝑎 (5) 

  

𝑓 =
�̇�𝑓

�̇�𝑎

 
(6) 

  

Fuel air ratio is illustrated in equation (6). Lower heating 

value (LHV) differs based on the characteristics of the fuel 

used. This analysis employs natural gas (NG) in the 

combustion chamber. Chemically, NG is mostly methane 

(CH4), about 75% to 99% of the gas; however, small 

quantities of other hydrocarbons can also be found in natural 

gas, along with carbon dioxide, hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon 

monoxide, and hydrogen sulfide [28]. 

Gas turbine: 

 

𝑇4 = 𝑇3(1 − 𝜂GT (1 − (
𝑃3
𝑃4
)

𝑘−1
𝑘
)) 

(7) 

 

 

 

  

�̇�𝐺𝑇 = �̇�𝑔𝑐𝑝,𝑔(𝑇𝐴3 − 𝑇𝐴4) (8) 

  

𝐶𝑝𝑔(𝑇) = 0.991 + (
6.997𝑇

105
) + (

2.712𝑇2

107
)

− (
1.2244𝑇3

1010
) 

 

 

 

     (9) 

  

In equation. (7), T3 and T4 represent the turbine input and 

output combustion gas temperatures, respectively. 

Power output from the turbine is calculated using 

equation (8). Equation (3) evaluates the specific heat of air 

based on varying temperature.  

 

2.2 Exergy Analysis  

Exergy is the maximum useful work achieved as a system 

reaches equilibrium with its surroundings. Utilizing the 

second law of thermodynamics, mass and energy balances, 

exergy analysis is an effective technique for evaluating the 

performance of energy systems. Exergy includes four 

components: chemical, physical, kinetic, and potential 

exergies. Only chemical and physical exergies are accounted 

for in the analyses, while kinetic and potential exergy are 

ignored. Physical exergy shows the maximum work capacity 

of a system. In contrast, chemical exergy is related to a 

system's chemical composition variation from equilibrium 

conditions  [29]. General exergy analysis equations are 

shown below: 

 

�̇�𝑥, heat +∑  

i

�̇�𝑖𝑒𝑥,𝑖 =∑  

e

�̇�𝑒𝑒𝑥,𝑒 + �̇�𝑥,𝑤 + 𝐼ḋest.  
(10) 

 

  

�̇�𝑥,𝑊 = �̇� (11) 

 

  

�̇�𝑥, heat = (1 −
𝑇𝑜
𝑇𝑖
) �̇�𝑖 

(12) 

 

  

�̇�𝑥 = �̇�𝑥,𝑝ℎ𝑦 + �̇�𝑥, che  (13) 

  

Using equation. (10), the exergy flow rate for each 

system component can be determined [30]. Equation. (11) 

demonstrates the work performed by the system from exergy 

flow [30]. The rate of exergy generation with heat is shown 

in equation (12) [30]. The physical and chemical exergies of 

the component are shown in equation  (13) [30]. 

The physical exergy is produced due to the system 

deviation from its dead state condition in terms of pressure 

and temperature [15]. Use the following equations to 

calculate the system physical exergy [46]. 

 
𝑒𝑥 = 𝑒𝑥, phy + 𝑒𝑥, che  (14) 

  

𝑒𝑥,𝑝ℎ𝑦 = 𝑒𝑥
𝑇 + 𝑒𝑥

𝑃 (15) 

  

𝑒𝑥
𝑇 = 𝑐𝑝 ((𝑇 − 𝑇𝑜) − 𝑇𝑜ln

𝑇

𝑇𝑜
) 

(16) 
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𝑒𝑥
𝑝
= 𝑅𝑇𝑜ln

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
 

(17) 

  

The physical exergy calculation is shown in equation 

(15). Equations (16) and (17) determine physical exergy 

based on temperature and pressure. Po and To represent the 

surrounding pressure and temperature, whereas Cp and R 

denote the specific heat at constant pressure and gas constant, 

respectively [30].  

Chemical exergy is caused when the chemical 

composition of the system deviates from the surrounding 

dead-state condition [15]. The following equation can be 

used to determine the exergy flow of the fuel. 

 

ξ =
ex, fuel 

LHVfuel 

 (18) 

 

According to equation (18), 𝜉  represents the ratio of 

exergy flow to the LHV of the fuel. (𝐿𝐻𝑉fuel = 48, 806𝐾𝐽/
𝑘𝑔) Usually, the value for 𝜉 is 1.06 for NG [15]. Thus, the 

value of fuel exergy can be calculated using the ratio of 

exergy and the LHV. The following equation can be used to 

determine the exergy of the combustion products [15]. 

 

ex,cg =
[∑  n

i=1 xiex, che ,i + RTo∑  n
x=i xiln(xi)]

∑(xi )
 

(19) 

 

The subscripts I in equation (19) identify the type of air 

fraction, x is the molar fraction of air, and 𝑒𝑥,𝑐ℎ  is the 

standard chemical exergy of each component of air fraction. 

Table 1 contains the Standard chemical exergy and molar 

fraction of each gas. The following equations can achieve a 

more accurate result [31]. 

 

λ =
0.058ṁair 

ṁfuel 

 
(20) 

  

xN2 =
(7.524)λ

1 + (9.6254)λ
 

(21) 

 

  

xO2 =
2(λ − 1)

1 + (9.6254)λ
 

(22) 

  

xCO2 =
1 + (0.0028)λ

1 + (9.6254)λ
 

(23) 

 

  

xH2O =
2 + (0.0972)

1 + (9.6254)λ
 

(24) 

  

Equations (20 – 24) can compute the molar fraction of 

each element of the combustion products; the equations are 

only useful when NG is used as the fuel. Subscript k 

represents the fuel-air ratio [31]. 

 

Table 1. Standard exergy and molar fraction [31]. 

Element 𝑒𝑥,𝑐ℎ𝑒 (KJ/mol) Molar fraction (%) 

N2 0.72 75.67 

O2 3.97 20.34 

CO2 19.87 0.03 

H2O 9.49 3.03 

 

2.3 Exergy Destruction  

The product calculations for the exergy flow rate for each 

part were utilized to determine the exergy destruction. After 

each process, the exergy flow will practically decrease. 

Usually, exergy destruction can be calculated by equation 

(25) [30]. 

 

Ėx, in − Ėx, out = ĖxD (25) 

  

Air Compressor 

 

ĖxD,AC = Ėx1 − Ėx2 + ẆAC (26) 

  

Combustion chamber  

  

ĖxD,CC = Ėx2 + Ėx5 −Ėx3 (27) 

  

Gas turbine  

  

ĖxD,GT = Ėx3 − Ėx4 − ẆGT (28) 

  

2.4 Component Efficiency  

Every component undergoes energy and exergy 

assessment to identify which has the lowest and highest 

efficiency. The exergy efficiency can be calculated by the 

following equation [29]. 

Air Compressor 

 

ηx,AC =
Ėx2 − Ėx1

ẆAC

 
(29) 

  

Combustion chamber  

  

ηx,CC =
Ėx3

Ėx3 − Ėx1
 

(30) 

 

  

Gas turbine  

  

ηx,GT =
ẆGT

Ėx3 − Ėx4
 

(31) 

  

Equation (29) is used to determine the efficiency of the 

air compressor. Work output and exergy destruction 

significantly contribute to assessing the efficiency of the air 

compressor, while the same is true for equation (31), in 

which the exergy destruction and work output of a gas 

turbine determine the efficiency. In equation (30), the exergy 

rate and the exergy destruction for fuel affect the efficiency 

of the combustion chamber [31]. The equations below can 

determine the simple gas turbine cycle's overall exergy and 

energy efficiencies [30]. 

 

ẆNet = ẆGT − ẆAC (32) 

  

SFC = 3600
ṁfuel

Ẇnet 

 
(33) 

  

η I =
Ẇnet 

ṁfuelLHV
 

(34) 

 

  

η II =
Ẇnet,GT

Ėx,f
 

(35) 

  

Equation (33) shows the specific fuel consumption for 

the gas turbine. Equation (35) shows the overall 

exergy efficiency. Subscript  �̇�𝑥,𝑓Denotes the fuel exergy 
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flow rate,  while equation (34) shows the overall energy 

efficiency of the cycle [30].   

 

2.5 Simple Gas Turbine (SGT) 

As illustrated in Figure 1. Air is compressed by the 

compressor before being combined with fuel and fired in the 

combustion chamber. The hot combustion exhausts expand 

through the turbine and generate mechanical work. The 

exhaust gases are then released from the turbine.  The energy 

produced can be used to generate electricity and operate 

various industrial machinery.  

 

 
Figure 1. Simple gas turbine (SGT)[32]. 

 

The specific fuel consumption, work output, overall 

energy, and exergy efficiencies for a simple gas turbine cycle 

can be determined using the equations below [30]. 

 

ẆNet , SGT = ẆGT − ẆAC (36) 

  

SFC = 3600
ṁfuel

Ẇnet ,SGT

 
(37) 

 

  

η I, SGT =
Ẇnet, SGT 

ṁfuelLHV
 

(38) 

 

  

η II, SGT =
Ẇnet,GT

Ėx,f
 

(39) 

  

2.6 Gas Turbine with Air Bottoming Cycle (GT-ABC    (  

A gas turbine with air air-bottoming cycle (GT-ABC) 

(Figure 2) is a combined cycle that primarily generates 

electricity from a gas turbine. The gas turbine generates 

power, while the air bottoming cycle captures and converts 

exhaust gases into a useful form. Combining a gas turbine 

with an air-bottoming cycle results in improved efficiency 

and power production than a single gas turbine. A heat-

recovery heat exchanger is the combustion chamber for the 

bottoming cycle [14].  

 

 
Figure 2. Gas turbine with air bottoming cycle (GT-ABC) 

[33]. 

 

The gas turbine topping cycle was first analyzed based on 

the details cycle components models described in the 

previous section. GT-ABC forms the gas turbine cycle by 

coupling the air-bottoming with the topping cycle.  

The specific fuel consumption, work output, overall 

energy, and exergy efficiencies for a gas turbine with an air 

bottoming cycle can be determined using the equations 

below [30]. 

 

ẆNet, GT−ABC = ẆGT1 + ẆGT2 − ẆAC1 − ẆAC2 (40) 

  

SFC = 3600
ṁfuel

Ẇnet ,GT−ABC

 
(41) 

  

ηI,GT−ABC =
Ẇnet, GT−ABC 

ṁfLHV
 

(42) 

  

η II, GT−ABC =
Ẇnet, GT−ABC

Ėx,f
 

(43) 

  

2.7 Partial Oxidation Gas Turbine (POGT) 

A partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) illustrates in 

Figure 3, is a specific type of gas turbine that generates 

electricity using a partial oxidation process. A fuel, such as 

NG, is burned in a combustion chamber with a restricted 

quantity of oxygen. This produces a carbon monoxide and 

hydrogen mixture, subsequently powering the turbine.  A gas 

produced by this cycle has a greater specific heat than a gas 

produced by complete combustion. 

 

 
Figure 3. Partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) [34]. 

 

Typically, a Partial oxidation  reactor (POR) runs in fuel-

rich conditions with equivalency ratios of 2.5. The typical 

POR exit temperature is between 1093 and 1316°C., in line 

with turbine inlet requirements  [23]. The required turbine 

inlet temperature T3 determines fraction x in the PO reaction. 

For temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1400 °C, x has a 

value between 0.15 and 0.22. [35].   

The following equations can determine the work output, 

specific fuel consumption, and overall energy and exergy 

efficiencies for a partial oxidation gas turbine (POGT) [30]. 

 

ẆNet , POGT = ẆHPT + ẆLPT − ẆHPC − ẆLPC (44) 

  

SFC = 3600
ṁfuel

Ẇnet,POGT 

 
(45) 

  

ηI,POGT =
Ẇnet, POGT  

ṁfLHV
 

(46) 

  

η II, POGT =
Ẇnet,POGT 

Ėx,f
 

(47) 
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3. Models Validation  

3.1 Simple Gas Turbine (SGT) 

Based on the above analysis, a simulation program was 

developed using EES software [34] for the SGT, GT-ABC, 

and POGT cycles. The obtained solution for SGT  is 

validated with the results of [15]. Table 3 shows the 

Operating parameters for the validation process. The 

comparison between the reference and present models is 

shown in Table 2, and the model shows a good agreement. 

 

Table 2. Comparison between the Exergy efficiency for all 

components of simple gas cycle in the present model with 

[15].   

Components Exergy 

efficiency (%) 

present study  

Exergy 

efficiency (%) 

[15]   

Relative 

error  

Air Compressor 88.2 94.9 7.1  

Combustion 

Chamber 

73.7 75.3 7.9 

Gas Turbine 93.9 94.6 2.5 

Power Cycle 29.7 32.3 8.3 

 

3.2 Gas Turbine with Air Bottoming Cycle (GT-ABC) 

The findings are compared to the results data taken from   

[30] and [32]  to validate the GT-ABC model. Figure 4 shows 

the operating parameters used in the validation process for 

the SFC against turbine inlet temperature for (GT-ABC). As 

TIT is increased, the SFC decreases. The findings from the 

developed models showed a good agreement with the 

published data [30], and [32]. Once the SGT, GT-ABC, and 

POGT cycle model was developed and validated in EES 

software, we conducted a comparative parametric analysis.  

 

 
Figure 4. Difference between the results of the gas turbine 

with air bottoming cycle (GT-ABC) model and those of [33], 

[36]. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

In this study, a comparative analysis of selected gas 

turbine cycles has been conducted. The conventional energy 

and exergy analysis for SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles is 

applied to evaluate the performance of these cycles.  The 

input data for the thermal performance analysis are presented 

below (Table 3). 

Table 4 compares the model findings for overall energy 

and exergy efficiency and SFC for different cycles. For all 

systems, the TIT was 1400 °C, and the ambient temperature 

was 25 °C. The pressure ratio of the topping cycles was 20. 

The pressure ratio was assumed to be 2 for the bottoming 

cycles. In POGT, the mass fraction was assumed to be 0.2. 

The table shows that the GT-ABC and POGT cycles are 

more efficient than the SGT. Under these conditions, the 

energy and exergy efficiency are 38.4%, 36.2% for SGT, 

40%, 37.8 % for GT-ABC, and 41.6%, 39.3% for POGT. In 

addition, the SFC for SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles are 

149.5, 136.3, and 177 (g/kwh), respectively. 

 

Table 3. Input data for thermodynamic analysis of SGT, GT-

ABC, and POGT [21], [33], [35], [36]. 

Parameters  Value 

Dead state conditions Po = 1.01 bar, To = 293.15 K 

Isentropic efficiency of the 

compressor 

85% 

Isentropic efficiency of the turbine 87% 

Combustion efficiency  98 % 

Heat exchanger effectiveness  0.85 

Air Mass flow rate, topping cycle 1 kg/s 

Air Mass flow rate, bottoming cycle 1 kg/s 

Air mass fraction for POGT 0.2 

Turbine inlet temperature  900 °C, 1200 °C, 1400 °C 

Topping cycle pressure ratio 8, 12, 20  

Ambient temperature 5 °C, 25 °C, 35 °C 

Compressor inlet pressure 94 kPa 

Gasses specific heat  1.14 kJ/kg K 

Air Specific heat  1.005 kJ/kg K 

Ratio of specific heat for gasses 1.33 

Ratio of specific heat for air 1.4 

Bottoming cycle pressure ratio 2 

Fuel type  NG 

Low heating value of NG 48806 kJ/kg  

 

Table 4. The overall energy and exergy efficiencies and SFC 

for different cycles (𝑇𝐼𝑇 = 1400°𝐶, 𝑇° = 25°𝐶, 𝑅𝑐 = 20, 

x = 0.2 and rc = 2). 

Cycle type Energy 

efficiency (%) 

Exergy 

efficiency (%) 

SFC 

(g/kwh) 

SGT 38.4 36.23 149.5 

GT-ABC 40.07 37.8 136.3 

POGT 41.67 39.31 177 

 

4.1 Effect of Operating Conditions  

This section presents the simulation findings of the 

impact of operating conditions on the performance of the 

selected gas turbine cycles. The effects of operating 

parameters on SFC, energy, and exergy efficiencies are 

conducted using a computer model developed on EES 

software. The performance of the cycles was assessed under 

the same operational conditions. The results found are 

presented in Figure 5 to 11 based on the theoretical 

relationships earlier mentioned. The plots of the simulations 

for the SGT, GT-ABC and POGT cycles are presented and 

analyzed here. 

 

4.1.1 Effect of Turbine Inlet Temperature on Energy 

and Exergy Efficiencies 

The turbine inlet temperature (TIT) has a considerable 

impact on gas turbine performance. Increasing TIT requires 

higher SFC, which increases costs and greenhouse gas 

emissions [37], [38]. The effect of the TIT on the energy and 

exergy efficiency of each cycle was studied for TIT values 

ranging from (900 °C to 1400 °C). The findings show that the 

thermal efficiency increase as the TIT increases, as shown in 

Figure 5. The graph trend, which seems to align with the 

available literature data, provides further evidence that the 

model can determine the actual cycle performance within a 

reasonable range. Results  show that when turbine intake 

temperatures increase, both exergy and energy efficiencies 

increase proportionally for all cycles. With varying the TIT, 
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the energy and exergy efficacies of GT-ABC are higher than 

SGT and POGT. 

 

 
Figure 5. Energy and exergy efficiencies variation against 

turbine inlet temperature (𝑅𝑐 =20,  𝑇°= 25 °C x = 0.2 and 

rc =2). 

 

4.1.2 Effect of Turbine Inlet Temperature on Specific 

Fuel Consumption  

Specific fuel consumption (SFC) indicates the quantity of 

fuel needed for power production. The SFC is an excellent 

indicator of the optimal cycle and can be used to compare 

SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT. As a result, the cycle with the 

lowest SFC is more valuable than the others. Plotting the TIT 

against the SFC (Figure 6) at the same operational data 

revealed that the SFC of each cycle decreases with increased 

TIT reach about stable conditions at certain TIT., which may 

be attributed to the significant gain in thermal efficiency with 

TIT. According to the variation of TIT, The SFC of GT-ABC 

is higher Thant that for SGT and POGT. There is a 

significant difference, specifically in the low range of TIT. 

There is a minor difference between The SFC of SGT and 

GT-ABC.  

 

 
Figure 6.  Specific fuel consumption (SFC) variation against 

turbine inlet temperature (𝑅𝑐 =20, 𝑇°= 25 °𝐶, x  =0  .2 and rc 

=2). 

 

4.1.3 Effect of Compression Ratio on Energy and 

Exergy Efficiencies 

The pressure ratio was changed between 2 and 35; 

increasing the compression ratio in gas turbine cycles 

increases the energy and exergy efficiencies. Similar trends 

were observed for SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT, as seen from 

the presented data in Figure 7. The findings show that the 

energy and exergy efficiencies will decrease for each cycle 

at low and high-pressure ratios (below or above the design 

condition). The optimum pressure ratio for SGT is 24, 

corresponding to 42.2%, 39.8% energy, and exergy 

efficiencies, respectively. In contrast, the optimum pressure 

ratio for GT-ABC is 30, corresponding to 39.7% and 36.8% 

energy and exergy efficiency, respectively. In addition, the 

optimum pressure ratio for POGT is 13, corresponding to 

energy and exergy efficiencies of 42.5% and 40.7 %, 

respectively. The energy and exergy efficiencies of SGT 

increase between 20% and 40% sharply in the low 

compression ratio range between 2 and 13. Then, the 

efficiencies grow gradually in the higher range of 

compression ratio between 13 and 30.   While in the low 

compression ratio range of 2 to 10, the energy and exergy 

efficiencies of GT-ABC improved sharply between 15% and 

30%. The efficiencies gradually rise in the higher 

compression ratio range of 10 to 30. In contrast, the energy 

and exergy efficiencies of POGT increase significantly 

between 30% and 42% in the low compression ratio range of 

2 to 13. The efficiencies gradually decrease in the higher 

compression ratio range of 13 to 30. 

 

 
Figure 7. Energy and exergy efficiencies variation with 

compression ratio (TIT= 1400 °c, To= 25 °𝐶, x=0.2 and rc 

=2). 

 

4.1.4 Effect of Compression Ratio on Specific Fuel 

Consumption  

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of compression ratio on SFC 

for SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles. The general trend is 

similar for each cycle. The SFC reduces significantly in the 

compression ratio range between 2 and 6, then stabilizes in 

the compression ratio range between 6 and 35. For the low 

range of compression ratio, the SFC for POGT is lower than 

other cycles, while at the high range of compression ratio, 

the SFC for SGT is lower than different cycles, reaching 

around 130 g/kwh.   

 

 
Figure 8. Specific fuel consumption (SFC) variation against 

compression ratio (TIT= 1400 °𝐶, To= 25 °𝐶, x=0.2 and rc 

=2). 

 

4.1.5 Effect of Ambient Air Temperature on Energy 

and Exergy Efficiencies 

To investigate the impact of environmental conditions on 

the operation of each cycle., the ambient temperature varied 

from 5 °C to 35 °C. Figure 9 illustrates how the energy and 

exergy efficiencies change as a function of ambient 
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temperature for the SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT. Increased 

ambient temperature decreases energy and exergy 

efficiencies for all cycles. It is revealed that the POGT has 

higher energy and exergy efficiencies than the other cycle. 

Moreover, it declines because of a rise in ambient 

temperature. For example, at  𝑇° = 5°∁, the energy 

efficiency of SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT was 39.6%, 41.4, 

and 41.3 %, respectively, while the exergy efficiency was 

37.3%, 39.1%, and 40.9%. In contrast, at 𝑇° = 35°∁, the 

energy efficiency of SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT were 37.7%, 

39.2%, and 40.7%, respectively, while the exergy 

efficiencies were 35.5%, 37 %, and 38.4%. As shown in  

Figure 9 even while the POGT has higher overall efficiency 

than the SGT, GT-ABC, the rate at which efficiency 

decreases with ambient temperature in the basic cycle is 

lower.  

 

4.1.6 Effect of Ambient Air Temperature on Specific 

Fuel Consumption  

The specific fuel consumption SFC shows the quantity of 

fuel required to produce a certain level of power. The work 

that the gas turbine reduces as the ambient temperature 

increases. As a result, the SFC of the gas turbine increases. 

For all cycles, the SFC of the gas turbine cycle increases with 

the ambient air temperature. Significant variation was 

revealed for the POGT, as shown in Figure 10. It proves that 

at a fixed compression ratio, a rise in intake air temperature 

leads to a rise in fuel consumption. This can be interpreted 

as follows; as the ambient temperature declines, the air mass 

flow rate at the compressor input rises, resulting in a 

reduction in SFC. 

A comprehensive quantitative comparison of the SGT, 

GT-ABC, and POGT is given in   Table 5  .The values of 

overall energy and exergy efficiencies and SFC according to 

an extensive range of operating conditions are shown. The 

table shows that under all low-pressure ratio values (8 to 20), 

the POGT cycle has higher energy and exergy performance 

than the SGT, GT-ABC, and GT-ABC cycles. 

 

 
Figure 9. Variation of energy and exergy efficiency with the 

ambient condition (TIT= 1400 °C, Rc = 20, x = 0.2 and rc = 

2). 

 

 
Figure 10. Specific fuel consumption (SFC) variation 

against ambient temperature (TIT = 1400 °𝐶, Rc = 20, x = 

0.2 and rc =2). 

 

Table 5. Overall efficiency and Specific fuel consumption (SFC) for different values of TIT, To, and Rc associated with the 

SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles. (The pressure ratio of the bottoming cycle for GT-ABC is rc =2, and the mass fraction for 

POGT is x=0.2). 
TIT(°C) T°(°C) Rc Simple-GT GT-ABC POGT 

Energy 

efficiency 

(%) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

(%) 

SFC 

(g/kwh) 

Energy 

efficiency 

(%) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

(%) 

SFC 

(g/kwh) 

Energy 

efficiency 

(%) 

Exergy 

efficiency 

(%) 

SFC 

(g/kwh) 

900 5 8 27.77 26.2 215.5 30.12 28.41 191.9 40.54 38.24 182 

20 27.71 26.14 190.7 28.12 26.53 179.5 30.35 28.63 243.1 

30 21.82 20.58 215.6 21.25 20.05 207.9 15.8 14.91 215.6 

25 8 26.44 24.94 221.7 28.35 26.75 199.3 39.81 37.56 185.3 

20 23.38 22.06 213.8 23.08 21.77 205.2 24.65 23.25 299.3 

30 13.18 12.44 324.7 11.54 10.88 333.7 2.115 1.995 324.7 

35 8 25.69 24.24 225.6 27.37 25.82 203.8 39.38 37.15 187.3 

20 20.75 19.57 233.2 20.01 18.88 227.4 21.1 19.9 349.6 

30 7.426 7.006 570.3 5.066 4.779 686.6 7.366 6.949 570.3 

1200 5 8 31.47 29.69 194.4 34.71 32.74 169.3 41.7 39.34 176.9 

20 36.83 34.74 155.3 38.43 36.25 142.4 40.37 38.09 182.7 

30 36.82 34.74 148 37.8 35.66 137.4 36.22 34.17 203.7 

25 8 30.75 29.01 196.4 33.77 31.85 171.7 41.25 38.91 178.8 

20 35.04 33.06 159.2 36.35 34.3 146.5 37.95 35.8 194.4 

30 34 32.08 154.5 34.63 32.67 144 31.82 30.02 231.8 

35 8 30.37 28.65 197.6 33.26 31.37 173.1 40.98 38.66 180 

20 34.04 32.11 161.7 35.19 33.2 149.1 36.56 34.49 201.8 

30 32.36 30.52 159 32.79 30.93 148.5 29.2 27.55 252.6 

1400 5 8 32.75 30.9 187.9 36.25 34.2 162.3 42.04 39.66 175.5 

20 39.62 37.38 147.4 41.48 39.13 134.2 43.37 40.92 170.1 

30 40.9 38.59 138 42.17 39.78 127.3 41.55 39.19 177.5 

25 8 32.22 30.39 189.1 35.55 33.54 163.7 41.66 39.3 177 

20 38.4 36.23 149.5 40.07 37.8 136.3 41.67 39.31 177 

30 39.1 36.88 141 40.15 37.88 130.2 38.7 36.51 190.6 

35 8 31.93 30.12 189.8 35.17 33.18 164.5 41.45 39.1 178 

20 37.73 35.59 150.7 39.29 37.07 137.6 40.71 38.41 181.2 

30 38.08 35.92 142.8 39.01 36.8 132.1 37.06 34.96 199 
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5. Conclusion: 

In this article, a comparative study was conducted based 

on energy and exergy analysis for SGT, GT-ABC, and 

POGT cycles to determine the most effective system, along 

with the developed model and EES software that has been 

used to evaluate the effect of critical operational parameters. 

The main results observed from the study are summarized 

below:  

▪ The parametric analysis showed that the ambient 

temperature, turbine inlet temperature, and compression 

ratio significantly affected the energy and exergy 

efficiencies of SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles.  

▪ As the compression ratio grows, the energy and exergy 

efficiencies of the SGT, GT-ABC, and POGT cycles 

also increase. 

▪ The energy and exergy efficiencies of each cycle will 

degrade at low- and high-pressure ratios (below or 

above the design condition). The optimum pressure ratio 

for SGT is 24, corresponding to 42.2%, 39.8% energy, 

and exergy efficiencies, respectively. In contrast, the 

optimum pressure ratio for GT-ABC is 30, related to 

39.7% and 36.8% energy and exergy efficiency, 

respectively. In addition, the optimum pressure ratio for 

POGT is 13, corresponding to 42.5% and 40.7 % energy 

and exergy efficiencies, respectively. 

▪ There is an optimum TIT at which each cycle's energy 

and exergy efficiencies are at their highest values for all 

pressure ratios. 

▪ Comprehensive modelling shows that the POGT cycle 

can achieve higher efficiency at the same turbine inlet 

temperature and pressure ratio. The model findings 

indicate that when the ambient temperature rises, the 

total efficiency of all cycles decreases. 

▪ For all cycles,  at (TIT = 1400 °C, T° = 25 °C, Rc =20, 

x=0.2 and rc =2), the GT-ABC and POGT cycles are 

more efficient than that SGT. Under these conditions, 

the energy and exergy efficiency are 38.4%, 36.2% for 

SGT, 40%, 37.8 % for GT-ABC, and 41.6%, 39.3% for 

POGT.  In addition, the SFC for SGT, GT-ABC, and 

POGT cycles is 149.5, 136.3, and 177 (g/kwh), 

respectively. 

▪ Finally, in all low-pressure ratio conditions (8 to 20), the 

POGT cycle has a higher energy and exergy 

performance than the SGT, GT-ABC . 
 

Nomenclature 

Symbols 

Cp Specific heat (kJ/kg.) 

h  Specific enthalpy (J/kg) 

m˙  Mass flow rate (kg/s) 

P  Pressure (kPa) 

q Heat supplied (W) 

Rc Pressure ratio in topping cycle 

rc Pressure ratio in bottoming cycle 

s Specific entropy (J/kg. K) 

T  Temperature (K) 

W  Work (W) 

Abbreviation 

AF Air-to-fuel ratio 

CIT Compressor inlet temperature 

GT-ABC Gas turbine with air bottoming cycle 

LHV  Fuel lower heating value (kJ/kg) 

NG Natural gas 

SGT Simple gas turbine 

SFC  Specific fuel consumption (g/wh) 

TIT  Turbine inlet temperature (k) 

POGT Partial oxidation gas turbine 

Subscripts 

a  Air 

B  Bottoming cycle 

c  Compressor 

cc  Combustion chamber 

GT  Gas turbine 

net  Net 

o  Outlet 

p  Pump 

T  Topping cycle 

Greek Symbols 

η  Thermal efficiency 

ϵ  Effectiveness of HE 

γ  Ratio of specific heat 
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Abstract 

 

The water scarcity is primary need of analysis. The current study analyses the Economic and Enviro-economic of an 

N-identical (N-PVTCPC) collector double slope solar desalination units (DS-DU) with a heat exchanger (HE) using 

water based Al2O3 nanoparticles. An analytical program fed into MATLAB, and the analysis was monitored on an 

annual basis New Delhi, India. The Indian Metrological Department in Pune, India provided the input data 

necessary for the mathematical procedure. Considering the energy production of the winter and summer, the average 

yearly energy production will be calculated. The system performance has been analyzed based on Economic and 

Enviro-economic. In an economic analysis was performed for 15 years has found for cost of water 1.25, 1.51, and 

1.79₹/kg respectively, Enviro-economic analysis for life span of 15, 20, and 30 years have found CO2 mitigation/ton 

40.85, 57.46, and 90.67 kg/ton respectively and carbon credit earned 204.26, 287.30, and 453.36 ($) respectively. 

The proposed system has foundenergy, yield, and productivity 7.31%, 8.5%, and 5.17% greater respectively. 

Therefore overall the proposed system found better to previous system.  

 

Keywords: Economic; CO2 mitigation; carbon credit earned; environ-economic; nanoparticles. 

1. Aim and Scope 

For various applications, such as heat exchangers, 

photovoltaic systems integrated into buildings, greenhouse 

dryers, space heaters, solar air collectors, solar water 

collectors, etc., renewable energy or photovoltaic thermal 

energy systems are a viable choice. A basic requirement for 

maintaining life on earth, along with access to clean food 

and air, is the availability of drinkable water. Lawrence and 

Tiwari [1] discussed the theoretical evaluation of a 

mathematical use it to analyze the influence of various 

parameters on the system's performance, such as the solar 

radiation, the cover plate's transmissivity, and the ambient 

temperature. Tiwari [2] provided a summary in the field of 

solar energythat was a useful for students and professionals 

in the subject overall, "Solar Energy: Fundamentals, 

Design, Modeling and Applications". Tiwari and Tiwari [3] 

provided a comprehensive understanding of the principles, 

design, and applications of solar distillation systems for 

water desalination. The book covers economics of solar 

stills and their applications in rural and remote areas, where 

access to potable water is limited. Otanicar and Golden [4] 

conducted a comparison of traditional solar hot water 

technology with nanofluid in terms of the environment and 

the economy. They discovered that although the inclusion 

of nanoparticles in the nanofluid technology results in 

improved thermal efficiency and heat transfer rates, it also 

necessitates a higher initial system cost and may have 

potential adverse environmental effects. Khullar and Tyagi 

[5] evaluated for several types of nanofluids, the potential 

environmental impact was assessed in terms of greenhouse 

gas emissions and energy consumption, and it was 

compared to the traditional water-based system. Faizel et al. 

[6] conducted an analysis. It is discovered that CuO 

nanofluid's performance is best explained by its for 

different thermo-physical properties. Liu et al. [7] studied 

and found, using ETCs can greatly increase the solar 

desalination system's thermal performance, resulting in 

higher levels of freshwater output and reduced specific 

energy consumption. Sharon and Reddy [8] estimated 

environmental cost at $6.29 per year. A saline water-filled 

active solar distiller's annual economic performance was 

examined. Dhivagar et al. [9] developed a mathematical 

model of the system and validate it using experimental data. 

The 4E analysis reveals that the system has a high exergy 

efficiency and low environmental impact, and its cost-

effectiveness can be improved through optimization of the 

design parameters. Dharamveer and Samsher [10] 

compared the Energy matrices Enviroeconomic for active 

and passive solar desalination system. Performance of 

different solar still configurations have been discussed by 

the authors based on a variety of factors, including 

productivity ratio, thermal efficiency, exergy efficiency, 

and enviro-economic analysis. Shahsavaret al. [11] 

comparison made between the efficiency of hybrid, earth-

air heat exchanger, and integrated photovoltaic/thermal 

systems utilized in buildings in terms of energy, the 

environment, economy, and finances. The analysis of 

energy matrices and the life cycle cost effectiveness of 

employing nanofluids for single and double slope flat plate 

collectors with a heat exchanger using water loaded 
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nanofluids have only been briefly studied. Shatar et al. [12] 

based on the examination of a solar still employing a partly 

coated condensing cover with thermoelectric cover cooling 

in terms of energy, efficiency, economics, and the 

environment. The system's productivity ratio, energy 

efficiency, energy destruction, leveled cost of water, and 

CO2 emissions were all examined by the researchers. 

The majority of research in the literature examined how flat 

plate collectors and heat exchangers function when solar 

energy is still being used. On the Nth partially covered solar 

thermal power hybrid desalination unit employing 

nanoparticles, no researchers have examined Energy 

matrices, Life cycle costs, or Energy payback times. Table 

1 provides a summary of earlier research on solar distiller 

units that use water-loaded nanofluids. The current 

literature survey indicates that both passive and active solar 

stills have been the subject of several studies. The 

examination of active solar systems that are still filled with 

water-based nanofluids is, however, not well covered in the 

literature. Dharamveer et al. [23] were used CuO 

nanoparticles to study active double slope solar still. 

Exergoeconomic and Environmental ramifications based on 

Energy matrices have not been researched by any academic. 

Additionally, no studies have been conducted on water-

based nanofluid-filled compound parabolic concentrator 

collectors or evacuated tube collectors for basin-style solar 

stills.  

The proposed study would combine Active Solar 

Desalination unit that are filled with Water-based 

Nanofluids to better understand these impacts. In the 

current study, Productivity, Environmental Economics, are 

evaluated. The efficiency of the proposed strategy will also 

be assessed in light of the results of earlier research. (1) Nth 

partially covered (PVT) Solar Active Double Slope 

Desalination system (CPC) using a water based 

Nanoparticles with a helically coiled heat exchanger 

(system-A). (2) An active double slope Nth partially 

covered PVT system with flat plate (FPC) collector using a 

heat exchanger of helically coiled (system-B). The 

suggested system examined the mass of base fluid and the 

optimal nanoparticle concentration. Table 1, below provides 

an overview of earlier research. 

 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1 System description 

Figure 1, depicts the PVT module and focusing 

parabolic collector when solar energy is falling on them. As 

soon as the concentrating collector receives heat, it starts to 

raise the temperature of the nanofluid passing through the 

heat exchanger tube. How does the fluid gain energy as it 

travels from first PVT-CPC collector to the second PVT-

CPC collector, given that the same fluid is travelling 

through both of them and a solar energyapprox.1367W/m2. 

The fluid has gains some heat again through the other PVT- 

CPC collectors. After absorbing the most heat possible, 

fluid is poured into a high-quality copper helical coil heat 

exchanger. The open to the sun portion of this heat 

exchanger is situated inside a water tank. The temperature 

of the water in the water tank is raised to roughly 100°C 

during this process of water evaporation as solar radiation 

strikes and travels through the inside of the water tank. 

Sensible heating occurs when the fluid enters the heat 

exchanger and begins to lose heat as it comes into contact 

with the surrounding water in the tank. The difference 

between inner and outer glass cover, water vapor that has 

started to flow upward condenses. The glass cover is 

sloping on both sides. The working fluid is now removed 

from the heat exchanger's outlet and returned for the 

following cycle. To create a constant forced flow of 

working fluid, a DC motor is used. This DC motor's energy 

needs are met by solar panels, each of which has a capacity 

of 25 watts. 

 

Table 1. Prior research on water based nanofluids solar distiller unit. 
References Adaptation in passive and active solar distiller Conclusions   

Kabeel et al. [14] Providing single slope passive distiller, Al2O3 NPs 

and external condenser 

Al2O3 with vacuum116 % 

Elango et al. [15] Single slope basin type with Fe2O3, ZnO, Al2O3 NPs 29.95% with Al2O3, 18.63%  Fe2O3, ZnO 

with 12.67% 

Sahota and Tiwari[16] Investigated passive double slope desalination unit 45.23%  Al2O3, 42.72%  CuO, 39.74%  

TiO2 

Shashir et al. [17] Passive slope distiller CuO, and graphite with 

cooling rate over glass cover 

47.8% with CuO, graphite 57.6% 

Saleha et al. [18] Solar distiller Recommended  ZnO 

Chen et al. [19] Solar distiller Recommended  SiC 

Mahian et al. [20] Heat exchanger operated using CuO, Al2O3, and 

TiO2 NPs 

9.86% with CuO 

Sahota et al. [21] Helically coiled heat exchanger using flat plate 

collectors operated using CuO, Al2O3, and TiO2 NPs 

With CuO with Al2O3 than TiO2 system 

Dharamveer et al. [22] Active and passive operated Matrices, EPT, and 

LCCE.  

CuO nanoparticles 

Dharamveer et al. [23] Performed active double slope desalination unit (N-

PVT-HE-DS) 

Using CuO nanoparticles 

Dharamveer et al. [24] Performed active single slope desalination unit (N-

PVT-HE-DS) 

UsingCuO nanoparticles 

Present study Analyses of Enviro-economic to a helically coiled 

heat exchanger hybrid solar desalination unit 

Nth PVT-CPC-DS-HE. 

Using Al2O3 nanoparticles 
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Figure 1. Representation of active double slope hybrid desalination unit. 

 
2.2 Thermal modeling 

2.2.1 Economic analysis 

It is economically feasible for System-A and System-B 

total yearly cost, factor of shrinking fund, factor of recovery 

for both systems [10]. 

 

a. Capital cost  

 

The capital investment of different components involve in 

system-A are given in Table 2, provide the system's 

fabrication cost. 

 

b. System’s lifespan 

 

It is considered for 15 years. 

 

c. Salvage value (S) 

 

Salvage value (s) = 0.2 × Principal capital (PCC)      (1) 

 

PCC stands for principal capital cost 

 

Cost of annual salvaging (ASC) 

 

Annually salvage = S × shrinkage in fund (SFF)      (2) 

 

SFF is factor used for shrinkage 

 

d. Yearly maintenance (YM) 

 

Yearly maintenance (YM) =0.15×FYC       (3) 

 

FYC stands for first yearly cost. 

 

e. Factor for capital recovered (CR). 

 

At a fixed rate of interest, it shows the present cost as a 

constant annual cost across time. 

 

CR =
i(1+i)n

(1+i)n−1
          (4) 

 

f. Factor of shrinking fund 

 

SFF =
i

(1+i)n−1
          (5) 

 

g. Cost of first annually gained 

 

FYC = PCC × CR               (6) 

 

h. Total cost gained annually 

 

TAC= FYC+YM-ASC          (7) 
 

i. distillate cost/kg  

 

Cost/kg = 
TAC

yield in life
        (8) 

 

2.2.2 Enviro-economic analysis  

The following are examples of mathematical 

expressions for environmental costs like carbon credits and 

CO2mitigation annually [10]: 

 

a. CO2 Emission 

 

The mean CO2 intensity, which is about 0.98, and the 

electrical generation intensity are similar kg of CO2/kWh 

 

CO2 emission/year = 
Embodied energy × 0.98

life time
      (9) 

 

For Indian conditions 
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CO2 emission/year = 
Embodied energy × 1.58

life time
                  (10) 

 

b. CO2 mitigation  

 

Equation can be used to determine it per kWh 

 

CO2mitigation/year = (Eout× n) × 1.58                   (11) 

 

Equation calculates total CO2 mitigation 

 

Mitigation net over life = (Eout×n)×1.58/1000                      (12) 

 

c. Earned carbon credit 

 

Carbon credit= Mitigation (during life span)× D                 (13) 

 

D is the shift from $5 to $20 per tones of CO2 mitigation 

Embodied energy of different component involve in 

fabrication of proposed system are given below in Table 3. 

 

2.3 Methodology 

The following steps are included in the approach used to 

study the suggested system: 

Step-I  

First, proposed systems for the annual are calculated 

using the Lui and Jordan equations.  

 

Step-II  

Calculate daily solar radiation by through number of 

days in a month by as clear, hazy, hazy, cloudy, and cloudy 

days. 

 

Step-III 

Maximize the collector output using all parameters.  

Environmental and energy economic characteristics have 

been assessed Economic and Environmental and energy 

economic characteristics have been assessed. 

 

Step-IV 

Proposed systems are contrasted with the prior system 

using numerically computed values. 

Figure 2, represents the flow chart for the steps involve 

in computing the performance of proposed system on the 

basis of yield, economic, and enviro-economic.  

 

Table 2. Capital investment previous and proposed system. 

 

Table 3.  Illustrates embodied energy of different components of previous and proposed system. 
Name of component Embodied energy (kWh) 

System-B [10] System-A 

RFP body 755.61 755.61  

MS angle 416.4 416.4 

Cover (glass) 180.5 180.5 

FPC (N=4) 2209.92 - 

CPC (N=4) - 3279.41 

PV (glass-glass) 980 980 

Copper heat exchanger 25.83 25.83 

Nanoparticles (Al2O3) 17.82 17.82 

Others 
20 20 

Total EE of system 4606.08 5675.57 

 
 

 
System- B [21] System-A 

Parameters Cost 
 

Cost 
 

 
₹ $ ₹ $      

FRP body 10200 139.135 10200 139.135 

Glass cover 2.05 1600 21.825 1600 21.825 

MS stand 1000 13.641 1000 13.641 

Nozzle (input/output) 200 2.728 200 2.728 

MS clamp 250 3.410 250 3.410 

Gaskets 200 2.728 200 2.728 

Silicon gel 200 2.728 200 2.728 

PVT-FPC (N=4) 8500 34000 463.784 
 

0.000 

PVT-CPC (N=4) 9000 
 

0.000 36000 491.06 

Pump & Motor 1200 16.369 1200 16.369 

Heat exchanger (helical coiled) 466.25 6.360 466.25 6.360 

Fabrication and other cost 6000 81.844 6000 81.844 

100 gmsAl2O3nanoparticles 7425 101.282 7425 101.282 

Total cost of  62741.25 855.83 64741.25 883.11 
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Figure 2.  Flow chart of methodology adopted. 
 

 
Figure 3. Shows per hour variation and the surrounding temperature in ºC on May a-type days. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

MATLAB has been used to calculate pertinent data and 

equations for the climate in New Delhi in terms of solar 

radiation and ambient temperature. The hourly changes of 

the beam radiation is shown in Figure 3. Using Lui Jordan 

Formula [23] 

 
F = 1 - 0.0335 sin 360°(nd - 94)/365                                     (14) 

 
Where nd is the day of the year (on 1 January nd = 1; on 31  

December nd = 365); the argument of the sine function is in 

degrees. 

 

3.1 Analysis of the economics of employing Al2O3 

nanoparticles in an active solar distiller with an NPVT-

CPC collector and heat exchanger (helically coiled) -  

For the system to be economically viable, economic 

analysis is required. Economic analysis of system-A and 

system-B are found that distillate cost in (₹/kg) of system-A 

is less to system-B for interest rate of 1%, 3%, and 5% 
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For computation solar flux, temperature for New Delhi, climatic 

conditions have been obtained from IMD, Pune, India 

Using Liu and Jordon formula with MATLAB solar flux has been computed. 

Using Equations (1), and (2) TwoN and QuN have been computed. 

Using Equations (6) and (7) for system-A and System-B hourly energy and exergy have been calculated 

 

System-A has been compared with system-B for the yield, economic, and enviroeconomic. 

End 

Using Equation (8) for system-A and system-B hourly yield has been 

computed 

 

Calculation of economic (PCC, CRF, SFF and TAC) based on energy 

and exergy, using equations (1) to (8) and enviroeconomics analysis 

from equations (9) to (13) have used. 
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respectively and total annual cost of system-A in ($) for 

interest rate of 1%, 3%, and 5% is less for system-B as 

represent in Table 4. It is obvious the system-A better to 

system-B. 

 

3.2 Enviro-economic analysis of active double slope still 

for proposed system-A using Al2O3 nanoparticles- 

The environmental costs like carbon credits and CO2 has 

reduced annually: The Enviro-economic analysis of the 

proposed and previous systems are illustrate in Figure 4. It 

is discovered that the proposed system's CO2 energy-based 

mitigation/ton and carbon credit gains ($) are 3.97% less 

than those of the previous approach for 15 years. The CO2 

mitigation per ton is 40.85kg, respectively. 

The proposed and previous systems enviro-economic 

analysis is shown in Figure 5. It is observed that the 

proposed system-A PCC, is all 3.18 % higher than those of 

the preceding system. It is found that over a 15-year 

lifespan, are for embodied energy, yield, PCC all based on 

the suggested system's energy, which costs $883.11 ($). As 

the embodied energy is high while CO2 mitigation and 

carbon credit earns in ($) are better to previous system 

enviroeconomic analysis for 15, 20 and 30 years on the 

basis of CO2 mitigation/ton, carbon credit earned in USD($) 

represents Table 5. It is obvious from data system-A is 

more economical to system-B. 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Scope 

4.1Conclusions 

Based on annual examination of the proposed system-A, 

energy, exergy, and yield with Al2O3 nanoparticles revealed 

the following final observations. 

1. Based on distillate cost, System-A performs better than 

System-B. System-A for 15, 20, and 30 years at rate of 

interest 1%, 3%, and 5% the cost of distillate 1.25, 1.51, 

and 1.79 ₹/ kg respectively and system-B, for 15, 20, 

and 30 years at rate of interest 1%, 3%, and 5% the cost 

of distillate 1.31, 1.59, and 1.89 ₹/ kg respectively.  

2. Based on yield system-A is 8.5% greater, annual energy 

3.9% greater to system-B. 

3. System-A is more environmentally friendly than 

System-B, based on carbon credit earnings ($) based on 

energy. System-A for 15, 20, and 30 years, $204.26, 

$287.30, and $453.36 respectively and system-B, for 15, 

20, and 30 years, $212.71, $295.75 and 

$461.81respectively. 

4. Based on CO2 mitigation/ton based on energy system-A 

for 15, 20, and 30 years, 40.85, 57.46, and 90.67 

respectively and system-B, for 15, 20, and 30 years, 

42.54, 59.15, and 461.81respectively.it is obvious 

system-A is better to system-B. 

The active solar still using Al2O3 nanoparticles is thought to 

be the best design overall because of its annual performance 

based on economic, environmental, and energy-related 

aspects. 
 

4.2Future scope 
1. To operate the system at night extra supporting 

electrical appliances and partially covered FPC need to 

be increased over 25%. The mass water temperature 

could be raised even more by the CPC profile, which 

the PCM could also make use of at night. It may be 

another factor contributing to the improvement in 

system performance, and more study is required to 

determine its magnitude. 

2. Use of various nanoparticles to study of energy 

matrices, environmental economics, and energy 

economics is conceivable. Investigations on the impact 

of size, shape, and mass flow rate are to be needed to 

examine. 

 

Table 4. Economic analysis for proposed system (system-A) and previous system (system-B).  
Years    

(n) 

I       

(%) 

S          

($) 

CRF SFF Cost of water 

(inkg)/annum (₹/kg) 

TAC   

($) 

System (A)  1 176.6 0.07 0.06 1.25 45.42 

N-PVT-CPC-DS-HE 15 3 176.6 0.08 0.05 1.51 97.97 

(Proposed system)  5 176.6 0.1 0.05 1.79 153.74 

System (B)  1 171.1 0.07 0.06 1.31 41.11 

N-PVT-FPC-DS-HE  15 3 171.1 0.08 0.05 1.59 94.95 

(Previous system)[21]  5 171.1 0.1 0.05 1.89 148.99 

 

Table 5. Enviroeconomic analysis of system-A and system-B for 15, 20, and 30 years. 

  

System-A                          

NPVT-CPC-DS-HE 

System-B [21]                       

NPVT-FPC-DS-HE 

15 Years CO2miti/ton  40.85 42.54 

 Carbon credit earn($) 204.26 212.71 

20 Years CO2miti/ton  57.46 59.15 

 Carbon credit earn($) 287.30 295.75 

30 Years CO2 miti/ton energy 90.67 92.36 

 Carbon credit earn($) 453.36 461.81 
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Figure 4. Enviro-economic analysis based on SO2, CO2 and NOx for 15 years. 

 

 

Figure 5. Enviro-economic analysis based on yield for 15 years. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbol Variable 

Aba basin surface, in (m2) 

Aca flat plate collector area under glazing, in (m2) 

AgE eastside glass cover area, in (m2) 

AgW westside glass cover area, in (m2) 

Am photovoltaic area in (m2) 

Di tube area under FPC, in (m2) 

dp Nps dia., in (𝑛𝑚) 

hHE in heat exchanger convective heat transfer 

coefficient, in (W/m2K) 

Ib on the collector solar irradiation, in (W/m2) 

ISE eastside over glass cover solar irradiation, in    

(W/m2) 
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ISW westside over glass cover solar irradiation, in 

(W/m2) 

Mw water mass, in kg 

QuN N identical 25% PVT-CPC linked in series, the 

rate of heat transfer, in (kWh)  

Ta surrounding temperature in (˚C) 

Twi fluid inlet temperature in (˚C) 

Tbf in collector basefluid temperature, in (˚C) 

TwoN water temperature at the Nth collector outlet, in 

(˚C) 

Tw temperature of basin water in (˚C) 

Two temperature of water at t=0, in (˚C) 

ΔTHE  temperature between nanofluid to basefluid at heat 

exchanger, in (˚C) 

ΔT temperature between Tw and   
TgiE

TgiW
   for time(𝑡), in 

(h) 

 

Subscripts 

𝑒𝑛  energy 

𝑒𝑥  exergy 

𝐸𝑖𝑛  input of embodied energy  

𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡  outputembodied energy  

𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙  annual solar energy 

𝑖  interest rate 

𝑛  life time period 

𝑝  particle 

 

Abbreviation 

YM  maintenance cost annually  

ASC  salvage cost annually 

CR        capital recovery factor 

CM           carbon dioxide mitigation 

FYC         fixed annual cost 

FPC          flat plate, collector 

HE            heat exchanger 

PCC          primary capital cost  

SFF           shrinking fund factor 

S               value of future salvage 

TAC          total annual cost 

CPC   compound parabolic concentrator 

N-PVT-DS-CPC-HE, incorporating PVT-CPC double slope 

with Nth collector using heat exchanger (helically coiled) 
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Abstract  

 

An approach to the calculation of complex chemical equilibrium using the open-source optimization package Ipopt 

and the open-source package JuMP is proposed. The code of two procedures written in the open-source Julia 

programming language for calculating the equilibrium composition and properties of multicomponent heterogeneous 

thermodynamic systems is presented. The results of the test calculations showed a good performance of the code and 

a relatively high speed of calculations. Due to the compactness and simplicity of the code, it can be easily integrated 

into other applications, or used in combination with more complex models. 

 

Keywords: Chemical equilibrium; thermodynamics; Julia; JuMP; optimization package 

 

1. Introduction 

One of the problems that many engineers and scientists 

facing in chemistry, chemical technology, plasma chemistry, 

combustion chemistry, gas dynamics, etc. is the need to 

calculate the equilibrium composition and properties of 

complex chemically reacting systems.  In this article a 

complex system means a multicomponent heterogeneous 

thermodynamic system in which chemical and phase 

reactions are possible. 

The calculation of equilibrium composition is a long-

standing problem. Perhaps the first attempts to solve it in a 

general form were associated with the need to compute the 

characteristics of rocket fuels [1]. A detailed overview of the 

methods and algorithms used for this purpose is presented in 

the monograph [2]. Although the problem of calculating the 

equilibrium of complex thermodynamic systems is quite old 

[3-7], new developments appear in this area from time to 

time, see for example [8-11]. 

Two approaches can be distinguished that are applied to 

the calculation of the equilibrium composition - the analysis 

of the equilibrium of possible chemical reactions and the 

search for the coordinates of the constrained minimum of the 

thermodynamic potential. The second approach is more 

general, because it allows the use of well-developed 

algorithms for the optimization of functions with constraints.  

Difficulties in solving the problem of calculating the 

equilibrium composition of a complex thermodynamic 

system are due to some of its features. The reliability of the 

calculation results essentially depends on the completeness 

of the thermodynamic database; in particular, the database 

must contain information on the largest possible number of 

substances in the condensed state. When creating a model of 

a thermodynamic system, information from the database is 

usually loaded automatically based on the list of reagents. 

However, not all phases that are automatically included in 

the composition of a model thermodynamic system can be 

present in it in an equilibrium state, and it is not always 

known in advance which phases these are. Therefore, in the 

process of calculations, it is necessary to determine not only 

the chemical but also the phase composition, while the phase 

rule should not be violated. This means that the mathematical 

formulation of the problem may contain constraints in the 

form of inequalities. A model thermodynamic system can 

contain a large number of substances (about 1000), which 

means a large problem dimension, while the matrix of 

indices of chemical elements can be quite large and very 

sparse. In addition, the calculated values of the equilibrium 

concentrations of substances vary in a very wide range: from 

approximately 100 to values of the order of 10-100 moles, 

which is much less than the machine zero.  

Perhaps that is why, despite its long history, the problem 

of calculating the equilibrium composition still attracts the 

attention of many researchers. To date, there are several large 

universal software systems equipped with databases on the 

thermodynamic properties of substances, see, for example, 

[12, 13]. It is possible to calculate the equilibrium using 

Microsoft Excel and Matlab [14, 15]. There is also a freely 

distributed library designed to calculate the equilibrium 

composition [16, 17]. 

However, until now, the ready-made packages for 

solving the constrained optimization problems were very 

rarely used to calculate the equilibrium composition. A 

possible reason for this was the inconvenience of using such 

packages. This paper presents a convenient method for 

determining the phase and chemical compositions of a 

complex thermodynamic system using the free Ipopt 

optimization package [18]. 

 

2. Calculation of the Equilibrium Composition by 

Minimization of the Thermodynamic Potential 

From a computational point of view calculation of the 

equilibrium composition means determining the coordinates 

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-7949-9403
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8588-9280
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of the conditional extremum of a function of several 

variables. The number of variables can vary from two to 

several hundred. 

According to Duhem 's theorem [19], in the absence of 

external fields, the equilibrium state of a thermodynamic 

system whose initial masses are known is uniquely 

characterized by the values of two thermodynamic 

parameters. The most common pairs of parameters are: 

temperature-pressure (T, p), temperature-volume (T, V), 

enthalpy-pressure (H, p) for the combustion in a flow type 

reactor, entropy- pressure (S, p) for the isentropic expansion 

to a given pressure, internal energy-volume (U, V) for the 

combustion at a constant volume, and entropy-volume (S, V) 

for the isentropic expansion to a given volume. 

The formulation of the problem in temperature - pressure 

coordinates is equivalent to determining the coordinates of 

the conditional minimum of the Gibbs energy G  

 

min 𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝, x)
𝑥∈𝑅𝑛

          

𝑇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝑝 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, 

∑ 𝜈𝑗𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚, 

𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, . . . N                                                              (1) 

 

where x is the unknown vector of composition, whose 

components are the numbers of moles of substances, the 

matrix νji defines the number of atoms of a chemical element 

j in the substance i (so-called formula matrix), N is the 

number of substances in the system, m is the number of 

chemical elements, and bj is the amount of a chemical 

element j in the system. 

One can express the Gibbs energy of a multicomponent 

heterogeneous system consisting of Nc single- component 

condensed phases and Nm mixtures as 

 

𝐺(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝐺𝑖
𝑁𝑐
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝑗

(𝐺𝑖 + R𝑇ln𝑎𝑖)]
𝑁𝑚
𝑗=1   (2)  

 

where ai is the activity of the substance i. In a dimensionless 

form, this relation can be represented as  

 

𝑔(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑔𝑖
𝑁𝑐
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗

(𝑔𝑖 + ln𝑎𝑖)]
𝑁𝑚
𝑗=1        (3) 

 

where 𝑔 = 𝐺 R𝑇⁄ , 𝑔𝑖 = 𝐺𝑖 R𝑇⁄ . 

The following relation is valid for the model «ideal gas, 

ideal solution, zero volume of condensed phases»  

 

𝑔(𝑇, 𝑝, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑔𝑖
𝑁𝑐
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗

(𝑔𝑖 + ln𝑥𝑖) −
𝑁𝑚
𝑗=1

𝑦𝑗ln𝑦𝑗]                                          (4)  

 

where 𝑦𝑗 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗
. 

The reduced Gibbs energy for the condensed component 

i is given by 

 

𝑔𝑖 = [𝐻𝑖
∘(𝑇) − 𝑇𝑆𝑖

∘(𝑇)] R𝑇⁄                                (5) 

 

and for gaseous substances by 

 

𝑔𝑖 = [𝐻𝑖
∘(𝑇) − 𝑇𝑆𝑖

∘(𝑇)] R𝑇⁄ + ln(𝑝 𝑝∘⁄ )              (6) 

where 𝑝∘ is the standard pressure, 𝐻𝑖
∘(𝑇), 𝑆𝑖

∘(𝑇) are the 

values of enthalpy and entropy of the substance i in the 

standard state at temperature T. 

The formulation of the equilibrium conditions in the 

temperature-volume coordinates is much less common. In 

this case, to calculate the equilibrium, it is necessary to 

determine the coordinates of the conditional minimum of the 

Helmholtz energy F 

 

min 𝐹(𝑇, 𝑉, x)
𝑥∈𝑅𝑛

           

𝑇 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, 𝑉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡, 

∑ 𝜈𝑗𝑖

𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚, 

𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, . . . 𝑁                                                             (7) 

 

One can express the Helmholtz energy of a 

multicomponent heterogeneous system consisting of Nc 

single-component condensed phases and Nm mixtures as 

 

𝐹(𝑇, 𝑉, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝐺𝑖
𝑁𝑐
𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗

𝑁𝑚
𝑗=1

(𝐺𝑖 + R𝑇ln𝑎𝑖) − 𝑝𝑉

                                                  (8) 

 

Let us assume the mixture with 𝑗 = 1 is in the gas phase. 

The set of indices of substances for this mixture can be 

denoted as Ig.  

 

𝐹(𝑇, 𝑉, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝐹𝑖
∘𝑁𝑐

𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑔
(𝐹𝑖 + R𝑇ln𝑥𝑖) +

∑ [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗
(𝐹𝑖

∘ + R𝑇ln𝑥𝑖) − R𝑇𝑦𝑗ln𝑦𝑗]
𝑁𝑚
𝑗=2               (9) 

 

or in a dimensionless form 

 

𝑓(𝑇, 𝑉, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖
∘𝑁𝑐

𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑔
(𝑓𝑖 + ln𝑥𝑖) +

∑ [∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑖∈I𝑗
(𝑓𝑖

∘ + ln𝑥𝑖) − 𝑦𝑗ln𝑦𝑗]
𝑁𝑚
𝑗=2                     (10) 

 

The Helmholtz energy for the condensed component 𝑖 is 

 

𝑓𝑖
∘ = [𝐻𝑖

∘(𝑇) − 𝑇𝑆𝑖
∘(𝑇)] R𝑇⁄                              (11) 

 

for the component 𝑖 in a gas phase 

 

𝑓𝑖 = [𝐻𝑖
∘(𝑇) − 𝑇𝑆𝑖

∘(𝑇)] R𝑇⁄ + ln [R𝑇/(𝑝°𝑉)] − 1   (12) 

 
3. On the Packages JuMP and Ipopt 

An open-source Julia programming language [20] was 

chosen to implement the above given calculation procedures. 

This language was designed for scientific and technical 

calculations. To find the equilibrium composition the 

packages JuMP and Ipopt were used.  

To solve the problem of calculating the equilibrium 

composition an open-source optimization package Ipopt [21] 

was chosen. This package is designed to determine the 

coordinates of the conditional extremum of a non-linear 

function of many variables using the interior point method. 

The algorithm implemented in Ipopt is described in [18]. 

To provide access to a specialized optimization library, 

an algebraic modeling language is often used. Algebraic 

modeling languages (AMLs) are designed to describe 

optimization problems in a form convenient for the 

researcher. Modeling languages themselves do not solve 
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optimization problems; their purpose is to transfer the 

problem formulation to the optimization procedure and 

return the results of optimization in the most appropriate 

way. They are widely used in industry and science. Many of 

these languages are very effective for solving a wide range 

of problems, but they also have some disadvantages. In 

particular, using them the formulation of a problem can be 

very laborious, since in addition to the objective function and 

constraints, it is necessary to provide the gradient of the 

objective function, the Jacobian of the constraints, and the 

Hessian of the Lagrange function. Meanwhile, the most 

tedious part of this work (namely, calculating the gradient of 

the objective function, the Jacobian of the constraints, the 

Hessian of the Lagrange function) can be done by some of 

AMLs, and JuMP is one of them. 

JuMP is an open-source modeling language [22, 23], 

which allows users to formulate a wide range of optimization 

problems using high-level algebraic syntax.  

As it is mentioned in [23] JuMP is similar to such open-

source modeling languages as YALMIP [24], CVX [25] and 

Pyomo [26]. These AMLs are built into general-purpose 

programming languages and are convenient to use. However, 

the low performance of languages such as MATLAB and 

Python does not allow taking full advantage of these AMLs. 

To solve this problem, JuMP was created, being integrated 

with the high-level programming language Julia. 

When solving nonlinear optimization problems, AMLs 

generate procedures for the precise calculation of derivatives 

according to a given algebraic equation, which optimization 

packages can call directly. If necessary, automatic 

differentiation tools can be used to calculate derivatives 

instead of AML. 

The technical tasks that AML must perform can be 

roughly divided into the following parts: load into memory 

the problem entered by the user, generate the input data, 

required by the optimization procedure according to the type 

of problem, transfer the problem into optimization library 

and get back the calculation results. All the tasks are solved 

by the JuMP package, which uses the automatic 

differentiation to evaluate the derivatives of the expressions 

entered by the user.  

In addition to function gradients, optimization 

procedures often use matrices of second derivatives. 

Matrices of this kind can also be computed by the JuMP 

package using the automatic differentiation technique.  

 

4. Implementation of the Equilibrium Calculation 

Algorithm in Julia for (T, p) and (T, V) Problems 

The above equations (1)-(5) were used to create functions 

in the Julia language, designed to calculate the equilibrium 

composition. Gibbs and Helmholtz energies divided by RT 

are used as objective functions. The solution of the 

conditional minimization problem is implemented using the 

packages JuMP and Ipopt.  

The input for the functions includes: the number of 

chemical elements (m), the number of substances (k), the 

number of solutions (ns), the number of pure condensed 

phases (nc), the array of dimensionless values of Gibbs (g) 

or Helmholtz (f) energies of substances, the array of indices 

of substances in phases-solutions (jx), the matrix (A), the 

amounts of chemical elements in the system (b). The 

substances in the list are ordered as follows. First, there are 

condensed substances that form pure phases, then gaseous 

substances, and then components of condensed solutions. 

Each function returns the equilibrium concentrations of 

substances xi (equi_conc), the numbers of moles of phases 

yj (phase_mols) and the chemical potentials of elements 

𝜆𝑗 (lam). In some cases, it is possible to determine the phase 

composition and equilibrium concentrations of substances 

present in the system in small amounts approximately only. 

The code of the functions is given in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. The code of the functions calc_Gibbs and 

calc_Helmholtz. 
 

 

The function calc_Gibbs can be called as it is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Example of the calling the calc_Gibbs function. 

 

function calc_Gibbs(m,k,ns,nc,g,jx,A,b) 

model = Model(Ipopt.Optimizer) 

@variable(model, x[1:k] >= 0, start = 1.e-3) 

@variable(model, y[1:ns] >= 0, start = 1.e-3) 

@NLobjective(model, Min, sum(x[i]*g[i] for i in 

1:nc)+sum(sum(x[i]*(log(x[i]) + g[i]) for i in 

jx[1,j]:jx[2,j]) - y[j]*log(y[j]) for j in 

1:ns)) 

for j in 1:ns 

@constraint(model, sum(x[i] for i in 

jx[1,j]:jx[2,j]) == y[j]) 

end 

@constraint(model, con, A'*x .== b) 

JuMP.optimize!(model) 

equi_conc=zeros(k) 

for i in 1:k equi_conc[i]=value(x[i]) end 

phase_mols=zeros(ns) 

for i in 1:ns phase_moles[i]=value(y[i]) end 

lam=zeros(m) 

for i in 1:m lam[i]=shadow_price(con[i]) end 

return equi_conc, phase_mols, lam 

end 

 

function calc_Helmholtz(m,k,ns,nc,f,jx,A,b)  

model = Model(Ipopt.Optimizer) 

@variable(model, x[1:k] >= 0, start = 1.e-3) 

@variable(model, y[1:ns] >= 0, start = 1.e-3) 

@NLobjective(model, Min, sum(x[i]*f[i] for i in 

1:nc)+sum(x[i]*(log(x[i]) + f[i]) for i in 

jx[1,1]:jx[2,1])+sum(sum(x[i]*(log(x[i]) + 

f[i]) for i in jx[1,j]:jx[2,j]) - 

y[j]*log(y[j]) for j in 2:ns)) 

for j in 2:ns 

@constraint(model, sum(x[i] for i in 

jx[1,j]:jx[2,j]) == y[j]) 

end 

@constraint(model, con, A'*x .== b) 

JuMP.optimize!(model) 

@show objective_value(model) 

equi_conc=zeros(k) 

for i in 1:k equi_conc[i]=value(x[i]) end 

phase_moles=zeros(ns) 

for i in 1:ns phase_mols[i]=value(y[i]) end 

lam=zeros(m) 

for i in 1:m lam[i]=shadow_price(con[i]) end 

return equi_conc, phase_mols, lam 

end 

 

equi_conc, phase_mols, lam = 

calc_Gibbs(m,k,ns,nc,g,jx,A,b) 
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5. Implementation of the Algorithm When the 

Temperature is not Set  

It is impossible to calculate the values of Gibbs and 

Helmholtz energies if the temperature is not assigned. In this 

case, it is necessary to find the temperature T as a root of a 

nonlinear equation  

 

𝑍 − ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 (𝑇)𝑧𝑖(𝑇) = 0                             (13) 

 

where Z is the value of assigned parameter (e.g., enthalpy, 

entropy, internal energy), xi(T) is the equilibrium 

concentrations related to current value of the temperature, 

and zi(T) is the partial molar value of the parameter 

(enthalpy, entropy, internal energy respectively).  

There are two approaches to solve the problem. The first 

of them involves the use of a special function to determine 

the root of the equation from the Roots.jl package [27]. As 

an example, we provide a function call to calculate the 

composition at given values of pressure and enthalpy, see 

Figure 3, where tmin, tmax are the upper and lower 

bounds of the interval for finding the root, eps is the 

maximum calculation error, find_S is a function that 

calculates the entropy of a thermodynamic system from the 

current values of temperature and chemical composition 

using information about the thermodynamic properties of 

substances. 

 

 
Figure 3. Example of the calling the findrootS function. 

 

The function findrootS is given in figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. The code of the functions findrootS. 

 

The second approach is based on the direct use of the 

Newton's method, where the root of the equation is 

determined iteratively (i is the number of iteration) 

 

𝑥𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑥𝑖 − f (𝑥𝑖) f⁄ ′(𝑥𝑖)                      (14) 

 

The temperature is determined by one of the following 

formulae (Cp and Cv are heat capacities): 

 

𝑇𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑇𝑖 + [𝐻 − 𝐻(𝑇𝑖)]/𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑖)                     (15) 

 

if the pressure is known and the value of enthalpy H is given; 

 

𝑇𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑇𝑖[1 + (𝑆 − 𝑆(𝑇𝑖))/𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑖)]                    (16) 

 

if the pressure is known and the entropy value S is given; 

 

𝑇𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑇𝑖 + [𝑈 − 𝑈(𝑇𝑖)]/𝐶𝑣(𝑇𝑖)                     (17) 

 

if the volume is known and the value of the internal energy 

U is given; 

 

𝑇𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑇𝑖[1 + (𝑆 − 𝑆(𝑇𝑖))/𝐶𝑣(𝑇𝑖)]                    (18) 

if the volume is known and the entropy value S is given. 

In the case when the temperature is known and the value 

of entropy S is given, the pressure is determined by the 

formula 

 

𝑝𝑖+1 ≈ 𝑝𝑖 + [𝑆 − 𝑆(𝑝𝑖)]/[𝜕𝑆 (𝑝𝑖) 𝜕⁄ 𝑝]𝑇 =      

𝑝𝑖 − [𝑆 − 𝑆(𝑝𝑖)]/[𝜕𝑣 (𝑝𝑖) 𝜕⁄ 𝑇]𝑝                                            (19) 

 

If the pressure is known, the composition is calculated 

using the function calc_Gibbs, if the volume is specified 

the procedure calc_Helmholtz is used. 

 

6. On the Calculation of Thermodynamic Properties of 

Substances in the Standard State 

To calculate the values of the Gibbs and Helmholtz 

energies of substances under standard conditions, it is 

necessary to know the corresponding values of enthalpy and 

entropy. The reference book [28] and the corresponding 

database IVTANTHERMO [29] contain information on the 

thermodynamic properties of pure substances in the form of 

tables and coefficients of the approximating polynomial ai,  

which can be used to determine the values of entropy and 

enthalpy increment at a given temperature by the following 

formulas 

 

S°(T) = a1 + a2(lnX + 1)-a3/X 2 + 2a5X + 3a6X 2 + 4a7X 3    (20) 

 
H°(T) - H°(0) = T(a2 - 2a3/X 2 – a4/X + a5X + 2a6X 2 + 3a7X 3) (21) 

 

here X = T/10000. The standard pressure 
оp in the reference 

book [28] equals 1 atm (101325 Pa). 

The enthalpy value can be calculated as follows  

 
о о о о о о( ) (298.15) ( ) (0) [ (298.15) (0)]fH T H H T H H H=  + − − −   

    (22) 

 

where о (298.15)f H  is the enthalpy of formation of the 

substance at 298.15 K. 

In the NIST Chemistry Webbook [30] the coefficients of 

similar relations are given for approximating the temperature 

dependence of thermodynamic functions in the form  

 

S°(T) = A ln(t) + Bt + Ct2/2 + Dt3/3 − E/(2t2) + G           (23) 

 
H°(T) = H°(298.15) + At + Bt2/2 + Ct3/3 + Dt4/4 − E/t + F – H  

(24) 

 

t = T/1000; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are the polynomial 

coefficients, J-mol-K.  The standard pressure
оp  equals 1 

bar. 

When using NASA polynomials [31], the values of 

thermodynamic functions at a given temperature are 

calculated as follows (ai, bi are the coefficients) 

 

S°(T)/R = –a1T –2/2 – a2T –1 + a3 lnT + a4T + a5T 2/2 + 

+ a6T 3/3 + a7T 4/4 + b2                              (25) 

 

H°(T)/RT = –a1T –2 + a2 (lnT )/T + a3 + a4T/2 + a5T 2/3 +  

+ a6T 3/4 + a7T 4/5 + b1/T                              (26) 

 

T = findrootS(find_S, tmin, tmax, 

eps) 

function findrootS(f,a,b,tol) 

T=find_zero(f,[a,b], atol=tol, 

Order1())  

return T 

end 
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7. Results and Discussion 

The algorithm described above was implemented as a set 

of Julia routines available at the GitHub repository [36] 

under the open-source MIT license. The routines are 

presented along with their usage examples, which can be run 

from the command line. As Julia is a multi-platform 

programming language, the examples can be run on different 

operating systems. The present version of the code has no 

GUI interface, although it can easily be created using any of 

Julia GUI packages. Below in this section, we describe some 

of the test cases in more detail. In all cases, the information 

on thermodynamic properties of pure substances from the 

IVTANTHERMO database [29] has been used. 

Calculations were performed for several hundred 

relatively simple and more complex thermodynamic 

systems, namely, for homogeneous gas-phase systems with 

and without ionization, for heterogeneous systems with a gas 

phase and single-component condensed phases, as well as for 

complex heterogeneous thermodynamic systems with a gas 

phase, condensed solutions, and single-component 

condensed phases. All the problems were solved correctly, 

although in some cases it was necessary to resort to scaling. 

For this, the content of chemical elements was recalculated 

to 1 kg. The most difficult problem included a list of 

substances formed by 22 chemical elements, while about 130 

condensed substances and 135 gaseous substances were 

selected from the database and included in the system, from 

which two solutions and several dozen single-component 

phases were formed. The analysis of the calculation results 

includes the following checks: the mass balance equation, 

the Kuhn-Tucker condition, and the Gibbs phase rule. The 

results of all calculations that were performed with 

thermodynamic systems of varying complexity were 

compared with the results of our previous code for 

calculating the equilibrium composition [32], they were 

almost identical. 

Besides, the calculations were performed at conditions, 

where the rank of the material balance constraint matrix is 

less than the number of chemical elements. Usually, it is a 

difficult task for the numerical algorithms. An example 

would be systems with a single reactant, such as H2O or CO2 

at relatively low temperatures, when there is practically only 

one chemical compound in equilibrium, and the presence of 

other reaction products is negligible. The program coped 

with these tasks successfully. 

Figure 5 shows the calculation results for the emergency 

state of a nuclear reactor. Equilibrium concentrations (in 

mol) are presented for dominant substances only. The initial 

composition for this calculation is given in [33]: 

1014.5UO2 + 0.096Np + 2.754Pu + 0.824Ce + 0.215Y + 

0.138%Te + 0.332La + 1.442Zr +0.389Ba + 0.899Ru + 

1.15%Mo + 0.265Pr + 0.421Sr + 0.0385I2 + 0.859Nd + 

0.043%Nb + 0.0064Am + 0.745Cs + 0.166Rh + 0.006Sb + 

0.025Eu + 3725H2O + 3725H2. 

The calculation was carried out at a pressure of 1 bar and 

a temperature of 2000 K. A direct comparison of these results 

with the results of [33] is impossible as the thermodynamic 

database used in [33] is unavailable. Therefore, we present 

these simulation results as an illustration of studying a rather 

complex thermodynamic.  

Table 1 shows the computed values of the performance 

characteristics of rocket fuel liquid oxygen-kerosene 

(O2(L)+RP-1), combustion temperature Tchamber, specific 

impulse in vacuum Ivac, characteristic velocity C*, obtained 

using the CEA code [34] and the RENGINE code, written in 

Julia. The conditions are as follows: the pressure in the 

combustion chamber is 200 bar, nozzle exit pressure is 0.4 

bar, oxidizer/fuel ratio is 3. Some discrepancy in the results 

can be explained by the fact that different thermodynamic 

databases were used in the calculations. To compute the 

characteristics of the propellant, it is necessary to calculate 

the equilibrium composition in the combustion chamber, in 

the throat, and at the exit of the nozzle. The calculation of the 

composition in the combustion chamber is carried out at 

given values of pressure and enthalpy, the other two 

calculations are carried out at given values of pressure and 

entropy [35]. 

The time for preparing the program for calculation is 

about several seconds. It includes the time required to load 

the packages and the database, as well as the time to compile 

the code. The actual calculation time depends on many 

factors, namely the number of phases and substances, the 

type of problem, the type of computer (memory, processor), 

etc. In our calculations the computation time ranged from 

several hundredths to tenths of a second if the temperature 

was given. If the temperature was not set, the calculation 

time could increase to several seconds. Further optimization 

of the code is possible. 

 

 
Figure 5. Equilibrium composition and properties. 

 

In our opinion, the use of an external optimization library 

may be appropriate in cases where high performance does 

not play a crucial role: for research purposes, for testing a 

thermodynamic model, and for educational purposes. The 

small size of the functions code makes them versatile, 

Thermodynamic properties: 

p =  0.1          MPa  

t =  2000         K  

v =  1240.58      cub.m 

s =  1972.06      kJ/K 

h =  -1.38049e+06 kJ 

u =  -1.50455e+06 kJ 

Cp =  428.554     kJ/K 

Cv =  366.525     kJ/K 

Pure condensed phases 

Phase 1:                Ru(c) 0.898991      

Phase 2:                Rh(c) 0.164611      

Phase 3:                Mo(c) 0.310964                 

Phase 4:             Nb2O5(c)

 0.0166375                

Phase 5:              Y2O3(c) 0.107237                 

Phase 6:             Ce2O3(c) 0.411914                 

Phase 7:             Pr2O3(c) 0.13243                

Phase 8:             Nd2O3(c) 0.429459                  

Phase 9:             Eu2O3(c)

 0.0123781     

Phase 10:               UO2(c) 1006.11               

Phase 11:                Np(c)

 0.0831693     

Phase 12:              PuO2(c) 2.75149                  

Phase 13:            BaZrO3(c) 0.333271                

Mixture 1, (gas phase): 

               H2(g) 3741.23       

              H2O(g) 3698.8        

                H(g) 8.59741       

            UO2OH(g) 8.00739       

               OH(g) 0.843116      

             CsOH(g) 0.593765      

          Sr(OH)2(g) 0.405405      

             LaO2(g) 0.331998      

             MoO3(g) 0.301278      

        MoO2(OH)2(g) 0.281665      

            MoOOH(g) 0.145607      

               Cs(g) 0.134998      

               Te(g) 0.1149        

             U2O6(g) 0.11274 
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readable, and ready to use after a short study. The presented 

functions can be easily integrated into a more complex 

algorithm that requires the calculation of the equilibrium 

composition. 

 

Table 1. Computed performance characteristics of rocket 

fuel. 

Program Тchamber, К Ivac, м/с C*, м/с 

CEA 3867.2 3574.8 1781.1 

RENGINE 3871.7 3575.3 1781.5 

 

8. Conclusion 

Two algorithms and their implementations in the Julia 

programming language are presented for calculating the 

equilibrium composition and properties of multicomponent 

heterogeneous thermodynamic systems.  

An algorithm for calculating the equilibrium composition 

for situations with unknown temperature is proposed and 

implemented. 

The test calculations showed a good performance of the 

functions and a relatively high speed of calculations. 

The main advantages of the proposed code are its 

openness, compactness, versatility, and simplicity, which 

allows it to be easily integrated into other applications or 

used in combination with more complex models. 

A few small examples illustrating the possibility of using 

the functions can be found at [36]. 
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Nomenclature: 

AML - algebraic modeling language; 

Cp – heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(mol K); 

Cv – heat capacity at constant volume, J/(mol K); 

F – Helmholtz energy, J/mol; 

G – Gibbs energy, J/mol; 

H – enthalpy, J/mol; 

Ig – indices of substances in the gas phase;  

Ij – indices of substances in the mixture j; 

N – number of substances; 

R – gas constant, J/(mol K);  

S – entropy, J/(mol K); 

T – temperature, K; 

V – volume, m3; 

ai – activity of the substance i; 

bj – amount of a chemical element j in the system, mol; 

f – dimensionless value of Helmholtz energy;  

g – dimensionless value of Gibbs energy; 

m – number of chemical elements in the system; 

p – pressure, MPa; 

xi – amount of substance i, mol; 

yi – number of moles of phase i, mol; 

𝜆𝑗 – chemical potential of the element j, J/mol; 

νji –  number of atoms of a chemical element j in the 

substance i. 
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